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Abstract (in Italian) 

‘Engineering Architecture’ è il prodotto di una ricerca sviluppata a partire dalle 
recenti tendenze dell’architettura verso la produzione ‘Non-Standard’ e la generazione 
delle cosiddette ‘free-form’, ovvero di quelle forme svincolate dagli schemi formali 
associati alle tradizionali tipologie, sia architettoniche che strutturali. Le ragioni di 
questa metamorfosi, della sua nascita e possibili future evoluzioni, sono attualmente 
indagate seguendo diversi metodi: da un lato si cita il rinnovato interesse degli 
architetti verso il mondo naturale e le sue forme ‘organiche’, menzionando soprattutto 
il potenziale plastico di queste realizzazioni alla scala architettonica; dall’altro lato 
tuttavia anche l’odierno sviluppo dei modellatori tridimensionali virtuali può essere 
ritenuto un importante promotore di queste tendenze. Infatti, questi software evoluti 
sono generalmente dotati di potenti interfacce grafiche e consentono quindi all’utente 
un ampio grado di libertà nell’ideare ed elaborare ‘liberamente’ forme arbitrarie. Gli 
studi sul ‘Non-Standard’ e sul ‘free-form’ non si limitano però ad analizzare le cause di 
questi fenomeni all’interno della pratica architettonica, ma esplorano anche la 
mutazione dei profili e propositi dei grandi committenti di architetture, evidenziando 
quindi l’evoluzione della nostra società globale attraverso un approccio olistico. 

Partendo da queste considerazioni generali, l’interesse di questa ricerca si è poi 
rivolto nello specifico ai problemi generati dai progetti ‘Non-Standard’ e ‘free-form’, 
che sono per loro natura difficilmente risolvibili con un approccio progettuale 
convenzionale. Essi richiedono per contro un’elevata interazione tra i diversi aspetti 
progettuali e tra gli attori coinvolti nel processo durante tutte le fasi progettuali, a 
partire da quella più concettuale fino ai più minuti sviluppi costruttivi. Questo 
approccio multidisciplinare è già stato sperimentato a partire dagli anni sessanta da 
John Frazer che, nella sua pionieristica attività didattica e di ricerca, esplorò il 
potenziale delle tecnologie informatiche, soprattutto nella definizione e gestione di 
progetti particolarmente complessi. Tale lavoro costituisce un fondamentale 
riferimento di questa ricerca di dottorato, che quindi si pone l’obiettivo di esplorare 
l’influenza delle nuove tecnologie informatiche nella pratica progettuale architettonica, 
ma che soprattutto è volta ad evidenziare i suoi effetti sul ruolo dell’architetto 
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all’interno del processo progettuale. Attraverso un approccio innovativo, basato sui 
metodi della Ricerca Operativa, questa tesi intende fornire un quadro teorico e 
concettuale per lo sviluppo di strumenti robusti, versatili e flessibili per la 
progettazione architettonica, sperimentando direttamente con una serie di casi studio 
reali. Ad un livello più elevato, vengono anche indagate le possibili relazioni tra 
tecnologia, pensiero e pratica progettuale, considerando quest’ultima un’attività da 
sempre caratterizzata da un ampio ed intenso utilizzo della tecnologia. Un ulteriore 
obiettivo che si pone questo studio è anche l’abbattimento – o almeno l’indebolimento -
della persistente linea di demarcazione tra ingegneria e architettura. Infatti, i suoi 
risultati ben si adattano ad essere dei fondamenti per nuovi sviluppi nel campo 
dell’ingegneria, in particolare nel perfezionamento degli strumenti computazionali 
sviluppati, ma anche in quello nell’architettura. Le nuove ricerche possono spaziare 
dall’applicazione della metodologia di lavoro proposta al supporto di progetti 
innovativi fino alla migliore comprensione di alcuni casi studio storici, in particolare 
nel campo della storia della costruzione. In questo filone si colloca infatti lo studio di 
architetture concepite da progettisti di formazione ibrida, che richiede necessariamente 
un approfondimento basato su un approccio multidisciplinare. 

La struttura concettuale di questa tesi fa interagire in maniera complessa le 
diverse discipline che afferiscono ai problemi generati dal ‘Non-Standard’ e dal ‘free-
form’. Il principale contributo originale di questa tesi, ovvero gli strumenti 
computazionali di supporto alla progettazione, è stato sviluppato attraverso la 
sperimentazione diretta su tre differenti casi studio: il primo riguarda un’applicazione 
strutturale nella quale una recente copertura a forma libera, realizzata in Giappone, è 
stata completamente riprogettata attraverso l’uso di una tecnica evolutiva, nel 
dettaglio con un Algoritmo Genetico; il secondo caso invece riguarda un’applicazione 
acustica nella quale la forma della superficie d’intradosso di una semplice sala da 
concerti è stata studiata, dal punto di vista della sua configurazione spaziale, attraverso 
l’uso di un Algoritmo Genetico, il tutto con il proposito di progettare un’interessante 
struttura piegata a forma libera ad elevate prestazioni acustiche; l’ultimo caso studio è 
legato poi ad una questione geometrica, attualmente di particolare interesse nel mondo 
dei progettisti di ‘grid shell’ a forma libera. In questa applicazione si definiscono 
possibili reticoli a maglia quadrilatera di forma ‘arbitraria’ che vengono riprogettati e 
ottimizzati attraverso l’uso di un Algoritmo Genetico e di una tecnica di Rilassamento, 
con l’intenzione di renderli idonei ad essere rivestiti da lastre di vetro piane. Tali 
configurazioni spaziali si identificano generalmente col nome di ‘PQ mesh’ e, oltre a 
poter risultare interessanti dal punto di vista prettamente architettonico, permettono 
di ridurre drasticamente i costi di costruzione della struttura. 

L’intera sezione dedicata alla Ricerca Operativa costituisce il vero ‘cuore’ della 
tesi, specialmente per quel che riguarda il metodo e l’approccio adottati nello sviluppo 
della ricerca, che si colloca quindi precisamente nel settore della progettazione e della 
tecnologia dell’architettura. Inoltre, si tratta di un’unità propedeutica alla maturazione 
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delle considerazioni finali di tesi, ove l’interesse è più mirato ad indagare la relazione 
tra tecnologia, intesa nel suo significato più ampio, pensiero, ovvero il modo di 
riflettere dei progettisti durante il loro lavoro concettuale, e pratica progettuale 
architettonica. 

Il contenuto della ricerca è stato infine riportato in questa tesi adottando una 
suddivisione in 3 parti principali, comprendenti 8 capitoli in totale e 3 appendici finali. 
La prima parte del lavoro è composta da 3 capitoli nei quali si esplicita il tema di 
ricerca, se ne descrive lo stato dell’arte e si presentano gli strumenti computazionali 
sviluppati. La seconda parte raccoglie la Ricerca Operativa precedentemente descritta, 
dedicando ad ogni caso studio un singolo capitolo. Infine l’ultima parte sostiene una 
discussione più teorica sul tema oggetto di studio e una riflessione sui suoi possibili 
sviluppi futuri, asserzioni risultanti anche dalle applicazioni sperimentali effettuate 
durante i tre anni di corso. Le 3 appendici allegate riportano infine i codici in 
linguaggio Rhinoscript™ degli strumenti computazionali sviluppati. Si tratta di tre 
diverse versioni di un Algoritmo Genetico, atte a risolvere rispettivamente un 
problema strutturale, uno acustico e un ultimo geometrico. 
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Introduction 

‘Engineering architecture’ is the result of a doctoral research that takes 
inspiration by the recent trend of architectural design for Non-Standard1 and free-form 
architecture, of which birth, causes and possible evolutions are studied by academics 
with many different approaches. This phenomenon could be therefore attributed to the 
renovated appreciation of organic shapes and by the plastic potential of these kinds of 
realizations. However the recent development of some commercial three-dimensional 
modellers with powerful graphic interfaces, that give a high level of freedom to 
designers in conceiving their architectures, could be considered an important cause of 
this trend, together with the modification of architecture client profiles and wishes, 
that is a consequence of many complex variations of main aspects of our global society. 

Although these considerations cannot be surely concluded in a such simple way, 
the main interest of this thesis is focused on the problems generated by free-form 
projects, that are difficult to solve with a traditional approach because they require a 
high interaction among different design aspects, that must be considered at each 
design step, from the conceptual stage to the final constructive development. This 
multi-disciplinary methodology was used, for instance, by the pioneer John Frazer, 
who from the early Sixties, and following as a consultant for Frank O. Gehry, 
investigated and explored the potential of computer technologies in the definition and 
management of particularly complex projects2. The aim of ‘Engineering architecture’ 
is therefore the exploration of the potential of new technologies in the field of 
architectural design and the study of their effects on the design practice and the role of 
the architect inside the design process. Working with an innovative approach, based 
on the methods of the Operative Research, this thesis provides a theoretical and 
conceptual frame for the development of robust, versatile and flexible tools and 
strategies for the architectural design, through their experimentation to a set of real 
case studies. In addition, starting from the assumption that architecture is a 
technological practice, this work also investigates, on a higher level, the relationship 
between technology, thought and architectural design practice. This thesis aims to 
weaken the demarcation line between engineering and architecture, and its results 
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provide a set of starting points for further researches in the field of engineering, in 
particular in the improvement of the developed computational tools, as well as in 
architecture, ranging from the application of the presented work methodology for the 
design of new innovative complex projects3 to its use in fields that are apparently far 
from the topic of this thesis, such as the history of construction, in which the study of 
the production of hybrid designers require a contemporary consideration of both 
engineering and architectural aspects4. 

The conceptual structure of this thesis is based on a complex interaction among 
different subjects, as shown in Figure 1. Starting from complex problems generated by 
Non-Standard architecture, free-forms and other particular constructive aspects, three 
different case studies have been used for the development of the original contribution 
of this research. They concern a structural application, in which a free-form roof 
structure has been designed by means of a specially developed Genetic Algorithm, an 
acoustic application, in which different possible shapes for a folded roof structure of a 
music hall have been investigated by means of the same previous computational 
technique, and finally a geometrical application, related to the optimization of free-
form quadrilateral meshes in order to define Planar Quadrilateral (PQ) meshes for grid 
shell design, that has been dealt with the aid of two different form-finding techniques, 
a GA and a Relaxation algorithm. This Operative Research on architectural case 
studies should be considered as the ‘core’ of the thesis, especially with respect to the 
approach used for the development of a research in the field of the architectural design, 
and, therefore, it must be intended as an introductory stage, necessary for the 
maturation of the final considerations about the developed research, in which the 
attention has been focused on the relationship between technology, intended in its 
largest meaning, thought, in other words the way of thinking of designers during their 
conceptual work, and architectural design practice. Finally, some possible further 
developments of this work have been investigated and proposed in this theoretical 
discussion, both for engineering and architectural fields. 

The whole research has been then organized in this doctoral thesis in 3 Parts, 8 
Chapters and 3 Appendices. Part 1 states the research topic and describes the 
developed computational design tools. It is divided in 3 Chapters: 

(1) Chapter 1 introduces the research topic, providing a general overview and the 
state of art about the use of new technologies in architectural design; 

(2) Chapter 2 describes a Genetic Algorithm, that is the first developed 
computational tool. The state of art about this technique is provided and all its 
characteristics are analyzed in detail, also with the aid of a simple benchmark 
application; 

(3) Chapter 3 describes a Relaxation Algorithm, that is the second developed 
computational tool. As the GA discussed in the previous Chapter, the state of 
art is provided and then the characteristics of the developed algorithm are 
analyzed in detail. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual structure of the thesis 
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Part 2 presents the Operative Research on the previously described three case studies. 
Each Chapter of this Part is therefore dedicated to a different application: 

(4) Chapter 4 reports the first case study, that concerns the use of the developed 
GA for the structural design/optimization of a recently built free-form 
structure; 

(5) Chapter 5 reports the second case study, inherent to the acoustic design of the 
roof structure of an imaginary music hall. The potential shapes for this roof, 
conceived as a folded plate structure, are here explored by means of the 
developed GA; 

(6) Chapter 6 reports the third case study, that is related to the form-finding of 
free-form Planar Quadrilateral meshes in order to be used for low-cost glass 
grid shells. 

Part 3 finally discusses about the relationship between technology, thought and design 
practice, providing different ideas for further developments of this research work. It is 
composed of 2 Chapters: 

(7) Chapter 7 presents a theoretical discussion about the introduction of new 
technologies in architectural design. In this Chapter, the experience acquired 
with the Operative Research presented in Part 2, together with different studies 
on technology, Artificial Intelligence, cognitivism, industrial sociology, etc, is 
used to develop original considerations about this topic; 

(8) Chapter 8 is the final Chapter of the thesis and proposes some possible further 
developments of this research, together with a summary of the previous 
Chapters. 

At the end of the text, 3 Appendices report the final codes of the developed Genetic 
Algorithm procedure for each single case study. The code related to the Relaxation 
Method is not provided in this thesis because it has been developed modifying 
(improving) a Relaxation algorithm already developed and copyrighted by David 
Rutten, when he was an intern at Prat-SA, Toulouse, France, in 20045. 
 
 
                                                           
1 The expression ‘Non standard’ was born in 2003, when an exposition dedicated to recent 
architectural experimentations was held in Centre Pompidou, by Migayrou, based on the use of 
digital technologies. An important essay dedicated to this kind of production can be directly 
found in the catalogue of the exposition: BEAUCÉ P., CACHE B., ‘Vers un mode de production 
non-standard’, in Architectures non standard, Migayrou F. (Ed.), Paris: Centre Pompidou, 2003. 
This article has been also published in: BEAUCÉ P., CACHE B., 'Vers un mode de production non-
standard. Géométrie complexe et architecture', Archithese, no. 4, pp. 50-55, July-Aug. 2006. A full 
version of this article in Italian can be also found in a digital version at: 
http://architettura.supereva.com/extended/20040214/index.htm. 
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2 After many years of teaching and research, Frazer collected the results of his work in: FRAZER 
J.H., An Evolutionary Architecture, London: Architectural Publications Association, 1995. This 
publication is no more available at present, but a digital version can be freely downloaded at: 
http://www.aaschool.ac.uk/publications/ea/intro.html. 
3 A first practical application by the author of the developed research to a real architectural 
project started in 2008, with the aid of a research scholarship granted by the ISI Foundation, 
Turin, Lagrange project, and its evolution is currently at the constriction design stage. 
4 A first experimentation of this research methodology has been applied by Carlo Deregibus and 
the author for an historical study of the outstanding structure of a concrete church in Bergamo, 
Italy. This work has been presented at the IASS Symposium 2009, held in Valencia, Spain, and is 
currently published in: DEREGIBUS C., PUGNALE A., ‘The church of Longuelo designed by Pino 
Pizzigoni. An unknown example of outstanding structure’, in: Proceedings of the IASS Symposium 
“Evolution and trends in design, analysis and construction of shell and spatial structures”, Valencia, 
2009, pp. 1599-1610. 
5 Since 2007, this Relaxation algorithm was freely available on David Rutten’s personal website: 
http://www.reconstructivism.net, that no longer exists. At present, this script can be found at: 
http://cadlogikdd.blogspot.com/2009/06/nurbs-relaxation-rhino-script_21.html. 
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Chapter 1 

New technologies in architectural design 

A large set of the most important architectural projects and experimentations, 
based on an advanced and pioneering use of new technologies, was selected and 
grouped for the first time in 2004 by Frédéric Migayrou and Zeynep Mennan under 
the name of ‘Architectures Non-Standard’1, in occasion of the organization of an 
international architectural exposition, held in Paris at Centre Pompidou. Leafing 
through the catalogue of the exposition2, it should be noticed how different and 
heterogeneous both the presented experimentations and the approach to new 
technologies of their respective designers were. The exposed works ranged from 
experimentations on ‘file to factory’ and the industrialization of objects realized by 
means of rapid prototyping, for instance of the Objectile group3 and of d’ECOi 
Architects4, to the investigation of the expressive potential of parametric curves and 
surfaces, a kind of research proposed, for example, by Lars Spuybroek of NOX5. A 
more conceptual work on this direction was presented by Greg Lynn6 and Kas 
Oosterhuis7, who focused their attention on the design process and the influences of 
computer tools to the architectural conception, while a more concrete research about 
the advanced use of new technologies for managing the project from its conception to 
its realization was proposed by the architects of UN Studio8. Three-dimensional 
models were used in their projects to define complex shapes, then developed to be 
constructed with the aid of parametric software, allowing optimal control and perfect 
interaction and sharing of design information among all the actors involved in the 
design process. Finally, an independent work was presented by Markos Novak9, self-
defined as ‘trans-architect’, whose production is merely related to the digital world; for 
this reason, he should be considered as a visual artist. 

In this exposition, the attention of curators and presented architects was 
focused on modification and evolution of the design practice with the aid of new 
technologies, eluding in this way the very important topic of the relationships between 
designers and society, that needs a more complex exploration about the influence of 
social, economic and politic aspects on the birth and the increasing interest of 
designers for this recent architectural trend. However, this kind of discussion, 
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although generally avoided by historians, in some cases is studied by sociologists, such 
as Leslie Sklair, who, focusing the attention on the relationship between ‘iconic’ 
architecture and capitalist globalization, demonstrates how much the agents and 
institutions of the transnational capitalist class continuously define spaces and 
buildings10. 

1.1. General overview 

In spite of the emergence of a high interest for new technologies and their 
architectural applications, the common way of grouping this kind of experimentations 
under the name of ‘digital’, with the simple meaning of computer-based, generates 
continuous misunderstandings and a general sense of confusion about the real 
contribution of each single developed research in this field. For this reason, the main 
purpose of this Section is to describe the state of art about the advanced use of new 
technologies in architecture, providing a first classification of the actual main research 
topics and respective objectives11. 

An interesting classifications of digital tools, on the basis of their use inside the 
design process, has been proposed in 2003 by the Italian architect Franco Purini, that 
identified three main ‘digital’ research and design fields12. The first one is the 
‘instrumental field’, in which new technologies are used to manage complex projects in 
an easier way from different points of view, such as the geometrical and representative 
ones. The conceptual stage of the building is here developed with a very conventional 
method and the architectural result is generally not organic or arbitrary. The second 
field of new technology application is the ‘creative field’, in which digital tools are 
mainly used to design, and are not merely related to the pure act of modelling. 
Architectures produced in this way are generally free from traditional tectonic 
principles, becoming fluid and continuous, as stated by Purini. The last field of digital 
tool application is the ‘utopian field’, in which the architect evades from any physical 
reference and works in the world of immateriality to imagine possible future scenarios. 
It should be underlined that this kind of classification does not help in understanding 
what really happens inside each research field, and also excludes ‘a priori’ the 
investigation of possible relationships and continuity points between digital and non-
digital architectural researches. 

Another interesting classification of digital tools, in particular of the different 
uses of three-dimensional modellers to define free-form architectures, is provided by 
Ciammaichella13. He considers a set of famous free-form architectures in which the 
conceptual shape has been generated by means of NURBS surfaces. Then, starting 
from the consideration that the way of defining NURBS spatial shapes is in a strict 
synergy with the way of conceiving free-form architectures, of which the shape has 
been explored and represented by means of NURBS, he classifies these architectures in 
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five groups, on the basis of the method used to generate their parametric NURBS 
representation. ‘Skinned’ are the first type of surfaces defined by Ciammaichella. They 
are generated starting from a set of curves lying on different and parallel cross section 
planes and are generally used by NOX architects, who produce different experimental 
biomorphic architectures. The second type is called ‘proportional’ and group surfaces 
generated by a set of generative curves that always converge into a single point. They 
were born to design ship hulls and now are commonly used, for instance, by Zaha 
Hadid to define her shapes inspired to dynamic flows. The third group is composed by 
‘spine’ surfaces, that are generated like skinned surfaces but without any constraint on 
the spatial directions of reference planes of cross section curves. The fourth type of 
surfaces is called ‘swept’ and groups NURBS generated following all possible 
translation rules. A very famous example of swept surface is provided by the so-called 
‘box or blob’ image, that represents a free-form surface with an initial square cross 
section and a final four-leaf clover cross section. Finally, the fifth type of NURBS 
groups all the possible surfaces generated by means of a two-directional processes of 
interpolation. 

Architectural journals, such as Architectural Design14, propose different special 
issues dedicated to experimentations made by means of digital technologies. However, 
looking at the titles of these publications, it is possible to notice that this topic is 
generally called in very generic ways, using terms such as ‘morphogenetic’, 
‘interactive’, ‘emergent’, ‘complex’ and ‘organic’, that are not very helpful for the 
identification of different internal research branches. On the contrary, in the following 
Paragraphs of this thesis (1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1.1.3) the state of art about experimentations 
and researches with new technologies in architectural design is analyzed in detail, 
considering a set of relevant works, classified in three main categories: parametric 
design, ‘file to factory’ and Computational Design and Morphogenesis. It should be 
underlined that this subdivision finds its reasons in the different cultural backgrounds 
and objectives of these research branches. In fact, parametric design derives from 
experimentations made in the fields of aerospace and mechanical engineering, ‘file to 
factory’ has its origins in the world of industrial design, and Computational Design 
and Morphogenesis is the evolution of early structural studies on the form-finding of 
shells and spatial structures. 

1.1.1. Parametric design 

The development of parametric design starts with the assumption that building 
drawings, realized by means of Computer-Aided Design, should not be considered as a 
digitalization of handmade drawings, in other words, that CAD software should not be 
the simple digital version of traditional drafting machines15. On the contrary, 
parametric design is based on the idea that these virtual drawings could be improved 
in order to store a large set of building data, directly managed, during the design 
process, with the aid of ‘knowledge-rich’ three-dimensional models16. Since the late 
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Seventies, early versions of parametric software, such as CATIA17, were released in the 
field of aerospace and mechanical engineering. After few years, however, some 
architectural versions of these design tools started to appear. ArchiCAD, Digital 
Project (CATIA-based), Revit Building and Revit Structure18 are only the most 
common examples of architectural parametric software that are able to manage, on the 
basis of three-dimensional models, many non-geometric properties of buildings, such 
as material, fabrication, cost and structural data. At present, in order to distinguish 
this generation of Information Technology (IT) from traditional CAD and CADD 
applications, that was mainly focused on drawing production, this kind of software is 
generally identified under the name of BIM, that is the acronym of Building 
Information Modeling or Building Information Model19. 

It should be underlined that early researches on parametric design, made for the 
development of non-commercial parametric tools to be used for the architectural 
design, directly started with the introduction of first computer technologies inside 
architectural offices. In fact, until the late Eighties, there was a general lack of CAD 
commercial software that stimulated big architectural firms in the activity of self-
development of new digital tools for design automation. For instance, at Skidmore, 
Owings and Merrill (SOM) offices, where computers are used since the Sixties, first for 
administrative purposes and then for structural, financial and energy analyses, a group 
composed by Graham, Khan and Keating understood in 1980 that new digital 
technologies could be potentially used to revolutionize the whole design process. 
Therefore, the office of SOM Chicago began to engage programmers and computer 
experts to develop a first tentative parametric software, called BOP (Building 
Optimization Procedure), with the aim of design building reducing the overall 
construction costs. In fact, this application was sold to IBM after few years because it 
became impossible for SOM to compete with the frantic pace of computer market. 
However, its development remains an important evidence of ‘customized’ software, 
directly developed by final users to better fit their architectural needs20. 

Just out of curiosity, also the Italian architect Luigi Moretti reflected about the 
potential use of computers in architectural design, with the aim of improving the 
management of the design process of special kinds of buildings, such as stadiums, by 
means of a set of well defined digital design variables. For this purpose, Moretti 
organized a research group together with some mathematicians, also publishing some 
interesting articles21. 

1.1.2. File to factory 

In the last decades, the development of parametric software has progressed 
beside the evolution of automated production of industrial parts and components. This 
is the so-called ‘file to factory’ procedure, that directly realizes objects by means of 
Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines22, starting from a set of digital input 
data. First automated machines were built starting from the Forties and the Fifties, 
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modifying existing manual tools with the aid of motors in simple servomechanisms. 
The second passage concerned their connection with analogue and digital computers, 
creating the modern CNC machines, that revolutionized the whole design process, at 
least in the industrial production. 

In architecture, this kind of experimentations has been made, for example, by 
the French group Objectile, founded in 1995 by Patrick Beaucé and Bernard Cache. 
Their work is focused on the realization of ‘Non-Standard’ building and object 
components, as well as on the continuous improvement of the parametric software 
used to define and manage all the information of produced elements. Objectile’s 
realizations range from objects realized by means of parametric wood panels to special 
orders, such as sculptures, acoustic and decorative panels23. 

The recent development of rapid prototyping machines also finds its origins in 
this technique, and is generally used in architecture to realize physical models, 
especially when the reference shapes are characterized by a high level of geometrical 
complexity. 

1.1.3. Computational Design and Morphogenesis 

With reference to form-finding and structural optimization, the development of 
computer technology should be considered as a fundamental step for the gradual 
substitution of traditional physical models, as unique design tool to concept and 
calculate shape-resistant structures, into more sophisticated digital three-dimensional 
models. This topic is discussed more in detail in Section 4.1 because it has been used as 
important reference for all the Operative Research reported inside this doctoral thesis. 
In fact, the ‘creative’ contribute in using form-finding design tools is historically 
strong, making interesting new experimental applications on this field with digital 
technologies. Moreover, this kind of researches is not only related to an advanced use 
of commercial software but it also concerns the development of customized 
subroutines and functions that transforms the role of designer from ‘software user’ 
into ‘software developer’. 

1.2. Approaching computer technology 

Architectural design is a practice based on the use of many different tools and 
aids, of which functioning is generally known and mastered by designers. However, in 
the case tools based on digital technologies, the question is quite different and in order 
to be better understood, it requires a brief recall about the history of computers. 

Computers are composed by a physical part called ‘hardware’, and by a virtual 
part identified as ‘software’. Synthetically, hardware corresponds to the ‘body’ of 
computers, while software is, in fact, their ‘brain’. When the first computers were 
developed, engineers believed that hardware was their most important part and that 
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the role of software was limited to the definition and compilation of a set of 
instructions, necessary to perform well defined tasks. However, they did not know that 
with the rapid technological evolution and the respective large sale volumes, hardware 
components became in few decades common products, giving an increasing importance 
to the software part in the development of computers. A fundamental proof of this 
phenomenon can be found looking at the Draper Prize24 results of the year 1993, when 
John Backus was awarded for the development of the FORTRAN programming 
language. In fact, in that occasion, for the first time a technological award was not 
assigned to a physically existing component, but to a ‘virtual’ part of computers25. This 
passage was of great importance from a cultural point of view, because it transformed 
computers in universal machines, in which their potential of solving problems was 
more and more related to the creative contribution of users in developing suitable 
procedures of instructions (software). In few years, with the development of 
programming environments, the simplicity of realizing customized tools directly 
writing instructions by means of a well defined commands allowed a capillary diffusion 
of modern computers inside the conventional job practice of many different fields26. 

1.2.1. Frazer and his ‘electronic muse’ 

During the Eighties, for a first period also in architecture the use of computers 
stimulated designers in the self-development of customized programs and creation of 
new design tools that were able to fit their needs (see Paragraph 1.1.1). However, 
starting from the Nineties a set of CAD commercial software began to be developed, 
bringing to a rapid diffusion of Computer-Aided Design inside the world of 
architecture, together with an increasing illiteracy of computer software basic 
development inside the world of architects (computer users). In practice, the 
improvement of graphic interfaces corresponded to a substantial reduction of computer 
control form the point of view of users. 

In order to contrast this phenomenon, the research and didactics of John Frazer 
at Architectural Association in London has been focused, for almost thirty years, in the 
development of a sense of consciousness on his students with respect to computers. 
Practical experimentations with hardware and software development were carried out 
by Frazer during his Diploma Units to modify the student cultural approach towards 
computers, that was expected to change from that of simple users of a ‘black box’ in 
that of potential self-developers of their appropriate design tools. A collection of 
Frazer’s fundamental experiences has been published in 1995 on “An Evolutionary 
Architecture”27, that also has the implicit purpose of understanding possible unknown 
uses of computer technology inside the architectural design practice. 

The topic of form-generating process has been here approached as an 
evolutionary practice, directly inspired to the morphogenetic rules of the natural 
world. Architecture has been therefore considered by Frazer “as a form of artificial life, 
[...] in which architectural concepts are expressed as generative rules so that their 
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evolution may be accelerated and tested”. This idea has been used as a starting point 
for the development of different practical experimentations with students, in which 
“the rules are described in a genetic language which produces a code-script of 
instructions for form-generation. Computer models are used to simulate the 
development of prototypical forms which are then evaluated on the basis of their 
performance in a simulated environment. Very large numbers of evolutionary steps 
can be generated in a short space of time, and the emergent forms are often 
unexpected”. Frazer also underlines that “these techniques have previously been 
limited to easily quantified engineering problems. Only now is becoming feasible to 
apply them to the complex problems associated with our built environment”. In order 
to achieve this, he has “to consider how structural form can be coded for a technique 
known as ‘genetic algorithm’, how ill-defined and conflicting criteria can be described, 
how these criteria operate for selection, and how the morphological and metabolic 
processes are adapted for the interaction of built form and its environment.” The 
theoretical conclusion of this work has been finally summarized stating: “Once these 
issues are resolved, the computer can be used not as an aid to design in the usual sense, 
but as an evolutionary accelerator and a generative force”28. 

1.2.2. Self-development of computer tools 

For these reasons, clearly explained by John Frazer in his book, the research of 
this doctoral thesis begins presenting the development of two different computational 
tools: a Genetic Algorithm, presented in Chapter 2, and a Relaxation Algorithm, 
described in Chapter 3. It should be underlined that these tools have not been chosen 
on the basis of their efficiency in pure mathematical terms, but evaluating their 
potential of becoming tools of thinking for the architectural design practice. 
 
 
                                                           
1 See Introduction, Endnote 1. 
2 Migayrou F. (Ed.), Architectures non standard, Paris: Centre Pompidou, 2003. 
3 The Objectile group, founded in 1995, is composed by Patrick Beaucé and Bernard Cache. See 
Paragraph 1.1.2. 
4 The group of d’ECOi Architects was founded by Marc Goulthorpe in 1991. 
5 The complete work by NOX architects can be found in: SPUYBROEK L., Nox, London: Thames 
& Hudson, 2004. 
6 A collection of Greg Lynn’s works is published in: Lynn G., Rappolt M. (Eds.), Greg Lynn 
Form, New York: Rizzoli, 2008. 
7 One of the most important essays by Kas Oosterhuis is published in: OOSTERHUIS K., 
Hyperbodies: Toward an E-Motive Architecture, Basel: Birkhauser, 2003. 
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8 An interesting book that describes in detail the method of UN Studio is: VAN BERKEL B., BOS C. 
(UN Studio), Buy me a Mercedes-Benz: The book of the museum, Barcellona: Actar, 2006. 
9 Novak is a self-defined ‘trans-architect’. His work and writings can be directly found in his 
website: www.mat.ucsb.edu/~marcos/Centrifuge_Site/MainFrameSet.html 
10 See: SKLAIR L., 'Iconic architecture and capitalist globalization', City: analysis of urban trends, 
culture, theory, policy, action, vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 21-47, Apr. 2006. 
11 An interesting and complete introduction about this topic is provided in: SASSONE M., ‘Grid 
shells, form finding: la qualità dell'architettura nel rapporto tra forma e struttura’, in: Marotta A. 
(Ed.), Qualità dell'architettura, qualità della vita, Torino: Celid, 2005. 
12 PURINI F., ‘Digital divide’, in Architettura e cultura digitale, Sacchi L., Unali M. (Eds.), Milano: 
Skira, 2003, pp. 87-96. 
13 CIAMMAICHELLA M., Architettura in NURBS: il disegno digitale della deformazione, Torino: 
Testo&Immagine, 2002. 
14 See: ‘Architectural Design’: Architects in Cyberspace, no. 118, Oct. 1995; Further architects in 
Cyberspace II, no.136, Nov. 1998; Sci-Fi Architecture, Mar. 1999; Hypersurface Architecture II, Nov. 
1999; Architecture + Animation, no. 150, Apr. 2001; Contemporary Techniques in Architecture, no. 
155, Jan.-Feb. 2002; Reflexive Architecture, no. 157, May-Jun. 2002; Surface Consciousness, no. 162, 
Mar.-Apr. 2003; Emergence: Morphogenetic Design Strategies, no.169, May-Jun. 2004; 4Dspace: 
Interactive Architecture, no. 173, Jan.-Feb. 2005; Techniques and Technologies in Morphogenetic 
Design, no. 180, Mar.-Apr. 2006; Programming Cultures: Architecture, Art and Science in the Age of 
Software Development,  no. 182, Jul.-Aug. 2006; Collective intelligence in Design, no. 183, Sept.-Oct. 
2006; and ‘Archithese’, no. 4, CAAD, 2006; and ‘ANY’, Electrotecture: Architecture and the Electronic 
Future, no. 3, Nov.-Dec. 1993; Diagram Work: Data Mechanics for a Topological Age, no. 23, Jan. 
1997; and ‘L’architecture d’aujourd’hui”, Questions de forme, Nov.-Dec. 2003; and ‘Tectonica’, 
Geometrias complejas, no. 17, Sept. 2004; and ‘VERB’, Natures, 2006. 
15 The original concept of CAD, as initially conceived by Steven Coons and Ivan Sutherland, 
was, in fact, in the development of “a design approach that can maximize the creativity and 
economic benefits using the computing power”. The complete reference can be found in: COONS 

S., ‘An outline of the requirements for a computer-aided design system’, in: Proceedings of the 
AFIPS Joint Computer Conferences, Detroit, 1963, pp. 299-304, and in: SUTHERLAND I.E., 
‘Sketchpad: a man-machine graphical communication system’, in: Proceedings of the AFIPS Joint 
Computer Conferences, Detroit, 1963, pp. 329-346 (also digitally published at: 
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/techreports/UCAM-CL-TR-574.pdf). 
16 A detailed study about possible improvement of traditional CAD software is provided in: 
GALLE P., ‘Towards integrated, “intelligent”, and compliant computer modeling of buildings’, 
Automation in Construction, no. 4, 1995, pp. 189-211. 
17 CATIA, that is the acronym for Computer-Aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application, 
is a CAD/CAM/CAE commercial software created in early Eighties to develop Dassault’s 
Mirage fighter jet. After few years, it was then adopted in many other industries, such as 
automotive and shipbuilding. 
18 See: AUTODESK, Building Information Modeling, San Rafael: Autodesk Inc, 2003. 
19 A complete state of art about BIM can be found in: LEE G., SACKS R., EASTMAN C.M., 
‘Specifying parametric building object behaviour (BOB) for a building information modeling 
system’, Automation in Construction, no. 15, 2006, pp. 758-776. 
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20 A more detailed description about the birth and the development of BOP can be found in: 
ADAMS N., Skidmore, Owings & Merrill: SOM since 1936, New Yrok: Phaidon, 2007. 
21 MORETTI L., ‘Ricerca matematica in architettura e urbanistica’, Moebius, no. 1, pp. 30-53, 1971, 
also published in: MORETTI L., Opere e scritti, Milano: Electa, 2000. 
22 A brief introduction about the development of first NC machines is provided in: OLEXA R., 
‘The Father of the Second Industrial Revolution’, Manufacturing Engineering, vol. 127, no. 2, 
Aug. 2001. 
23 A more detailed list of Objectile’s production can be found in the catalogue published in the 
occasion of the ‘Architectures non standard’ exposition: Migayrou F. (Ed.), Architectures non 
standard, Paris: Centre Pompidou, 2003. 
24 The Draper Prize was born to honour engineers and technicians that have contributed to the 
advancement of engineering and technology. This award is granted by the National Academy of 
Engineering, in memory of Charles Stark Draper. 
25 For a more detailed introduction about the increasing role of software inside computer 
industry, see: CERUZZI P.E., A History of Modern Computing, 2nd ed., Cambridge: The MIT Press, 
2003 (1998), Chapter 3. 
26 It should be underlines that software cannot exist without hardware and vice versa. In fact, 
the distinction between hardware and software in the real computer functioning is not so simple 
and clear. Here however, for simplicity reasons, with the term ‘software’ the set of instructions 
and procedures that an user can develop to run customized programs and operations with a 
computer is identified. 
27 FRAZER J.H., An Evolutionary Architecture, London: Architectural Publications Association, 
1995. See also Introduction, Endnote 2. 
28 All the cited phrases are taken from: FRAZER J.H., An Evolutionary Architecture, London: 
Architectural Publications Association, 1995, p. 9. 
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Chapter 2 

Development of  a Genetic Algorithm 

Genetic algorithms, developed in the last few decades, have been used to deal 
with complex problems in many different fields, from biology to economics, often with 
excellent results. In this Chapter they are presented providing first a brief state of the 
art, a reference literature and a general description of their elements and functioning, 
that have been here described by means of general pseudo-codes (their complete 
Rhinoscript™ version is provided in Appendices A, B and C). In addition, the 
development of a simple GA is presented in a step-by-step guided procedure, that 
should be considered the starting point for the following Operative Research, reported 
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, where more sophisticated versions of this ‘search tool’ have 
been tested as ‘design tool’, in order to deal respectively with a structural, an acoustic 
and a geometric problem of free-form shapes. 

2.1. General overview 

A genetic algorithm (GA) is defined by Goldberg as a “search algorithm based 
on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics”1, but another definition, 
more focused on its way of functioning, is provided by Koza: “The GA is a highly 
parallel mathematical algorithm that transform a set (population) of individual 
mathematical objects [...], each with an associated fitness value, into a new population 
(i.e., the next generation) using operations patterned after the Darwinian principle of 
reproduction and survival of the fittest and after naturally occurring genetic 
operations (notably sexual recombination)”2. In contrast with many other evolution-
inspired algorithms, that were studied starting from the 1950s for optimization and 
machine learning, the theoretical and mathematical framework of Genetic Algorithms 
was developed by John Holland and his team at the University of Michigan in the 
1960s, and finally formalized in 1975, as the result of a more general study on the 
phenomenon of natural adaptation, in order to simulate the biological evolution under 
computer systems3. Originally defined by Holland as ‘genetic plans’, they were soon 
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renamed by his doctoral students replacing the term ‘plan’ with ‘algorithm’ in order to 
focus the attention on the role of computation4. However, only in the 1980s genetic 
algorithms received an increasing recognition by scientists, and studies ranging from 
biology, artificial intelligence, engineering and business to social sciences became to 
appear5. 

At present, Genetic Algorithms provide a robust6, efficient and flexible tool to 
solve complex problems, such as air-traffic programming, weather forecasts, share 
portfolios balance and electronic circuits design, in which a consolidated analytic way 
of resolution is unknown. Moreover, as far as the world of constructions is concerned 
Genetic Algorithms are rarely used to deal with the optimization of bridges and large 
span structures, the form finding of shells, membranes and the spatial configuration of 
reciprocal frames7. 

2.1.1. Elements of a Genetic Algorithm 

As explained by Koza, any clearly defined adaptive problem can be formulated 
in genetic terms, and therefore could be solved by means of a Genetic Algorithm, 
following these four major steps8: 

- determining the representation scheme; 
- determining the fitness measure; 
- determining the parameters and variables for controlling the algorithm; 
- determining the way of designating the result and the termination criterion. 

In practice, the representation scheme is the way of mapping the problem variables, 
including the definition of a possible search space of the solution. Each variable of the 
problem is coded (the main reference is the DNA molecule, that is coded with letters 
A, C, G and T, in a base-4 alphabet), to become part (gene) of a unique chromosome, 
that is the genetic representation of a possible solution (individual), and the range of 
variability of each gene is defined in order to limit the exploration field of possible 
solutions. This last point is discussed more in detail in Section2.3, in which a simple 
GA is developed and presented. After the genetic formulation of the problem variables, 
the definition of an appropriate fitness measure is necessary. This value expresses the 
‘goodness’ of generated solutions (individuals) on the basis of a well-defined 
performance parameter, and the respective evaluation criterion. Thus, a set of 
algorithm parameters must be defined. In the conventional Genetic Algorithm they 
are the population size, the maximum number of generations to perform and the 
percentage of use of genetic operators (selection, crossover, mutations, etc). Finally, a 
termination criterion should be defined when the existence of an optimal solution, and 
therefore an optimal (or sub-optimal) reference performance value, were known. 
Otherwise, the algorithm can be manually stopped until a satisfactory solution is 
produced. 
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2.1.2. GA procedure 

After a clear formulation of the problem in genetic terms, the conventional 
procedure of a Genetic Algorithm, as described by Mitchell9 and Koza10, can be 
summarized by the following three main steps: 

- start generating a random population of individuals, or candidate solutions to 
the problem; 

- repeat iteratively the following steps on the population of candidate solutions, 
until a satisfactory result is achieved: 
(1) evaluate the performance (fitness) of each individual; 
(2) generate a new population of candidate solutions applying the following 

three genetic operators (or at least the first one): 
(i) select best individuals for the reproduction to the new population; 
(ii) recombine genetic codes of selected individuals creating new candidate 

solutions; 
(iii) apply random mutations to the genetic codes of new individuals; 

- the best individual at each generation (iteration) represents the solution, or a 
sub-optimal solution, to the problem. 

The pseudo-code representing these instructions is: 

Sub GA_Procedure() 
  Read input parameters 
  Define the solutions domain 
   
  For each <iteration> of the GA procedure 
    For each <individual> in the <population> 
      Call GenerateIndividuals* 
      Call Performance(<individual>)* 
    Next 
    //Sort the population individuals on the basis of their fitness 
    Call SortPopulation() 
    //Select individuals for reproduction 
    Call RouletteWheelSelection() 
    //Codify the design variables** 
    Call DecimalToBinary** 
    //Create a new population by means of a crossover reproduction 
    Call GenerateNewPopulation() 
    //Mutate randomly some genes of new individuals 
    Call Mutations() 
    //Decodify the design variables** 
    Call BinaryToDecimal** 
  Next 
End Sub 

 
in which the subroutines marked with * need to be defined on the basis of the specific 
problem, while those marked with ** are only used in the case of a binary coding of 
the design variables. All the cited subroutines are discussed in the following Sections. 
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This evolutionary procedure, initially formalized by Holland in different versions 
under the name of ‘reproductive plans’11, can be also read in its flow-chart 
representation, provided in Figure 2. 
 

 

Figure 2: Flow-chart of the conventional Genetic Algorithm12 
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2.1.3. Main characteristics 

With respect to other traditional optimization and search procedures, Genetic 
Algorithms differ in four fundamental aspects, described by Goldberg13: 

- GAs work with a coded version of the parameter set, and not the parameters 
themselves; 

- GAs search using a ‘population’ of candidate solutions, and not a unique 
solution; 

- GAs are blind to auxiliary information, they only need an objective function 
(fitness function); 

- GAs are based on probabilistic transition rules, and not deterministic rules 
(they use randomized operators). 

All these characteristics contribute to the typical GA’s robustness. In fact, working 
with a set of candidate solution instead of a single one, in a random search blind to any 
specific knowledge about the problem, GAs are able to avoid local minima (in those 
cases in which the search space of possible solutions is particularly complex, and many 
good sub-optimal solutions to the problem exist, making a complete exploration of the 
solution domain as well as reaching the best result quite difficult for the algorithm). 

2.1.4. Classification 

As many other mathematical models, such as neural networks, fuzzy logic, 
simulated annealing techniques, particle swarm optimization, ant colony optimization 
and shuffled frog leaping algorithm, GA’s approach was born as a tentative to explain, 
or at least to imitate, some phenomena related to natural systems14. Nevertheless, after 
almost thirty years, the status of GAs in scientific research still does not seem to be 
well defined. In fact, in the reference literature papers on GAs in many different 
branches can be found - from Operation Research (OP), in which they are classified as 
heuristic or meta-heuristic techniques for combinatory optimization, to biology, where 
they are considered a suitable model to study the natural evolution. 

Golberg15 classifies GAs as random search methods, referring to these three 
main algorithm types: calculus-based, in which the solution is reached following a 
specific ‘direction’ obtained by acquiring auxiliary knowledge on the problem by 
solving equations; enumerative, in which the solution is reached through evaluation of 
every point of the search space similarly to the humankind search way; and random, to 
which GAs belong. However many other classification criteria exist. In some cases, it 
could be helpful to distinguish between evolutionary and non-evolutionary algorithms, 
or between single solution and population-based techniques, or between global search 
and local search procedures16. With reference to GAs, they are, of course, evolutionary 
and population based algorithms, that work performing a local search. 
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2.1.5. Terminology 

The specific terminology for GAs derives from natural systems as well as from 
computer science technical vocabulary. For this reason, as shown in Table 1 it is 
possible to find in technical literature the same concept expressed with two different, 
but equivalent, terms17. 

Table 1: Comparison of natural and artificial GA terminology 

Meaning Natural systems Computer science 

genetic codes chromosome string 

genetic constitution 
of an individual 

genotype structure 

observable characteristics 
of an individual 

phenotype parameter set, solution 
alternative, point 

basic unit of a genetic code gene feature, character, detector 

possible settings of a gene allele feature value 

the position of a gene 
in a genetic code 

locus string position 

 
It is therefore possible to refer to specific genetic codes as ‘strings’ basing on the 
computer science vocabulary or as ‘chromosomes’ with reference to the biological 
world. The general genetic constitution of an individual is called ‘structure’ in 
computer science and ‘genotype’ in biology, while the actual observables 
characteristics of an individual are defined as ‘parameter set’ or ‘solution alternative’ or 
‘point’ in computer science and ‘phenotype’ in natural systems. The basic unit of a 
genetic code is the ‘gene’ in natural systems and the ‘feature’, or the ‘character’, or the 
‘detector’ in computer science. The different possible values of a gene are called ‘alleles’ 
in biology, while ‘feature values’ in computer science. The position of a gene in a 
genetic code is called ‘locus’ in the natural world and ‘string position’ in the artificial 
one. However it should be underlined that a mixed use of artificial and natural 
terminology at the same time has to be avoided. Therefore, in this thesis only the most 
common biological vocabulary has been used. 

Other specific terms of GA literature, all derived from the natural world are 
used in both fields without differences. For instance, terms like ‘individual’ represent a 
candidate solution to the evaluated problem, while ‘population’ indicates a set of 
individuals considered at the same iterative step of the evolutionary process; finally 
‘generation’ is used as synonymous of iteration to refer to a specific step of the 
algorithm procedure. 
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2.2. GA operators 

The conventional Genetic Algorithm works with the aid of three main genetic 
operators: the ‘selection’ of best individuals for the reproduction, the ‘reproduction’ of 
selected individuals, with the addition of few random ‘mutations’ to their genetic codes. 
However, in order to improve the general efficiency of the algorithm, some other 
secondary operators could be added to the main procedure, such as ‘elitism’, that is 
described in Paragraph 2.2.4. A good introduction to the main GA operators is 
provided by Floreano and Mattiussi18, who explain the way they work with a very 
simple language, while other most important texts, such as those by Holland, 
Goldberg, Koza and Mitchell, are generally written in a more complex way. 

2.2.1. Selection 

Different methods have been developed in order to select the best individuals of 
an evaluated population for their genetic recombination (reproduction), such as 
‘tournament selection’ and ‘stochastic universal sampling’. Among these, the more 
traditional selection technique can be considered the ‘fitness-proportionate roulette 
wheel’, so called for its figurative analogy with the traditional casino roulette wheel. In 
this technique, the number of pockets of the wheel corresponds to the number of 
individuals; the performance value assigned to each individual is firstly normalized and 
then used to define its probability of selection for the genetic reproduction, that 
corresponds to the roulette pocket size as shown in Figure 3; finally the wheel is 
randomly rotated for a fixed number of times, that could be equal to the size of the 
population when all the population is generated by means of the reproduction 
operator, or at least equal to two, that is the minimum number of parents to perform 
the crossover. 
 

 

Figure 3: Roulette wheel selection method 
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Here the pseudo-code of a fitness-proportionate roulette wheel selection is provided, 
based on a normalized version of individual performance values. 
 

Sub RouletteWheelSelection() 
  Make <rand> as a random variable 
  Make <sumExpValue> as the sum of expected values 
  Set <sumExpValue> equal to 0 
  For each <individual> in the <population> 
    Set the <indivExpValue> equal to the <indivNormalized fitness> 
    Sum the <individual expValue> to <sumExpValue> 
  Next 
  For each <individual> in the <population> excluding <numElite> best 
      individuals 
    Set <rand> equal to a random value chosen from 0 to <sumExpValue> 
    Make a <counter> variable equal to 0 
    Make a <chosenExpValue> variable equal to 0 
    While <chosenExpValue> is smaller than <rand> 
      Set <counter> equal to <counter> + 1 
      Sum <chosenExpValue> with the <indivExpValue> 
    Loop 
    Copy the chosen individual <counter> in the current position of 
         the population 
  Next 
End Sub 

2.2.2. Reproduction 

The individuals selected for the genetic recombination are randomly considered 
in pairs, and the crossover operator is applied to them to form pairs of offspring. This 
operator is traditionally considered as the ‘core’ of Genetic Algorithms, because it is 
the main cause of variation and innovation of candidate solutions. The simplest 
crossover, used to mix one-dimensional chromosomes, is the ‘single-point’ crossover, 
shown in Figure 4, left, but in general the ‘two-point’ crossover, shown in Figure 4, 
right, is applied in order to reduce positional bias. Other types of crossover can be 
developed on the basis of the specific problem and its respective representation scheme 
of design variables (see Paragraph 2.4.1). 
 

 

Figure 4: Simple crossover operators 
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Here the pseudo-code of a ‘single point’ and of a ‘multiple-point’ crossover able to 
work with one-dimensional chromosomes is provided. It is composed of two 
subroutines, of which the first selects cutting points and calls the second ‘crossover’ 
subroutine, and the second performs the recombination and generates the offspring: 
 

Sub GenerateNewPopulation() 
  //It is possible to generate more than one cutting point 
  Make a <ptCross1> variable that define a first cutting point of 
       the <individual chromosome> 
  For each <reproduction operation> in the <population> 
    Select randomly a first parent <parent1> in the <population> 
    Select randomly a second parent <parent2> in the <population> 
    If <parent2> is equal to <parent1> Then 
      Select randomly another <parent2> 
    End If 
    //This Function can be called more than one time 
    Call Crossover(<parent1>, <parent2>, <position of child1> in the 
                   <population>, <position of child2> in the 
                   <population>, <ptcross1>) 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub Crossover(<parentA>, <parentB>, <childA>, <childB>, <ptCrossA>) 
  For each <gene> in the <chromosome> of the <parentA> 
    If <gene position> is smaller than <ptCrossA> Then 
      Copy <parentA gene> in the same position into <childA gene> 
      Copy <parentB gene> in the same position into <childB gene> 
    Else 
      Copy <parentA gene> in the same position into <childB gene> 
      Copy <parentB gene> in the same position into <childA gene> 
    End If 
  Next 
End Sub 

2.2.3. Mutations 

The ‘mutation’ operator acts genetic variations in chromosomes of the 
individuals of a population. However, while the ‘crossover’ is generally considered as a 
constructor of new candidate solutions, the ‘mutation’ works as a disruptor of existing 
configurations; for this reason, it plays a background role with the purpose of avoiding 
genetic drifts (all equal individuals, therefore no more possible evolution). 
 

Sub Mutations() 
  For each <mutation> in the <individuals> of the <population> 
    Select randomly an <individual> in the <population> excluding 
           <numElite> best individuals 
    Select randomly a <gene> in the <individual chromosome> 
    Generate randomly a <new gene> value in the solutions domain 
    Substitute the <new gene> value with the old <gene> value 
  Next 
End Sub 
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2.2.4. Others 

The ‘elitism’, introduced by De Jong in 197519, is the most common secondary 
operator, that works in addition to the used selection method forcing the GA to retain 
a fixed number of best individuals at each generation in order to preserve their 
chromosomes from destruction due to crossover and/or mutation, also avoiding 
performance involutions during the evolutionary process. Generally, it significantly 
improves the algorithm efficiency. 

2.2.5. Auxiliary subroutines 

A set of auxiliary subroutines are also usually developed in a GA in order to 
monitor the process during its functioning and to read and elaborate the algorithm 
results at the end of the procedure. The complete codes of the developed auxiliary 
subroutines, used in the operative research presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, can be 
found in Appendices A, B and C. Here the pseudo-code of the most important auxiliary 
subroutine is provided, necessary to sort the individuals of a population on the basis of 
their fitness value (performance). It works in a very simple way; all the values stored 
into the fitness vector are read (from the left to the right) and compared with the 
nearest ones on the right. For each comparison, if the first value on the left is smaller 
than the second one on the right the position into the population of the respective 
individuals is switched, otherwise the subroutine proceeds with the comparison 
procedure of the following values. It should be underlined that this subroutine sorts 
the evaluated values in a descending order because generally the fitness value 
decreases when an individual performance improves (see Paragraph 2.3.5). 
 

Sub SortPopulation() 
  //Numerical sorting in descending order 
  For each <individual> in the <population> 
    If the <fitness of individual> is smaller than the 
       <fitness of next individual> Then 
      Switch the <position of individuals> in the <population> 
    Else 
      Nothing 
    End If 
  Next 
End Sub 

2.3. Computer implementation of a simple GA20 

The easiest approach to GAs and the best way to understand how they work is 
the direct development of a simple GA, in order to test it on an elementary problem, 
that could be, for instance, a geometrical benchmark, very similar to the following 
more complex architectural applications. 
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2.3.1. Programming environment 

The commercial application adopted to describe the benchmark geometry is 
Rhinoceros™, a three-dimensional graphic modeller developed by McNeel, largely 
diffused both in the architect and designer communities due to its powerful NURBS-
based graphic engine, that is able to define any kind of free-form geometry. In 
addition, the tool used to develop and run the simple GA is the built-in Visual Basic 
interpreter Rhinoscript™21. 

2.3.2. NURBS parametric curves and surfaces 

In free-form structures, the shapes cannot be generally described in terms of 
simple geometries, and the desired surface could be approximated by a discrete mesh, 
composed by triangular elements. However, a more powerful and refined design tool 
consists in the definition of the desired shape in terms of a NURBS, that is an acronym 
for ‘Non Uniform Rational B-Splines’22. This mathematical parametric formulation of 
surfaces has its antecedents in the Rational and Non-Rational B-Splines and in the 
Bézier curves and surfaces, used since the Sixties to solve engineering problems 
related to the representation of suitable ‘free’ curves in automotive design, and based 
on the Bernstein basis polynomials23. At present, NURBS could be considered as the 
standard way of describing and modelling free-form shapes in Computer-Aided Design 
(CAD) and, more in general, in computer graphics. 

The surfaces represented by means of NURBS are defined by a control 
polyhedron, as shown in Figure 5, which vertices are called control points. In addition, 
there are other parameters that affect the final surface shape and its mathematical 
definition, such as the degree and the knot matrix. 
 

 

Figure 5: NURBS representation of a free-form surface 
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This mathematical description method of shapes allows an excellent local and global 
control of free-form geometries; this tool also shows a particularly interesting aspect, a 
complex shape which can be parametrically described by a finite set of real numbers, 
containing all the necessary information to completely describe the surface, even 
though in a kind of coded form. From this point of view, a parametric representation of 
a geometric entity could be considered analogous to the GA genotype, and the 
phenotype as the corresponding shape. 

2.3.3. Definition of the problem and design variables 

A first GA has been developed to be applied to a quadrilateral shell structure 
with a square plane projection, in which only the vertical positions of the four vertices 
have been assumed as design variables, in other words, free to move within certain 
limits (Figure 6, left). From the geometrical point of view, with these four corners, that 
are control points of a NURBS parametric surface, it is directly possible to define a set 
of different free-form shapes, all intermediate configurations between the plane and the 
hyperbolic paraboloid. 
 

 

Figure 6: A simple benchmark application 

2.3.4. Search space and fitness landscape 

For this application, the length of the surface perimeter has been chosen as evaluation 
criterion of the individual fitness, i.e. the longer the perimeter the better the shape 
performance, and the range of variability of the vertical position of the four corner 
points has been chosen of the same length of the side dimension of the square surface 
plane-projection, so that the search space of possible spatial configuration is a perfectly 
cubic bounding box. The existence of an optimal configuration for this benchmark 
problem, that corresponds with the hyperbolic paraboloid (Figure 6, right), is therefore 
clear. 
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2.3.5. Types of fitness measure 

The fitness measure, i.e. the survival probability of an individual, calculated on 
the basis of a reference performance evaluation is called, in the technical terminology, 
‘raw fitness’. In some cases however this value is inverted and therefore transformed in 
a ‘standardized fitness’, because in GAs is generally agreed that lower numerical 
values correspond to better performances. This is specifically the case of this 
benchmark application. Finally, also the ‘normalized fitness’ is calculated starting from 
the standardized one in order to obtain always values that range between 0 and 1 
(larger for better individuals in the population and summed together equal to 124). 

2.3.6. Coding strategy 

The choice of an adequate coding strategy is a very important task of GAs. The 
most common way of coding numerical values is certainly the binary coding, that was 
the first introduced due to its analogy with the natural DNA. In this benchmark, the 
design variables have been therefore coded in an 8-bit binary way, that allows to 
represent numbers ranging from 0 to 256. Here the pseudo-codes to develop the 
coding and decoding subroutines (for a n-bit binary representation) are provided. 
 

Sub DecimalToBinary() 
  //For one-dimensional chromosomes 
  Make a <temp> temporary variable 
  For each <individual> in the <population> 
    For each <gene> of the <individual> 
      Set <temp> equal to <gene> 
      For each <bit> of the binary coding 
        If <temp/2> is equal to the integer part of <temp/2> Then 
          Set <temp> equal to <temp/2> 
          Set <bit> equal to 0 
        Else 
          Set <temp> equal to the integer part of <temp/2> 
          Set <bit> equal to 1 
        End If 
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub BinaryToDecimal() 
  //For one-dimensional chromosomes 
  For each <individual> in the <population> 
    For each <gene> of the <individual> 
      Set <gene> equal to 0 
      For each <bit> of the binary coding 
        Set <gene> equal to <gene> + [2^(<bitLenght> - <bit>) * <bit>] 
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
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2.3.7. Application 

This simple GA has been performed for 100 generations, with a population size 
of 21 individuals, of which the first has been always preserved as ‘elite’. The roulette 
wheel has been used as selection method, the crossover operator has been performed to 
generate all the offspring generation after generation, and a small percentage of 
genetic mutations has been always applied, as summarized in Table 2: 

Table 2: GA general parameters 

Coding strategy 8-bit binary 

No. of generations 100 

Population size 21 

No. of élite individuals 1 

Two-dimensional Crossover (%) 100 

Mutations (%) 3 

 
Due to the simplicity of the problem and of its solution domain, the optimal 
configuration (hyperbolic paraboloid) has been found only after 39 generations, as 
shown on the graph in Figure 7, in which the black line indicates the fitness value of 
the best individual at each iteration, while the gray line is the mean fitness value of the 
population of solutions: 
 

 

Figure 7: Fitness evolution of benchmark application 

It should be underlined that the evolutionary process has been directly managed by 
the three-dimensional modeller, and all the generated tentative solution are visually 
represented with the aid of the Rhinoceros™ graphic interface, as shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Rhinoceros™ screenshot of the evolutionary process 

2.4. GA tuning for architectural applications 

Although a first simple GA has been tested with successful results without any 
particular difficulties, with more complex problems the tuning of the algorithm 
parameters and operators becomes a fundamental step in the development of the GA 
procedure. In this Section therefore the tuning operations derived from the operative 
research presented in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 are summarized. 

2.4.1. Effective representation scheme and crossover operator 

A first tuning problem is related to the representation scheme (coding strategy) 
of the problem design variables and, as a consequence, of the used crossover operator 
(for the genetic recombination of individual chromosomes). In architectural problems, 
in which geometrical coordinates that describe curves and surfaces are involved, a 
binary coding has been tested as an ineffective way of representing the design 
variables. In fact, as shown in Figure 9, with this coding strategy, at each genetic 
recombination the crossover can cut the individual chromosomes mutating the final 
coordinates they represent, instead of performing a simple commutation of them. On 
the contrary, with a real coding, the only possible cutting points become the 
intermediate positions between coordinate values, and therefore any kind of 
unexpected mutation is avoided. 
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Figure 9: Differences between binary and real coding 

However, in architectural problems another important improvement with respect to 
the conventional representation scheme of individual chromosomes is related to the 
definition of a two-dimensional storing of coded design variables (chromosome) 
instead of the conventional one-dimensional way. This variation allows to maintain a 
topological correspondence between the individual geometry, for instance a surface 
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shape, and its coded representation. A two-dimensional crossover operator performed 
on these kinds of chromosomes is therefore able to maintain possible neighbourhood 
relationships between the good parts of an individual shape, becoming a better 
constructor of new candidate solutions to the problem. Moreover, this operation 
avoids any kind of asymmetry, generated with a one-dimensional crossover operator, 
applied together with a two-dimensional coding of design variables (Figure 10). 
 

 

Figure 10: Two-dimensional chromosome and crossover operator 

This two-dimensional crossover operator can be developed with n-cutting point with 
little modification of the previously described conventional crossover. Here the 
pseudo-codes of the two-dimensional crossover operator performed in following 
architectural applications are provided. 
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Sub GenerateNewPopulation() 
  //Cutting points for a two-dimensional chromosome 
  Make a <ptCross1> variable that define a first cutting point of 
      the <individual chromosome> 
  Make a <ptCross2> variable that define a second cutting point of 
       the <individual chromosome> 
  For each <reproduction operation> in the <population> 
    Select randomly a first parent <parent1> in the <population> 
    Select randomly a second parent <parent2> in the <population> 
    If <parent2> is equal to <parent1> Then 
      Select randomly another <parent2> 
    End If 
    //This Function can be called more than one time 
    Call Crossover(<parent1>, <parent2>, <position of child1> in the 
                   <population>, <position of child2> in the 
                   <population>, <ptcross1>, <ptcross2>) 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub Crossover(<parentA>, <parentB>, <childA>, <childB>, <ptCrossA>, 
              <ptCrossB>) 
  For each <gene> in the matrix rows of the <parentA> 
    For each <gene> in the matrix columns of the <parentA> 
      If <gene row position> is smaller than <ptCrossA> Then 
        If <gene column position> is smaller than <ptCrossB> Then 
          Copy <parentA gene> in the same position into <childA gene> 
          Copy <parentB gene> in the same position into <childB gene> 
        Else 
          Copy <parentA gene> in the same position into <childB gene> 
          Copy <parentB gene> in the same position into <childA gene> 
        End If 
      Else 
        If <gene column position> is smaller than <ptCrossB> Then 
          Copy <parentA gene> in the same position into <childB gene> 
          Copy <parentB gene> in the same position into <childA gene> 
        Else 
          Copy <parentA gene> in the same position into <childA gene> 
          Copy <parentB gene> in the same position into <childB gene> 
        End If 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 

2.4.2. Optimized GA procedure 

After modification of the design variable representation scheme and 
improvement of the conventional crossover operator, tuning of GA general parameters 
has been performed as well during the applications presented in Chapter 6 for the 
form-finding of PQ meshes. This new GA procedure works with a population of 25 
individuals. The 5 best of them are preserved at each generation as elite individuals, 
while the remaining first half of the population is used, at each generation, to generate 
new individuals by means of a two-dimensional crossover and a mutation operator. On 
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the contrary, the second half of the population is obtained by adding genetic mutations 
always to the best individual of each iteration. The result is a GA that works, at the 
same time, on the generation of new candidate solutions and on the improvement of 
the best solution of each generation. This procedure is graphically described in Figure 
11, also providing a direct comparison with the more conventional one. 
 

 

Figure 11: Conventional and improved GA procedure 
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Chapter 3 

An improved Relaxation Algorithm1 

Relaxation algorithms were initially developed as tools for the approximate 
calculation of structures but, after few years, other similar procedures, such as the 
Force Density Method (FDM)2, were also studied with the aim of developing essential 
form-finding tools, in particular to support the architectural and structural design of 
tensile structures. In this Chapter, they are presented providing first a brief general 
overview about the classical Relaxation Methods by Southwell, then describing in 
detail its general structure. It should be underlined that the developed Relaxation 
Algorithm is a direct modification – or better improvement – of an existing 
Rhinoscript™ version of this optimization procedure, that has been already written in 
2004 by David Rutten3. 

3.1. General overview 

The Relaxation method by Samuelsson and Zienkiewicz4 is generally 
considered as an algorithm derived from the well known Gauss-Jacobi method for the 
approximate solution of systems of linear equations. However, it has been mainly 
developed in the field of structural analysis and, starting from the early studies by 
Čališev and Cross, the method was systematically formalized by Southwell5 in 1940. It 
has been successfully applied to problems spanning from elastic analysis of hyperstatic 
frames to vibrations or electrical networks. 

3.1.1. Relaxation procedure 

The basic idea of a RA, derived from mechanics problems, is that a set of 
equilibrium equation can be iteratively solved, starting from a tentative ‘locked’ 
solution, by ‘unlocking’ - or better ‘relaxing’ - the fictitious constraints until their 
respective fictitious reactions are reduced to zero. At each step of the iterative process 
a correction is applied to the design variables in order to reduce the out-of-balance 
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forces; the correction is proportional to the error and is applied in order to reduce it. 
This method can be performed relaxing one or more fictitious constraints at each step 
and the correction can be applied in total or reduced by a factor, approaching the 
equilibrated configuration in a step-by-step procedure. By properly setting the amount 
of correction, each new solution is found in a restricted neighbourhood of the previous 
one, so that the method generally converges. 

It should be underlined that this Relaxation Algorithm works in the same way 
of ‘gradient based’ or ‘steepest descent’ methods, which approach the solution by 
following the most effective direction in the variable space. For this reason, all these 
iterative procedures are generally applied to linear problems such as the analysis of 
elastic frames or trusses, or to non-linear problems such as the well known search of 
zero-state in cable nets tensile structures. 

3.1.2. Elements of a Relaxation algorithm 

From the mathematical point of view and by referring to the classical literature, 
it is possible to describe a Relaxation Algorithm as composed by five major elements, 
that are always necessary to develop and perform this optimization procedure. 
Synthetically, they are: 

(1) A set of n points (nodes) p   where pk is a 1x3 array representing point k 
coordinates for k = 0,1…, n; 

(2) A connectivity matrix M; 

(3) Boundary conditions C; 

(4) A vector generation rule r; 

(5) An objective function f. 

In detail, the elements 1 and 2 give together the geometry definition of the network. 
However, it should be underlined that the shape of M in the algorithm can vary in 
function of the set goal. Element 3 is not strictly necessary because, from the 
mathematical point of view, the initial position of nodes could represent a sufficient 
boundary condition itself. However, defining constraints or restraints for the nodes 
coordinates cannot be practically avoided when we deal with real projects. Element 4 
is the most important of this algorithm but depends on the objective function of the 
optimization process. For this reason, it will be explained in the following Section (0). 
Element 5 represents the controller of the algorithm; in fact, the termination criterion 
of this algorithm is based on the solution performance value that at each step of the 
procedure is obtained directly evaluating it by means of this objective function. In 
should be underlined that it is possible to use the objective function itself as a vector 
generation rule; in this case points 3 and 4 would be merged into one and r = f. 
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3.2. Modifying the conventional Relaxation 

This customized version of the Relaxation Algorithm has been developed in 
order to deal with the problem, presented in Chapter 6, of defining free-form Planar 
Quadrilateral meshes. In this thesis it is defined as the ‘planarity problem’ and is 
implemented inside this optimization technique by substituting the system of 
equilibrium equations with a system of geometrical compatibility equations. At each 
step of the iterative procedure, the planarity of mesh elements is measured and a 
geometrical correction is applied in order to reduce the residual planarity error. 

3.2.1. The vector generation rule 

In the traditional procedure, the vector generation depends on the interaction 
between a force field applied over the structure and the stress state of the structure 
itself. Therefore, in this case, vectors which are generated in each node are essentially 
the result of a vectorial sum of forces. From the mathematical point of view this 
concept can be defined with this function: 
 

, , ,  
 
Where: 

- p and M have been already defined,  
- t is the 1xe array describing the stress state of the net and ti is the tension value 

associated to the i element (connection), for i = 0, 1.. , e 
- f (optional) is a 3xn array of forces with fk the force vector applied on the net node k, for 

k = 0, 1.. , n . 
 
It should be underlined that the t and f parameters can be assumed as confined inside f, 
making therefore possible to replace - or simply avoid – their contribute. For instance, 
with reference to the planarity problem, where only geometry is involved, the function 
for vector generation will read: 
 

,  
 
With this formulation, the vector generations on the net nodes will be dependent only 
on the geometry of the mesh at each step. 

3.2.2. The connectivity matrix 

A traditional Relaxation Algorithm is essentially based only on one kind of 
connectivity matrix (M) that is an nxe matrix, where n is the number of points (nodes) 
and e is the number of connections (frames) depending on the shape of mesh faces. It 
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should be underlined that in this case a connection is always intended as a link 
between two nodes. Consequently, the calculation of the resultant vector in each point 
is only dependent by the position of the other points which are connected to this 
through a frame. This has been obviously the most suitable choice since the aim was 
the static optimization of structures where stress is strictly connected to 
frames/cables. However, the Relaxation Algorithm could be applied for several other 
purposes by changing the ‘classical’ connection matrix with a more effective one. 
 

 

Figure 12: Classical and new connectivity matrices 

Figure 12 shows, for example, a comparison between a classical way of constructing 
the connection matrix, in which the connector is a frame, and an alternative connection 
method, in which the connector is a face. In order to deal with the planarity problem, 
this last connection matrix has been necessary implemented inside the Relaxation 
Algorithm. In fact, although the reference test meshes have been always defined as 
‘structured’ meshes, in other words with a grid that can be easily numerated in a 
‘rational’ way, the planarity problem requires a kind of connection that is able to 
manage more than two vertices. 

3.3. Final remarks 

As demonstrated, the developed Relaxation Algorithm satisfies the need of 
creating an efficient optimization method, as well as a rapid and versatile design tool. 
As shown in the following Chapter 6, it can be directly used inside a commercial three-
dimensional modeller, therefore avoiding any problem related to information 
conversion and interface. 
 
 
                                                           
1 The research presented in this Chapter has been initially developed by Paolo Basso in his 
Master’s thesis: BASSO P., Morfogenesi computazionale in architettura. Ottimizzazione di strutture 
spaziali free-form, tutors: DEL GROSSO A., DEMAESTRI S., PUGNALE A., REPETTO M.P., SASSONE 
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M., Master’s thesis discussed at the School of Engineering, University of Genova, Italy in 2008. 
In 2009 it has been then presented in a more completed version at the IASS Symposium 2009, 
and can be therefore found in: BASSO P., DEL GROSSO A., PUGNALE A., SASSONE M., 
‘Applications of a Virtual Force Density Method’, in: Domingo A., Lázaro C. (Eds.), IASS 
Symposium 2009. Evolution and trends in design, analysis and construction of shell and spatial 
structures, Valencia, 2009, pp. 1163-1174. 
2 See LINKWITZ K., SCHEK H.J., ‘Einige Bemerkungen zur Berechnung vonvorgespannten 
Seilnetzkonstruktionen’, Ingenieur-Archiv, no. 40, pp. 145-158, 1971. For a general overview 
about FDM, see also: GRÜNDIG L., MONCRIEFF C., SINGER P., STRÖBEL D., ‘A History of the 
principal developments and applications of the force density method in Germany 1970-1999’, in: 
IASS-IACM 2000 Fourth International Colloquium on Computation of Shell & Spatial Structures, 
Chania-Crete, 2007. 
3 See Introduction, Endnote 5. 
4 SAMUELSSON A., ZIENKIEWICZ O.C., ‘History of the stiffness method’, International Journal for 
Numerical Methods in Engineering, no. 67, pp. 149–157, 2006. 
5 See SOUTHWELL R.V., Relaxation methods in engineering science. A treatise on approximate 
computation, London: Oxford University Press, 1940. 
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Chapter 4 

Morphogenesis and structural optimization 
of  free-form shapes1 

The optimization procedures, explained in the previous two chapters, have been 
developed, tuned and tested directly on benchmarks and case studies inspired to real 
architectural problems. Given the strong relationship between form and structure, 
especially in shape-resistant structural typologies such as shells, in which the 
mechanical behaviour is strictly related to the global spatial configuration rather than 
to the properties of single elements, first experimentations have been conceived in 
order to deal with form-finding and structural optimization problems where the 
structure is not only a technical requirement but interacts with the architectural shape 
becoming an integral part of the creative design process. 

The following Section provides the state of the art on this specific topic, from 
traditional form-finding approaches based on physical models to more recent 
computational techniques for the structural optimization of complex geometries, and is 
intended to introduce the original contribution of this Chapter, presented in Sections 
4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, about the morphogenesis and the structural optimization of free-form 
structures with the aid of a Genetic Algorithm. 

4.1. Evolution of form-finding 

Form-finding techniques were born and developed in a strict relationship with 
shape-resistant structural typologies, such as thin shells and tensile structures, 
following the philosophy used by engineers of the Eighteenth Century for the design 
of large steel structures, that reduces the formal problem to the identification of the 
more efficient solution only from the structural point of view. At present, since the 
evolution of computation allows designers to consider different design requirements at 
the same time, the goal of a form-finding procedure has been enlarged, becoming more 
frequently the exploration for a good compromise between several sub-optimal 
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solutions that fit in different ways a defined set of evaluation criteria, more than the 
way to find the optimal one, whose existence is not always so clearly obvious. 

Form-finding techniques could be presented and discussed in many different 
ways. According to some authors like Von Bülow2, a classification by distinction 
between non-computational and computational methods can be applied. This approach 
brings to front the process, the internal functioning of the tool, sending to back the 
purposes of its use during design. By contrast, in the following Paragraphs the 
evolution of form-finding procedures is presented in order to focus the attention 
mainly on the transformation of their starting role. From being simple problem 
solvers, they are increasingly acting as design tools of investigation, that provide to 
designers a stimulus for discovering the solution, often heavily affecting the final 
architectural result. Depending on the specific case, form-finding will be also renamed, 
for instance, as form-improvement, or even form-exploration, with the aim to 
emphasize the role it plays each time. 

4.1.1. Finding structural forms 

At the beginning, mechanical and physical properties of shapes were explored 
by means of scale models, combining structural design and calculation in a single 
process. Gaudì was a pioneer in the use of this method. With the aid of funicular 
models, based on the specific structural behaviour of catenary arches, he was able to 
study efficient shapes for his impressive masonry buildings, made of courageous vaults 
and spires that only work in a compression stress state under gravity load3. The 
Sagrada Familia in Barcelona is certainly the most famous construction whose form is 
the result of this form-finding process, deliberately conceived as a structural challenge 
to Gothic masters. 

Afterwards, starting from the second post-war other applications of form-
finding grew up, mainly with relation to the world of structural engineering. At that 
time, topics of great interest, such as the economy of material in thin concrete shells 
and the design of tensile structures, could be only addressed through the 
reconstruction of the desired mechanical properties of shapes by means of physical 
models. For instance, minimal surfaces ensuring a homogeneous membrane stress 
state were easily generated by means of soap film models, realized from a previously 
defined set of boundaries. Fundamental examples of these experimentations can be 
found in “Finding form” by Otto and Ralsh4, an interesting book that provides a 
complete panorama on the researches and the professional activity of the authors, and 
in “IL 10: Grid shells”5. In the city of Potenza, Italy, the bridge on the Basento river by 
the Italian engineer Sergio Musmeci is another design example worth to be 
remembered6. The structural shape, that is a minimal surface, was obtained by means 
of different form-finding procedures, based on the use of different materials. First 
tentative solutions were explored with the aid of simple soap film models. Thus, a 
fabric model was realized in order to define the final shape and, at the end, a set of 
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structural calculations were performed on a precise scale model made of neoprene 
rubber sheets. This project, dated 1969, is of great importance not only for its 
innovative design process, but also because its shape has become an efficient structure 
and a beautiful architecture placed in a delicate landscape at the same time. However, 
approaching more closely the bridge, it becomes difficult to look away from the 
construction details of the structure, that shows, especially in the nodes, several design 
lacks. This highlights a risk in the use of form-finding; more precisely, forgetting 
important architectural aspects to devote only on the realization of an optimal shape, 
from the structural point of view. Other famous structures, such as the roofs of the 
Olympiapark in Munich, Germany7, were entirely conceived and designed with the aid 
of fabric models, compensating a lack of analytic design tools that, in the field of 
tensile structures, did not exist for a long time. More in general, all the period between 
’45 and ’70 of the Nineteenth century is full of important form-finding examples. 
Several designers should be cited as Candela8, Isler9, Nervi10 and Morandi11 as other 
important representatives of this heroic season of civil engineering. Despite physical 
models have always been important design exploration tools especially in architecture 
as they involve designers on multiple sensory levels, with reference to structures this 
manual form-finding process is very limiting, and forces its use to those cases in which 
to a specific design requirement an optimal design solution can be provided. 

4.1.2. Computational Morphogenesis of flux structures 

The gradual substitution of physical models as unique conceptual and analytical 
tool of form-finding has only happened in the last decades, due to a remarkable 
development of Computer-Aided-Design and virtual modelling techniques that allow 
more sophisticated and precise analyses and calculations12. Recent projects by Mutsuro 
Sasaki, who often works as a structural consultant for important architectural firms, 
are all examples of this trend. The most known of them is probably the project, dated 
2003, for the competition of the new high speed train station in Florence, Italy13, in 
which Sasaki used an improved version of the Evolutionary Structural Optimization 
(ESO) method14 to find, or better to generate, the optimal shape for the structure 
necessary to support the long plane roof cover, an important architectural element 
conceived to characterize the proposed building. This extended version of the ESO 
method, based on Von Mises stress or strain energy of each structural element, is an 
evolutionary form-finding technique that, starting from a defined initial spatial 
configuration, performs a FEM analysis at each iteration and removes inefficient 
structural parts, but also adds new others where necessary, in order to reach an 
optimal mechanical behaviour of the structure, avoiding waste of material15. In 
principle, the ESO method (also called topological optimization) is very similar to the 
previously discussed form-finding techniques based on the use of physical models, 
because its purpose is still to provide an optimal solution to a specific design 
requirement (Figure 14, right). 
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Figure 13: Some possible combinations of suspended nets by Frei Otto16 

 

Figure 14: Left: Kitagata community centre. Structural optimization of the free-
form roof shape by means of a Sensitivity Analysis17; Right: Application of the 

ESO method. Basic block domain with foundation constraints and gravity load18. 
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From this point of view, in architecture its practical application has been restricted to 
few other projects by Sasaki19 and some experimentations, particularly focused on the 
optimization of high-rise buildings, by the Black Box group of SOM Chicago20. The 
possibility of further uses could only increase the risk of obtaining more formal results 
similar to each others. 

It should be underlined that, in many recent projects, more frequently the 
architectural shape is already defined at early design stages. No structural or other 
performance requirement is taken into account by designers to begin to conceive first 
tentative spatial configurations of their buildings. This approach, characterized by a 
high degree of freedom during the ‘creative phase’, often leads design results towards 
the definition of complex arbitrary geometries, commonly identified under the name of 
‘free-form’, and requires an intensive work of engineering, during the following design 
stages in order to develop the project to be built. 

The free-form roof of the Kitagata community centre, in Japan, provides a 
recent example of a structure that was freely defined by the architect before the 
application of any form-finding tool (Figure 14, left). Without subjection to structural 
morphology and inspired by the idea of a fluctuating carpet, Arata Isozaki sketched the 
roof shape of this building and then submitted it to the structural consultant, Mutsuro 
Sasaki, in order to improve its mechanical behaviour for its realization21. This design 
method seems to exclude form-finding as a creative design tool, source of architectural 
proposals directly inspired by the structural properties of building elements, altering 
its nature into a tool of ‘form-improvement’. On the one hand, this could be seen as a 
constriction of the application fields of form-finding, now limited to the solution of 
technical problems; on the other hand, it expands its potential use to any type of 
performance evaluation and optimization open to important architectural aspects and 
impossible to be simulated by means of physical models, and not merely restricted to 
specific structural parameters. Examining more in detail the optimization process of 
the roof of this community centre, it should be noticed that Sasaki immediately 
discarded the employment of form-finding only for technical outcomes; in fact, he 
designed the structure as an important architectural element, following the initial 
concept of a light fluctuating shape. Acting on the curvature values of the membrane, 
Sasaki reduced the total strain energy of the structure, and therefore diminished its 
overall thickness. The optimization was performed with the aid of a specially 
developed algorithm of form-improvement, called ‘Sensitivity Analysis’, that 
automates the long and repetitive manual design method of ‘trial and error’, 
transforming it into an iterative process of drawing/evaluation of tentative solutions 
on the basis of FEM analyses22. 

The Grin Grin Park of Fukuoka23 or the Crematorium of Kakamigahara24, both 
in Japan and still designed by Ito and Sasaki, are other more recent examples that 
could be mentioned as further experimentations by means of this Sensitivity Analysis. 
However, although the resulting building could be criticised as architecture, its 
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generative process remains a good evidence of application of computational form-
finding tools with wider purposes than the purely technical one. 

The works on ESO method, Sensitivity Analysis and other digital tools of 
mathematically-based form-finding have been recently merged into a new research 
field identified as ‘Computational Morphogenesis’, a name conceived in order to 
substitute the more traditional ‘form-finding’, now no longer suitable to express the 
great potential of these techniques and their new purposes inside the design process. 
Now the application of computational tools could be intended to satisfy many other 
performance requirements apart from structure, and studies on light or acoustic 
behaviour of architectural elements are becoming, for instance, common cases of their 
wide use. Nevertheless, some of these are only explicitly finalized in finding the 
expressive potential of the introduction of computational design tools and, in spite of 
their high interest, they should not be confused as belonging to this research field. On 
the contrary, they find more easily a place within the ‘Computational Design’ field, 
where they have been used as design support for the generation and representation of 
particularly complex geometries25, or even inside the tradition of ‘Visual Art’26, if they 
have been applied, probably inspired by the work of Greg Lynn on BLOBs27 or by the 
production of Markos Novak on ‘Digital Architecture’28, totally excluding any 
construction or tectonic principle. 

This brief recall on the form-finding history should be considered an essential 
introduction to understand the main purpose of this Chapter, that is, through the 
operative research presented in the following Sections, to investigate further possible 
application fields of form-finding (Computational Morphogenesis) inside the 
architectural design. 

4.2. Computational Morphogenesis in practice 

An application of morphogenesis and structural optimization of free-form 
shapes has been conceived by referring to the recent project of the Crematorium of 
Kakamigahara, an interesting building, as shown in Figure 15, simply composed of a 
free-form concrete roof, supported by a set of columns randomly positioned on the 
ground level. As already mentioned in the previous Section, this roof shape, that 
perfectly blends together architecture and structure, has been firstly defined by the 
architect and then optimized, from the structural point of view, by means of a 
Sensitivity Analysis29. 

4.2.1. The morphogenetic process 

Here, this project has been completely redesigned with the aid of a specifically 
developed Genetic Algorithm, already described, also providing a simple test 
application, in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 15: The Crematorium of Kakamigahara, Japan30 
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This technique has been mainly chosen for its heuristic, or meta-heuristic, search 
method of the solution, which suggested, especially with reference to early conceptual 
design stages, an expected potential in stimulating the interaction between the work of 
the architect and that of the engineer. Moreover, in spite of the widespread application 
of GAs, always giving excellent results in various research fields, their use in 
architecture is still absent, and this case study has thus become a first occasion to make 
some experiments with this tool on an architectural problem31. However, in order to 
perform the morphogenetic process other two GA-managed computational 
technologies have been used: a three dimensional modeller, to describe the reference 
shape, and a FEM solver, to evaluate its structural behaviour. Each of them has 
worked with its own internal representation of the spatial configuration of the roof. 
The control points of a NURBS surface has been used for the modeller, a discrete finite 
element mesh with constraints and loads for the FEM solver, and a real genetic code 
for the GA. It should be underlined that an important part of this research has been 
dedicated in translating the information from one representation scheme to the others. 

4.2.2. Approaching the problem 

The real project has been approached following a very traditional design 
method. In other words, first, a complex geometry has been conceived by the architect 
starting from a sketch of the initial idea. Next, this reference shape has been submitted 
to an engineer in order to improve its structural behaviour. However, considering that 
GAs do not require an initial geometry to run the optimization process as described in 
Chapter 2, in this case the Ito’s inspiring architectural concept of realizing a cloud roof 
structure suspended in the sky has been easily preserved just defining some accurately 
evaluated fixed input data. The position and the height of pillars, as well as the plan 
projection of the roof boundary and its thickness of 15cm, have been therefore 
identified as boundary conditions of the problem, as shown in Figure 16. 

4.2.3. Geometric/mathematical representation of the shape 

The shape of the shell has been described in Rhinoceros™ by means of a 3th 
degree NURBS surface with a net of 10 x 10 control points32, of which the vertical 
coordinates have been assumed as design variables of the morphogenetic process 
(Figure 17). Some of these points, corresponding to the pillar-slab joints, have been 
then considered as fixed in order to preserve the heights of the roof supports. 
Nevertheless since NURBS control points do not generally lie on the surface that they 
define, in order to introduce this constraint the control points net has been modified 
into an interpolating points net. However, another trick could be used to solve this 
problem. A penalty factor in the fitness function could be associated at each fixed 
control point, then reducing the surviving probability of surfaces that did not fit the 
constraint33. 
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Figure 16: Boundary conditions of the problem 

 

Figure 17: NURBS representation of the roof shape 
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4.2.4. The domain 

The choice of an appropriate domain for the design variables has been another 
fundamental task. It is well known that the functioning of the morphogenetic process 
largely depends on the definition of the range of variability of each variable. Adopting 
a small range, the final shape could be considered an improved version of first tentative 
solutions, with an optimized mechanical behaviour but mainly defined, in its spatial 
configuration, by the limits of the domain itself. Therefore, in this case, the domain 
definition becomes an important architectural design phase. On the contrary, if a wider 
range is assumed, the evolutionary algorithm acts as a true morphogenetic process. 
The architect obtains an optimal structure, but also a set of new interesting shape, all 
capable of fitting the required structural behaviour. Therefore, this procedure could be 
regarded as a non conventional design process. 

 

Figure 18: The domain definition 

In this case, the extension of the solution domain has been defined in order to perform 
a real morphogenetic process. The roof maximum height, that corresponds to the 
design variable maximum extension, has been obtained in relation to its plan 
projection dimensions, in a ratio of 1/5 of the smaller edge length. This value has been 
mainly chosen for aesthetical reasons, related to the architectural proportions of the 
building, considering that the final shape should never exceed the height of supporting 
pillars, or of the covered free space. 

4.2.5. The genetic coding of design variables 

The developed GA has worked on a real coded representation of the “z” 
coordinates of the NURBS control points, that have been stored into a two-
dimensional matrix in order to maintain the topological correspondence with the 
previously described geometrical representation of the surface. The main advantages 
of this coding strategy has been already discussed in Chapter 2. It should be 
underlined that here the two-dimensional coding is always considered as strictly 
related to the two-dimensional crossover operator. In this way, a kind of asymmetry 
introduced during the reproduction phase is certainly avoided. 
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4.2.6. Evaluation of the structural behaviour 

The maximum vertical displacement of the roof shape has been considered as a 
suitable structural parameter to evaluate its local mechanical behaviour. However, 
analogous results could be obtained calculating the fitness function from some integral 
parameters of the structure, such as its total strain energy, that represents, on the 
contrary, a global measure of its mechanical behaviour34. 

In order to perform the FEM analyses, the concrete shell has been loaded by 
the dead load due to its self weight. At each iteration of the morphogenetic process, the 
NURBS surface has been translated into a discrete finite element mesh with 
constraints and loads directly by the GA, following the syntax rules of ANSYS™, that 
has been used as solver. The interaction between the two tools has been entirely 
automated and the final code of this procedure has been enclosed in Appendix A. 

4.3. Application and results 

The morphogenesis of the roof shape has been then performed following the 
iterative process shown in Figure 19. This flow-chart describes the structure of the 
used GA35, specifically developed in order to manage the interaction between the three 
computational tools involved in the procedure. 

 

Figure 19: Flow-chart of the structural morphogenetic procedure 
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Starting from the previously defined design variables and boundary conditions of the 
problem, here summarized in Table 3, the algorithm has randomly generated, by 
means of the three dimensional modeller, a first generation of tentative shapes, or 
better of individuals. Next, the spatial configuration of each individual has been 
automatically translated to be submitted to the FEM solver, that has performed 
structural analyses on the basis of the selected evaluation parameter. These results 
have been finally used by the GA, as explained in Chapter 2, to select best individuals 
for the generation of the next population of shapes, obtained by means of reproduction 
and mutation operators. 

Table 3: Design variables and boundary conditions 
for the structural morphogenetic procedure 

Design variables Vertical coordinates of NURBS interpolating points 

Solution domain 1/5 of the edge length of the roof plane projection 

No. of interp. points 100 

Constraints Horizontal coordinates of NURBS control points 

Vertical coordinates of control points that represent 
the pillar-slab joint 

Thickness of 15cm 

 
The evolutionary procedure has been stopped after a fixed limited number of 
generations due to the high computational time necessary to perform all the FEM 
analyses. A better result could be obtained interrupting the algorithm only when the 
evaluated performance of at least an individual has reached a defined satisfactory value. 
However, this termination criterion, described by Koza36, has not been taken into 
account because the purpose of this application was not related to the tool efficiency 
but, on the contrary, on the experimentation of an innovative procedure itself. 

Table 4: General parameters of the structural GA 

No. of generations 70 

Population size 13 

No. of élite individuals 1 

Two-dimensional Crossover (%) 100 

Mutations (%) 5 

Decay of the domain at each iteration (%) 0 
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The general parameters of the performed GA has been reported in Table 4. 
Reproduction (crossover) and mutation percentages have been directly obtained from 
the reference literature37, and the best shape of each generation has been always 
considered as élite individual, in order to preserve its chromosome from any kind of 
genetic modification. It should be underlined that, for the same reason of high 
computational time of the algorithm, also the population size has been limited in the 
number of 13 individuals. 

4.3.1. Evolutionary process 

In Figure 20, the iterative procedure of structural morphogenesis has been 
summarized, showing every 10 generations the plan view with vertical displacements 
of the roof structure on the left side, and the related perspective view of its spatial 
configuration on the right. At first step, the edges of the structure, as well as its 
central part, present large vertical displacements. The shell curvature is generally 
moderated and the algorithm explores for other 30 generations new spatial 
configurations, that become increasingly wavy and gradually reduce these points of 
structural weakness. Next, in the last 40 iterations the algorithm converges towards a 
single good solution, only refining some local parts of the structure. At the end of the 
evolutionary process, as shown in Figure 21, the maximum vertical displacement of 
the final shape is about 10 times lower than the maximum displacement of the best 
individual of the first generation. This final wavy shape meets the structural needs of a 
shape-resistant structure, as well as the architectural idea of realizing a light and 
dynamic ‘cloud’. From the structural point of view, the GA could be therefore 
considered an efficient tool of form-finding and structural optimization. Additionally, 
from the architectural point of view it presents a great potential as form-exploration 
tool, due to its interesting search method, that, combined with the powerful graphic 
interface of a three dimensional modeller, could directly involve designers in the 
process of morphogenesis. 

4.4. Final remarks and future developments 

In this research, a free-form shape-resistant structure has been ‘designed’ with 
the aid of a GA, modifying the traditional architectural design process on different 
aspects, such as in the role of the architect in the design process and in the relationship 
between designer and design tools. However, the development and the application of 
this complex interactive and iterative computational tool should be only considered as 
a starting point for a more general discussion on the role played by new digital 
technologies, specifically in the world of construction. Therefore, in this application, 
the improvement of the GA efficiency has not been taken into account, and a more 
detailed research on this topic will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 20: Evolution phases of the morphogenetic process 
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Figure 21: Fitness evolution 

4.4.1. Multi-objective optimization 

As a future development of this research, the morphogenetic process could be 
enhanced adopting a multi-objective technique of performance evaluation, in which the 
fitness assignment is interpreted as a multi-criteria decision process38. Different 
architectural requirements, such as structural behaviour, costs, etc, that are very often 
in conflict with each other, could be combined to find a final ‘acceptable solution’ 
rather than an optimal solution. All the objectives included in the fitness function are 
partially reached and the designer could act as the Decision Maker in the evolutionary 
optimization process. The morphogenetic algorithm loses its role of ‘black box’, 
becoming more correctly a design tool with which designers could actively interact39. 
 

 
                                                           
1 The research of this Chapter has been presented at the IASS Symposium 2007, held in Venice, 
Italy, because it has been awarded of the 5th edition of the HANGAI Prize. Therefore, two 
published versions of this work can be found in: PUGNALE A., SASSONE M., ‘Morphogenesis and 
structural optimization of shell structures with the aid of a genetic algorithm’, in: IASS 
Symposium 2007. Shell and Spatial Structures: Structural Architecture - Towards the future looking to 
the past, Venezia, 2007, pp. 289-290, and in: PUGNALE A., SASSONE M., ‘Morphogenesis and 
Structural Optimization of Shell Structures with the Aid of a Genetic Algorithms’, Journal of the 
International Association for Shell and Spatial Structures, vol. 48, no. 155, pp. 161-166, Dec. 2007. 
An early version of this research can be also found in: SASSONE M., PUGNALE A., ‘Evolutionary 
Structural Optimization in Shell Design’, in: Sorić J., Gruttmann F., Wagner W. (Eds.), 
Advanced Numerical Analysis of Shell-like Structures, Zagreb, 2007, pp. 247-257. 
2 See VON BÜLOW P., Genetically Engineered Architecture. Design Exploration with Evolutionary 
Computation, Saarbrücken: VDM Verlag Dr. Müller, 2007 (PhD dissertation, published version). 
In Section 1.3, the author presents the state of the art on design tools, classifiyng them on the 
basis of their computational or non-computational nature. 
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Chapter 5 

Computational design of  free-form 
architectures with high acoustic 
performances1 

After the application on structural case studies, the developed Genetic 
Algorithm has been tested as acoustic design tool of free-form music spaces. This 
research topic has been initially defined and studied by Tomàs Mendez during his 
Master’s thesis2 in order to deal with acoustic problems. Starting from an hypothetical 
project for a new concert hall near Turin, Italy, Mendez designed the inner space of 
the theatre by means of a simple GA. The seating area (arena) and the lateral walls 
were previously defined as regular geometries and the computational process of 
morphogenesis was focused on the roof structure, imagined as a free-form shape. The 
research presented in this Chapter has been entirely developed starting from the 
results of this work, that should be therefore considered as the main reference3. 

5.1. Architectural space and acoustic requirements 

This case study has been approached following the idea of using fundamental 
technical requirements of theatres and concert halls as design opportunities to define 
their architectural space. This concept has been already used in the past, following two 
main design methods. The first one is based on the application of specific supporting 
elements to a previously defined space. This was the case, for instance, of the project of 
the Aula Magna auditorium at the University of Caracas4, shown in Figure 22. This 
outstanding building, designed by Carlos Raúl Villanueva as a large space for an 
audience of 1300 seats, was initially conceived without any particular considerations 
about its acoustic performances. Then, discussing with the acoustic consultants of the 
famed firm Bolt, Beranek & Newman Inc., the architect decided to introduce some 
sound-reflective panels in order to improve the acoustic behaviour of the hall, without 
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altering the general spatial configuration of the building. These panels were designed 
by Villanueva, together with the artist Alexander Calder, in strict relationship with 
the acoustic consultants. The final result was a very innovative composition of 
technical elements, representing a ‘cloud sculpture’, constructed at the building scale5. 
In other projects, the acoustic behaviour of interior spaces has been directly controlled 
acting on the geometry of the architectural boundary elements, taking this technical 
requirement into account from the conceptual phase of the building design. This 
second design method was followed, for instance, by Alvar Aalto in the project of the 
auditorium for the Vyborg Library6 in Russia (built in 1935 during Finnish rule when 
the city’s name was Viipuri), a space designed with a wavy ceiling in order to satisfy 
specific acoustic requirements (Figure 23). 
 

 

Figure 22: Aula Magna auditorium of the University of Caracas, Villanueva7 

It should be underlined that curved - or worse double curved - surfaces do not allow a 
simple control of acoustic ray reflections on the listener area. In fact, the sound 
uniformity of the designed space could radically change depending on the 
characteristics of the defined surface (concave or convex) as well as on its proportions. 
An example of an auditorium conceived avoiding any kind of curve shape can be found 
in the project of the Fort Wayne Performing Arts Theatre, designed by Louis I. 
Kahn8, in which the interior space, as shown in Figure 24, was simply defined with Z-
shaped concrete lateral walls and a folded plate ceiling structure. 
 

 

Figure 23: The ceiling shape of the Vyborg Library, Aalto9 
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Figure 24: The Fort Wayne Performing Arts Theatre, Kahn 

5.1.1. Folded plate structures 

The use of folded plate structures is generally due to their good structural 
behaviour, but also to their general light aspect and a wide aesthetic potential. As 
shown in Figure 25, two famous applications of folded plate structures are the 
UNESCO Assembly Hall in Paris by Breuer, Zehrfuss and Nervi10, and the Air Force 
Academy Chapel in Colorado designed by the architect Walter Nesch (partner of 
Skidmore, Owings and Merrill)11. In both cases, the iteration of a single architectural 
element for the composition of the whole building allowed to satisfy structural, 
aesthetic and acoustic requirements as a whole. 

The principle of folding directly derives from the natural world and a general 
overview about its architectural application can be found in the recent paper of Trautz 
and Herkrath, presented and the IASS Symposium 2009, held in Valencia, Spain12. 
Nevertheless, with reference to buildings with high acoustic performances the use of 
folded plate structures is still rare. For this reason, the case study presented in the 
following Section has been conceived as an innovative application of this constructive 
technique, performed by means of a computational procedure of morphogenesis. 
 

 

Figure 25: Left: UNESCO Assembly Hall; Right: Air Force Academy chapel 
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5.2. A test application 

A simple case study has been defined starting from the project for a new music 
hall, designed by Tomàs Mendez for his Master’s thesis, in order to deal with a specific 
acoustic problem by means of a technique of Computational Morphogenesis. It 
concerns the acoustic design of the ceiling structure of an hypothetical auditorium, 
imagined for an audience of 900 seats, in which the arena is the unique listener area. In 
order to better understand the single contribute of the ceiling shape in modifying the 
whole acoustic behaviour of the room, this base surface has been conceived, as well as 
the lateral walls, as a regular geometry (Figure 26). 

5.2.1. Design variables and solution domain 

The design variables of this case study has been chosen in order to generate the 
ceiling of the auditorium as a folded plate structure. A regular net of 66 points has 
been used in Rhinoceros™ to define the vertexes of 50 faces, geometrically described 
as NURBS surfaces, as shown in Figure 26, right. Next, the X and Y coordinates of 
each point have been assumed as fixed, while the Z coordinates have been considered 
as design variables of this morphogenetic procedure. This means that the free-form 
shape of the ceiling is defined, at each iteration, by the Z coordinate of a set of 
generative points, always maintaining a regular planar configuration. These variables 
have been finally coded using their real value to perform the evolutionary process. 
Each coordinate has been stored in a two-dimensional chromosome, as already made 
for the case study described in Chapter 4, in order to maintain the topological 
correspondence between the real geometry and its genetic representation. 

The range of variability of Z coordinates has been fixed in the measure of 1/4 of 
the lower dimension of the audience base surface, in order to perform a real form-
finding procedure. This wide solution domain has been also defined considering a 
correct architectural proportion with respect to the size of the auditorium geometry. 

5.2.2. Involved technologies and their interaction 

For this acoustic problem, the Genetic Algorithm already explained in the 
previous Chapter has been used, here maintaining its general structure, unless the 
specific function is necessary to evaluate an acoustic performance instead of a 
structural one. As described in the following Sections, this new ‘acoustic solver’ has 
been directly developed and implemented inside the GA general code without any 
external support of commercial software, only with the aid of the graphic interface of 
the used three dimensional modeller. It should be underlined that the same procedure 
of modifying the specific ‘performance evaluation’ function could be generally repeated 
in order to use the same Genetic Algorithm for many other optimization problems, 
related to geometry, light, etc. 
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Figure 26: Boundary conditions and design variables of the case study 
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5.3. Development of architectural/acoustic design tools 

Apart from earlier empirical methods, such as the Sabine’s model for the 
prediction of the reverberation time, two main computational approaches are generally 
adopted in the analysis of the acoustic response of an interior space. The first one is 
based on the approximate solution of the wave equations over the space domain, 
directly represented by the enclosure. Finite Elements Method, Boundary Elements 
Method or Finite Differences Time Domain Method are the most common numerical 
schemes of solution. A second approach, introduced by Kronstad et al.13, is based on 
the geometrical description of sound propagation. Reflection, absorption and diffusion 
are here modelled as modifications of the sound energy travelling along paths, in a 
perfect analogy with the ray-tracing technique used for the realization of photorealistic 
renders. In terms of computational effort, this approach is much more efficient than the 
wave equations solution, but, a particular set of phenomena requesting a wave 
description of sound cannot be correctly represented with this method. For instance, 
one of them is interference. 

Starting from these considerations, the ‘acoustic solver’ of this morphogenetic 
process has been developed as a customized version of the ray-tracing algorithm, 
following the previously described geometrical approach. Modelled in this way, the 
acoustic problem can be considered intrinsically analogue to a lighting analysis 
problem. The sound propagation, from the source to the receiver, is here geometrically 
described as a path made of straight line segments, that is generated following the 
reflection rule with an assumed ratio of absorption. It should be underlined that this 
developed analysis method is extremely simplified, because its purpose is to improve 
the designer-process interaction, guiding the process of morphogenesis to good 
solutions that could be finally checked and further improved with more sophisticated 
acoustic analyzers. 

5.3.1. The ray-tracing procedure 

A ray-tracing algorithm is basically composed of a source, a receiver and a set 
of reflecting objects. The source can be chosen as directional, with a higher density of 
sound energy in one direction, or perfectly uniform. The receiver is generally 
identified in a surface on which rays arrive, and the reflecting objects simulate the 
spatial environment. As shown in Figure 27, this procedure works emitting an 
elevated number of rays starting from the source and travelling to a set of defined or 
random directions. Each ray is reflected when it meets a first reflecting object 
(surface), and restarts reduced by an attenuation coefficient following a new direction, 
deviated of the same angle of incidence. These steps are iteratively repeated until the 
ray reaches the receiver, or in some cases after a defined number of reflections. The 
energy level is finally calculated on the receiver, and depends on the characteristics of 
the environment, as well as on the adsorption of the reflecting objects. 
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Figure 27: Ray-tracing method 
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5.3.2. Developed VB-based ray-tracing algorithm 

This ray-tracing procedure has been developed in Rhinoscript™14, using the 
powerful graphic interface of Rhinoceros™ to draw all sound rays and to find their 
geometrical intersection with the auditorium geometry. A first subroutine 
(RecursiveRayTracing) has been used to generate sound rays in all the defined 
directions, as described by the following pseudo-code. 
 

Sub RecursiveRayTracing() 
  Set <source> as the omnidirectional source of rays 
  Set <reflectingSrf> as the reference geometry of the room 
 
  For each <ray> launched in X direction 
    For each <ray> launched in Y direction 
      //Create rays in all defined directions 
      Make a <line> from <source> to a <finalPt> 
      Define a <rotation angle> of the <ray> in ver. direction 
      Define a <rotation angle> of the <ray> in hor. direction 
      Rotate <line> with reference to X axis 
      Rotate <line> with reference to Z axis 
      //Calculate the intersection with the reference geometry 
      Call RecRefl(<ray>, <reflectingSrf>) to calculate <rayEnergy> 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 

 
Then, a recursive function (RecRefl) has been developed in order to calculate the sound 
energy of emitted rays on the seating area, considering the ray reflections on roof 
surface and on lateral walls until the third order. This function needs as arguments a 
starting ray, as emitted by the previous subroutine, and a geometrical description of 
the reference auditorium, previously defined with a separated subroutine. 
 

Function RecRefl(<ray>, <reflectingSrf>) 
  Set <NoReflSrfX> as the number of refl. Surf. in X direction 
  Set <NoReflSrfY> as the number of refl. Surf. in Y direction 
  Set <rayStartPt> equal to the starting point of <ray> 
 
  Set a <flagStop> counter vabiable equal to <0> 
  For each <surface> in <NoReflSrfX> 
    For each <surface> in <NoReflSrfY> 
      Set <intPt> as the intersection point_ 
         _between <ray> and <surface(X,Y)> if exists 
      If <surface(X,Y)> belongs to the <seating area> Then 
        Set <flagStop> equal to <2> 
        Exit For 
      Else 
        Set <flagStop> equal to <1> 
        Exit For 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
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  Set <reflCount> equal to <reflCount + 1> 
  If <flagStop> is equal to <2> Then 
    Calculate <rayEnergy> as equal to <1> 
  ElseIf <flagStop> is equal to <1> and <reflCount> less than <4> Then 
    Draw the normal line <mirRay> to <surface(X,Y)> from <intPt> 
    Call RecRefl(<mirRay>, <reflectingSrf>) to calculate <rayEnergy> 
  Else 
    <rayEnergy> is equal to <0> 
    Exit Function 
  End if 
End Function 

 
Apart from these pseudo-codes, the complete Rhinoscript™ code of the acoustic GA, 
implementing this ray-tracing solver, is provided in Appendix B. 

5.3.3. Evaluation of the acoustic behaviour 

In order to guarantee a good listening position to the audience of the music 
hall, the error with respect to the uniformity of sound level calculated on the seating 
area, has been chosen as fitness function of this acoustic morphogenetic procedure. 

The receiver surface (seating area) has been divided into sections, with a size of 
50x50cm, defined on the basis of the average dimensions of a listener seat. Next, the 
sound energy of each section has been calculated by summing the single energy values 
of rays reflected on that area. It should be underlined that these contributions have 
been evaluated considering the propagation path followed by each single ray. When it  
immediately reached the receiver, the energy value was considered equal to 1. In other 
cases, it was calculated less than 1, depending on the number of suffered reflections 
and on the absorption coefficients of the reflecting objects. The performance (fitness) 
value has been finally defined as the inverse of the standard deviation of sonic energy, 
obtained comparing the sound energy of each section with a reference value, 
representing the uniformity of sound distribution. The lower this ‘error’ value, the 
better the acoustic performance of the evaluated hall. 

5.4. The morphogenetic procedure 

The evolutionary process of morphogenesis has been performed on the basis of 
the design variables and boundary conditions summarized in Table 5. As stated in the 
last row, all sound rays have been emitted from an omnidirectional source, centrally 
positioned with respect to the seating area. This spatial configuration has been mainly 
chosen in order to simplify the acoustic analyses but it also allows to better understand 
the way of searching the optimal solution of the GA. In fact, considering that this 
auditorium has been designed as a perfectly symmetrical space with respect to the 
longitudinal axis, the final roof shape too is expected to be symmetrical with respect to 
the same reference direction. 
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Table 5: Design variables and boundary conditions 
for the acoustic morphogenetic procedure 

Design variables Vertical coordinates of a net of points 

Solution domain 1/4 of the edge length of the seating area 

No. of points 66 (that define 50 NURBS quadrilateral surfaces) 

Constraints Horizontal coordinates of a net of points 

Seating area and lateral walls of the auditorium 

Omnidirectional source 
 
Table 6 reports the general parameters of the used Genetic Algorithm. The 
evolutionary procedure has been stopped after a fixed number of iterations (300) and 
the population size has been limited to 13 individuals, of which the first of each 
generation has been considered as élite (directly preserved without genetic 
modifications to create the next population). The crossover operator has been applied 
with a percentage of 100% while genetic mutations has been limited to 5%. 

Table 6: General parameters of the acoustic GA 

No. of generations 300 

Population size 13 

No. of élite individuals 1 

Two-dimensional Crossover (%) 100 

Mutations (%) 5 

Decay of the domain at each iteration (%) 0 

5.4.1. Results 

The results of the morphogenetic procedure has been summarized in Figure 28, 
reporting analysis data for some significant generations of shapes. The first column of 
schemes on the left shows a set of plan views of the seating area (the best individual of 
the indicated iteration), divided into coloured sections representing the divergence 
from the uniformity of sound level on the corresponding area. Red colour indicates an 
uniformity error of 50% while dark blue defines a perfectly uniform section. The 
second column of schemes represents the same plan views with the emitted rays 
having reached the seating area reported as red points. Finally, the perspective views 
on the right are the spatial configurations of the generated roof shapes, corresponding 
to the first two columns of schemes. 
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Figure 28: Evolutionary steps of the acoustic GA 
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From the architectural point of view, the best shape of the first generation of 
this morphogenetic process could be considered a true free-form folded plate structure. 
With the passing of 10 iterations, the roof shape becomes more regular in the parts 
close to the omnidirectional source, while it remains wavy in the others. This is a 
consequence of the intrinsic functioning of the used ray-tracing procedure, that emits 
sound rays from a single omnidirectional source in a spherical way, tending to 
intersect with high frequency close surfaces rather than distant ones. Therefore, roof 
parts that are close to the source reflect a greater number of rays to the seating area 
than others, widely affecting the overall acoustic behaviour of the roof structure with 
their geometry (immediately regularized by the GA, in less than 10 generations). 
 

 

Figure 29: Maximum and mean fitness evolution 

Focusing the attention on the evolutionary steps and comparing the perspective 
representations of roof shapes, a premature convergence of the algorithm to a sub-
optimal solution should be noted only after about 10 generations. This phenomenon is 
also confirmed by the graph of the fitness evolution (Figure 29) reporting an 
important improvement of the acoustic performance - from 18% to 6% in the first few 
iterations - and could be explained by the low efficiency of the used genetic operators 
due to a lack of tuning of crossover and mutation with respect to the specific nature of 
the problem to be solved. 

5.4.2. Tuning problems 

For each specific problem, genetic operators should be developed and tuned on 
the basis of the defined design variables and their adopted representation scheme 
(coding strategy). In this case, the vertical coordinates of a net of points have been 
chosen as design variables. These points are vertexes of a set of quadrilateral NURBS 
surfaces, that together form the final roof shape. Each design variable defines the 
vertical position of a vertex of four adjacent surfaces, and a variation of its value 
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modifies the geometrical configuration of a large part of the roof structure, also widely 
affecting its overall acoustic behaviour (Figure 30). Therefore, the Genetic Algorithm 
should implement crossover and mutation operators developed considering these 
relationships between design variables and roof spatial configurations, in order to 
modify, generation after generation, worse parts of evaluated shapes without 
involuntary altering the good ones15. 
 

 

Figure 30: Relationships between 
design variables and roof spatial configuration 
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Figure 30 shows how a variation of a single design variable could change the overall 
acoustic behaviour of an evaluated roof shape. In the first case (A), two surfaces, S1 and 
S2, correctly reflect acoustic rays that reach the receiver surface, while surfaces S3 and 
S4 deflect the sound energy towards wrong directions, outside of the seating area. In 
the second case (B), a variation of the Z coordinate of the point ‘Pt’ widely improves 
the acoustic response of surfaces S3 and S4, that now reflect a large number of rays to 
the receiver surface; unfortunately with this simple genetic mutation, also the good 
response of surfaces S1 and S2 has been irreparably lost. 

5.5. Further developments 

In this application, a real tuning phase of the acoustic GA has not been 
performed, but it could be considered as a further development in order to improve the 
algorithm efficiency before its application to other more complex case studies. A 
second possible development of this acoustic GA is related to the implementation of a 
multi-objective fitness function, that becomes able to analyze the acoustic performance 
of a roof shape, together with its structural behaviour. 
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Chapter 6 

Optimal design of  free-form grid shells with 
Planar Quadrilateral (PQ) elements1 

The development of CAD-CAM and its large diffusion in architecture is 
changing the traditional relationship between design and construction2. In fact, 
architectural construction relies more and more on the industrial production of 
components and elements, which are merely assembled at the building site, and the 
largest group of problems related to manufacturing and assembling needs to be 
managed almost completely at the time of design. Manufacturing and industrial 
production of elements thus become a part of the design process. One of the effects of 
such technological evolution is the growth of free-form projects, in which the 
construction of irregular shapes, characterized by a large use of non standard 
elements, is made possible by the intensive industrialization and prefabrication of 
components. The design of geometrically complex structures involves not only 
analyses and checks, but also the solution of construction problems. In grid shells and 
large thin roofs, when the shape of structural members and elements such as roofing, 
cladding and glass panels must adapt to irregular surfaces and volumes, the design 
must solve a number of problems in order to make the construction efficient and limit 
the overall costs. These problems involve the properties of the grid structure, such as 
the shape and complexity of joints; design problems also concern the properties of 
cladding, such as shape and regularity of panels3, assemblage and sealing procedure, 
and planarity requirement for four-sided rigid plane panels. A good approach to these 
design and construction problems is the development and application of optimization 
procedures, based on robust and flexible computational tools, used to search for 
solutions that best fit the design requirements. Optimization strategies become central 
in these kinds of projects and they frequently condition the final result. 

Starting from these considerations, this Chapter presents different applications 
of the developed optimization procedures, described in Chapters 2 and 3, for the 
solution of the planarity problem, a fundamental requirement of grid shells with 
quadrilateral faces (or with faces that have more than four sides), covered by plane 
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glass plates. It could be directly solved by applying specific geometric rules in the grid 
generation phase, as described in Section 6.2, that provides a general overview of the 
planarity problem. But, when the architectural shape has been already defined at the 
conceptual design stage, only the application of an optimization procedure, as proposed 
in Section 6.3, can improve the grid shell shape to more suitable spatial configurations. 
In Section 6.4, a set of benchmark applications have been dealt with the developed GA 
and Relaxation methods with the purpose of tuning algorithm parameters and 
comparing their efficiency. Section 6.5 reports the optimization results, showing that 
the Relaxation method is generally more efficient in reaching optimal solutions, 
probably because of the regularity of the target function, while the GA widely explores 
the solution domain, also generating unexpected sub-optimal configurations. 

6.1. Geometry of polyhedral grid shells 

Generally speaking, a grid shell with plane faces is a polyhedron. It is possible 
to classify such geometrical shapes on the basis of the shape of their faces, on the 
number of faces, sizes and vertices, and on the ratio of the face dimensions to the 
overall size. Faces can be triangular, quadrilateral or with a larger number of sides 
(pentagon, hexagon) and usually just one of these polygons is used repeatedly for the 
entire project. Exceptions can be found on the edges of the grid shells, where 
triangular faces are necessary, and in Fuller’s domes, where pentagons are required at 
each vertex of the underlying icosahedron, as can be observed in the geodesic domes of 
the famous Eden Project designed by Grimshaw and Partners4. The relation between 
the number V of vertices, F of faces and S of sides is a topological property that is 
completely defined by Euler’s well known theorem: V – F + S = 3 - h in which h is the 
connection order of the polyhedron5. 

Many structural projects have been conceived starting from regular or quasi-
regular polyhedra, e.g. the well known geodesic domes by Fuller, while in others the 
final polyhedral shape is obtained by faceting a smooth reference surface. The 
underlying surface can be more regular, as in the case of revolved surfaces, or less, as 
in free form shapes. If we consider a structure composed of only the vertices of a 
polyhedral net, it is important to remember that, if all the faces are triangular, in 
general the structure is kinematically determined, assuming a suitable set of boundary 
conditions, while quadrilateral or hexagonal nets are not. The kinematical 
indeterminacy of these structures allows the application of form finding procedures, 
such as dynamic relaxation, for the choice of the optimal solution. The required 
kinematic determinacy is then imposed after the form finding by means of bracing 
systems or other mechanical devices. 

From the construction point of view, the use of triangles is the most common 
solution when an overall free-form shape is required, while quadrilateral faceting can 
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be less expensive for regular or quasi-regular shapes. Apart from savings due to 
structural form finding, quadrilateral nets are more economic because they reduce the 
number of structural elements, the complexity of joints and finally the cladding 
material scrap. The reduction of the number of structural elements also increases grid 
shell transparency, which is frequently an important design goal. 

Cladding glass elements are usually plane because they are directly cut from 
industrially produced plane glass plates. Glass panels obtained by hot forming, which 
are curved in one or both principal curvature directions, are still much too expensive 
to be used in current grid shell design. Interesting experimental application of cold 
forming has recently been adopted in the construction of the Avignon High Speed 
Train Station (2001); the panels were forced in both directions during erection. An 
improved version of this technique was adopted in the Strasbourg High Speed Train 
Station (2007); the glass panels had been mechanically bent in a curved shape of 
curvature radii from 11 to 30 meters before lamination6. An intermediate solution 
between the expensive hot forming of double curved glass and the cheaper use of PQ 
polyhedra is the covering of free-form surfaces with single curved panels, as explained 
by Pottmann et al.7. However, while interest in smooth surfaces obtained with curved 
glass panels is growing, due to their aesthetic value, plane glass sheets are still 
frequently preferred for the previously mentioned construction and cost reasons. 

When a plane rigid panel is used to cover a net face with more than three sides, 
it is necessary to ensure that all the corner points lie on the same plane. Only if the 
cladding material is soft and can be curved freely, as in the case of inflated ETFE 
pillows8, does this requirement loose its importance. In the following Section, this 
geometrical property of quadrilateral grids has been considered as a design problem 
and its solution has been approached by means of two specially developed optimization 
procedures. 
 
 

 

Figure 31: Facade of the new Strasbourg High Speed Train Station9 
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6.2. The planarity problem 

The construction of a polyhedral configuration with four or more plane sided 
faces is here called the ‘planarity problem’, that can be solved in different ways, 
depending on the design inputs. 

6.2.1. Polyhedra generated by geometric rules 

One design method is based on the definition of a construction rule and the 
generation of a restricted family of shapes that respect the planarity requirement, also 
called PQ meshes. In this case, the design process consists in the choice of the shape 
that best fits the design requirements, from a kind of previously defined catalogue. 
Apart from regular, quasi-regular and revolved polyhedra, the whole family of PQ 
meshes has been put in relation with conjugate network of curves by Liu et al.10. PQ 
meshes can be regarded as the discretized counterpart of such networks of curves, but 
the conjugate networks of curves are also the limit of a PQ subdivision procedure, and 
preserve the planarity property. 

One way of generating PQ meshes according to this approach is to translate a 
spatial curve, called the generatrix, parallel to itself, along another spatial curve called 
the directrix. Surfaces obtained in this way intrinsically satisfy planarity requirement. 
Considering two sets of equally spaced parallel curves respectively to the directrix and 
to the generatrix, the intersection points of these curves form a spatial point net. As 
shown by Schlaich and Schober11, all the faces of the corresponding mesh are plane 
parallelograms. The procedure can be extended by uniformly scaling the generatrix, 
during translation with respect to a reference point. Net faces are no longer 
parallelograms, but they remain plane. This geometrical construction technique has 
been applied successfully in many projects, described by Holgate12, concerning the 
work of Schlaich Bergermann und Partner and has recently been implemented in the 
parametric software CATIA V5 by Glymph et al.13, thus providing designers with a 
more rapid form-finding procedure. Nevertheless, from a general point of view, 
approaches based on geometric rules reduce the field of feasible shapes by limiting the 
choice to some ‘a priori’ defined families of configurations. 

6.2.2. Polyhedra generated by form finding 

In projects where a complex shape has already been defined at the conceptual 
stage and the boundaries of the structure have to fit specific geometrical constraints, 
the problem can alternatively be solved through an optimization process. Quadrilateral 
grids of points with non-plane faces are transformed iteratively into grids that fit the 
planarity requirement by modifying the position of the points step by step. The final 
configuration can be optimal, if the faces are perfectly plane, or just sub-optimal, if the 
planarity requirement is satisfied with just a defined level of approximation. 
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Figure 32: Grid shells generated by geometric rules14 
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Different computational optimization procedures could be used to solve this planarity 
problem. A first category of methods is based on local models of the problem (linear 
programming, Hessians, gradient-based, Relaxation, SQL), and require an estimation 
of the target function around the initial configuration. A second group is, on the 
contrary, the heuristics or metaheuristics methods (Artificial Neural Networks, 
Genetic Algorithms, Ant Colony, Particle Swarm and Simulated Annealing)15, that 
perform a local search at each step in a well defined neighbourhood of the current set 
of solutions. 

6.3. Generation of PQ meshes by means of optimization 

After a general overview about meshing techniques of free-form surfaces, a 
fitness function, related to the planarity requirement, is defined in this Section in order 
to apply the developed GA and Relaxation procedures to different test applications. 

6.3.1. Meshing of free-form surfaces 

Free-form surfaces can be meshed by point nets in different ways. If a surface is 
defined by a couple of parametric coordinates, U and V, as in NURBS, the mesh can be 
obtained by assigning uniform or non uniform subdivisions of the parametric 
coordinates and evaluating the corresponding points on the surface. A second 
possibility is the parallel projection of a plane net onto the surface. In this case, even 
non regular meshing can be obtained, provided that an algorithm for the evaluation of 
the intersection between the surface and straight lines is available. Another possibility 
is tracing the mesh directly onto the surface and finding the intersection of curves 
lying on it, as geodesic curves. 

However, it is important to remember that in many cases the geometrical 
subdivision of a continuous surface seems to depend more on aesthetic reasons than on 
structural and constructive principles. In recent buildings, the grid shell structure has 
become a fundamental part of the architectural composition. In the case of the MyZeil 
shopping centre in Frankfurt, designed by the Italian architect Fuksas in collaboration 
with Knippers Helbig Consulting Engineers16, the complex is entirely covered by a 
triangulated glass/steel roof transformed, on the facade, in a more regular rhombus 
shaped net that articulates its composition (Figure 33). In the case of the Docks de 
Paris project by Jakob and MacFarlane (Figure 34), the iconic Seine facing facade, 
which represents river and pedestrian flows, emphasizes horizontal steel tubes rather 
than vertical ones. As a consequence, the proposed optimization methods have been 
developed in order to work with arbitrarily conceived meshes, even when they do not 
seem inspired by any rational design principle. In such projects, when a quadrilateral 
net of points is generated, all the mesh faces are in general warped, and its four 
vertices lie on different planes. 
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Figure 33: MyZeil shopping centre in Frankfurt 

 

Figure 34: The Seine facing facade of the Docks de Paris 
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6.3.2. Evaluation of planarity 

Considering a group of four adjacent points, the measurement of such a 
misalignment is what is referred to as the ‘planarity error’. A simple way of measuring 
such an error is to pick three points from the four and to measure the distance between 
the fourth and the plane defined by the first three. Given points P1, P2 and P3 (see 
Figure 35), the a, b, and c coefficients of the corresponding plane are the solution of 
the following linear system: 
 

1 0 

1 0 
1 0 

 
and the distance d between the plane and the fourth point P4 is given by: 
 

| 1|

√
 

 
A better measure of the planarity error is given by the spatial vector joining the two 
points, because such vector also contains information about the direction of 
misalignment. Furthermore the planarity error is evaluated on mesh elements, while 
the iterative optimization procedures work on nodes, being the nodal coordinates the 
design variables of the problem. Each nodal point, except points on the boundaries, in 
general belongs to four different faces. Hence the nodal behaviour of a spatial 
configuration should take into account the planarity error of all the four adjacent faces 
sharing the current node. In the analyses, the sum of the planarity errors has been 
assumed as a measurement of the total error concerning each node. Such resultant 
vector is considered a good approximation of the nodal gradient of the planarity 
function. Other parameters, such as the maximum curvature of each face, could be 
taken into account to synthetically define the planarity error but, from a practical point 
of view, the nodal measurement allows a direct comparison with the technical 
tolerance glass panels require. 

Different optimization procedures will use different measures of the overall 
planarity error of a polyhedral configuration. Going back to the previous rough 
classification of optimization methods (Paragraph 6.2.2), it is possible to notice that 
methods of the first kind work better with a vector representation of the error, as the 
set of all the planarity errors of each node, while evolutionary population based 
methods usually need an overall scalar representation, called fitness function, in order 
to allow the comparison between different solutions. In the latter case, the error 
measure of one configuration can be given as the norm of the vector of all the nodal 
planarity errors. However, it should be underlined that such measure will lose a large 
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part of the information contained into the vector and that its value depends on the 
adopted kind of norm. Considering the LP norm of the errors vector, with 1<p<, it is 
clear that high values of P will make the procedure focus on elements far from 
planarity, while the Euclidean norm, for instance, will focus on the mean behaviour of 
the configuration. This situation is of interest even in vector representation of the 
errors, because the design can be oriented both to configurations where a small error is 
uniformly diffused on all the polyhedron, as well as to configurations where larger 
errors are concentrated in small portions of the surface. In such latter case a few 
elements can be substituted by triangular ones, preserving the planarity of all the 
others This fact will be discussed in a more detailed way in the sequel. 
 

 

Figure 35: Evaluation of the ‘planarity error’ 
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6.4. GA and Relaxation applications 

The optimization algorithms have been applied to a group of reference 
problems, with different boundary conditions and geometries. These benchmarks are 
characterized by the presence of only one optimal solution, by the presence of infinite 
possible solutions, that makes the problem highly indeterminate, or by the absence of 
any theoretically optimal solution. The results of the analyses are then discussed and 
compared in following Section, focusing on the convergence speed and on 
characteristics of optimal or sub-optimal solutions. 

6.4.1. Design variables 

As the geometric configuration is defined in terms of nodal coordinates, they 
are the natural design variables for the optimal configuration search. However, in 
order to simplify the procedure, only the vertical positions have been assumed as a 
design variables. The whole field of possible solutions obtained by varying all the three 
coordinates of each node is very large and makes the problem largely indeterminate. 
An effect of such choice is that the plan projection of the grid is preserved during 
optimization, avoiding strange and incoherent solutions. 

6.4.2. Solution domain 

An important difference between the GA and Relaxation methods is that the 
latter usually starts from an initial tentative solution, while the former starts from a 
random population of solutions. This fact makes it necessary to define a suitable search 
space for the GA, i.e. a search domain. It has already been shown that the size of the 
search domain is of great importance for the optimization process, and it can be 
characterized as a form-improving process, when the range of possible solutions is 
narrow and only small variations are allowed, or as a true form-finding process, when 
the range is so wide that no prediction about the final shape can be made at the early 
stage of the optimization. This difference is meaningless in the relaxation method, 
because the procedure simply starts from an initial solution and goes towards the 
optimal one. However, in order to increase the algorithm convergence, it has been 
introduced a progressive reduction of the correction in the iteration process. A similar 
limitation has also been introduced in the GA - the search domain is shrunk as it 
approaches the optimal solution. 

6.4.3. Starting geometries 

In order to compare the efficiency of both algorithms, it is essential that they 
should start with the same initial geometrical configurations. It should be underlined 
that the two algorithms are intrinsically different. The initial condition for the GA is a 
population of n individuals (solutions) randomly generated inside a defined solution 
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domain. The Relaxation method, on the other hand, starts from one initial solution 
that can be arbitrary defined at the beginning of the iteration procedure. Since a 
perfect correspondence between the two initial conditions is not possible, the 
Relaxation method has been initialized with a randomly generated shape taken from 
the same domain as the GA; the initial conditions are therefore not the same but they 
share the same level of randomness. 

6.4.4. GA parameters 

The design variables have been coded as real numbers, in order to separate the 
construction of new solutions by recombining the previous ones (reproduction) from 
the generation of true new values (random mutation), and the crossover operator has 
been developed to perform two-dimensional cuts. It should be underlined that 
crossover implicitly assumes that solution properties are carried by specific portions of 
the whole configuration, say genes, and that better solutions can be obtained by 
coupling good genes with good genes. The nature of the information is nevertheless 
unknown in general cases, so that the number of crossover cuts have to be chosen each 
time. In the planarity problem, the solution performance depends on the respective 
position between each point and the points surrounding it. Preserving such 
neighbourhood relations, by maintaining the correspondence between the geometrical 
morphology and the representation scheme for the solutions, is a good way for 
improving the algorithm efficiency. 

Apart from two-dimensional crossover and real coding, the used algorithm 
implements other classical operators and strategies, as shown in detail in Table 7. A 
fitness-proportionate selection rule with tournament selection is used to choose which 
individuals in the current population will create offspring, and the number of new 
individuals. In order to guarantee a continuous increase in the best individual 
performance, the Elitist selection method has also been implemented; at each 
generation, the individuals with the best fitness value are kept intact for the next 
generation, so that the best fitness value cannot decrease as an effect of crossover or of 
mutations. 

Table 7: General parameters of the ‘geometric’ GA 

No. of generations 10000 

Population size 45 

No. of élite individuals 5 

Two-dimensional Crossover (%) 50 

Mutations (%) 5 

Decay of the domain at each iteration (%) 3 
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6.4.5. Relaxation method 

The relaxation method is here applied to the planarity problem by substituting 
the system of equilibrium equations with a system of geometrical compatibility 
equations (see Chapter 3). At each step of the iterative procedure the planarity of mesh 
elements is measured and a geometrical correction is applied in order to reduce the 
residual planarity error. Like a large number of similar procedures, the relaxation 
method is sensitive to local minima, from which it cannot escape, except by means of a 
specific check. The properties of the fitness function, defined on the planarity problem 
search space are not well known, therefore no information about the existence of local 
minima can be used to choose the best optimization algorithm. 

6.4.6. Benchmarks 

In the first case study (benchmark 1), the boundaries of the polyhedron are the 
side of a plane square; therefore, by only moving the surface control points vertically, 
just one optimal solution exists and it corresponds to the plane shape. The second case 
study (benchmark 2) is the hypar, i.e. a boundary constrained surface with four skewed 
sides. For this configuration, assuming a meshing with faces sides parallel to the hypar 
sides, no exact solution exists (with zero error at each face), but two different 
configurations can be considered as sub-optimal. The first one is the hypar itself, 
which does not have any plane face, but it reaches the lowest value of the overall 
planarity error so that it is a minimum of the planarity function. The second one is the 
surface composed by two plane triangles, intersecting on the line that joins two 
opposite points. The status of this configuration is interesting because a large number 
of its elements are planar, except the ones on the upper diagonal, where all the 
warping concentrates. If the configuration is or not a local minimum depends on the 
way the planarity function is defined, as a vector function or as a vector norm. The 
third case-study (benchmarks 3-4) is a variation of the first one - a barrel vault with 
two parallel straight sides and two curved generatrices. In this case, two different 
constraint conditions are considered: a) only the straight sides are fixed; b) only the 
curved sides are fixed. 

Table 8: Boundary conditions for benchmark applications 

Design variables Vertical coordinates of a net of points 

Solution domain 1/5 of the edge length plane projection 

No. of points 121 

Constraints Fixed edge control points 

Constraints 
(Barrel vaults) 

Fixed end arches 
Straight sides control points 
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This group of applications has been developed as a reference to tune the algorithms. 
The number of design variables describing the geometric configurations is relatively 
small and the behaviour of the algorithm under three different conditions, uniqueness 
of the optimal solution, absence of any optimal solution and existence of an infinite 
number of solutions, has been considered (Table 8). 

6.4.7. A real case study 

The optimization procedures have been finally applied to a real case study, 
consisting of the glass canopy of a cross shaped commercial gallery, inside a historical 
building in Trieste (Italy)17. The general shape of the glass grid shell is depicted in 
Figure 36, bottom. The quadrilateral structural mesh is drawn according to the 
symmetry axes of the gallery. Only the dark portion of the roof has been optimized. 
The architect defined the initial shape at the conceptual design stage with the aim of 
emphasizing the central space and of obtaining the maximum transparency. The 
optimization process is therefore required to improve the grid geometry, using the 
objective function described in Paragraph 6.3.2. 
 

 

Figure 36: The new roof of the Tergesteo gallery18 
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In order to preserve the defined architectural shape, a narrow solution domain, based 
on the starting geometry, has been chosen for the generation of the initial population 
of the GA procedure. The field of feasible solutions is restricted to a thin layer around 
the original one by limiting the range of values the vertical nodal coordinates can 
reach during the optimization process. 

Table 9: Boundary conditions for the Tergesteo gallery case study 

Design variables Vertical coordinates of a net of points 

Solution domain 1/3 of the structure width 

No. of points 100 

Constraints Fixed edge control points 

6.5. Results 

The pictures in the upper parts of Figures 37, 38, 39, 40 and 41 show the 
results obtained during the iterative optimization process, comparing the Genetic 
Algorithm with the Relaxation method. The starting shape for the GA procedure 
corresponds to the best individual of the initial population and the proposed 
intermediate solutions are chosen at three different points of the optimization 
procedure, identified with the letters A, B and C, in order to compare shapes with the 
same fitness value. The number of iterations necessary to reach the specified fitness 
value is indicated in each picture. The convergence of the fitness function is depicted in 
the lower part of each Figure; being the fitness, in this case, a measure of the error, its 
value decreases during the process and lower values are the best. For the Genetic 
Algorithm two values of the fitness function are significant at each iteration - the 
minimum and the mean. In fact, at each step a complete set of configuration is 
evaluated, the so called ‘population’, with different performance. The minimum fitness 
value of this set corresponds to the best individual of the generation and is directly 
comparable with the Relaxation fitness value; the mean fitness value, on the other 
hand, is evaluated on all the members of the current set and gives an indication of the 
population evolution. The difference between the minimum and the mean fitness 
values is an indicator of the ‘fertility’ of the current population, or of the capacity to 
produce better solutions than previous. When the mean and the minimum values 
become similar, almost all the individuals have the same performance and the Genetic 
Algorithm is not longer able to generate new solutions. 

In the first benchmark both algorithms converge to the plane solution with 
different speed, as expected. In the second benchmark, where no solution exists, the 
algorithms converge to the hypar shape, which corresponds to a minimum of the 
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fitness function, even if quadrilaterals are not plane. The configuration composed by 
two triangles sharing the upper side (see Paragraph 6.4.6) cannot be obtained with the 
Relaxation method, as it is formulated, because the position each node is changed, at 
each step and on the basis of a measure of its specific error, so that the concentration of 
large errors in few nodes are not allowed. Even starting from a configuration very 
close to the ‘two triangles’ the method converges to the hypar. The Genetic 
Algorithm, on the other hand, considering an overall evaluation of the fitness, can be 
directed to such kind of solutions, for instance by rewarding configurations with many 
perfectly plane quadrilaterals, even in presence of few largely warped. 

The problem in barrel vault benchmarks is largely indeterminate. Constraining 
only two of the four sides of the barrel vault, there is an infinity of paths, connecting 
one point of the first side to the corresponding point on the second side, that can be 
used in the curve translation generation, yielding an infinity of zero error solutions. 
We consider this situation as an example of an under-constrained problem, in which 
the optimization algorithm can converge to many different optimal solutions. 

In the case study of the commercial gallery, the solutions obtained at the end of 
the iterative process are similar to the initial one, but with considerably better fitness 
values. This means that significant improvements in the shape, from the point of view 
of the planarity requirement, can be reached with slight modifications of the initial 
shape, preserving the original architectural concept. 

Furthermore, it is important to underline that no local minima have been found 
for the fitness function in the cases that have been studied. This means that the fitness 
function is very regular for the adopted domain, at least in the analyzed cases, and a 
gradient based method can be adopted fruitfully. The absence of local minima, i.e. sub-
optimal solutions with a defined neighbourhood of bad configurations, could be a 
general property of the planarity function, or it could only be valid under certain 
conditions. 

A comparison between the solutions reached at the intermediate stages of the 
procedure, but with the same fitness value, shows that the optimization process based 
on the Relaxation method converges more quickly than the Genetic Algorithm, but 
also gives some information on the way both algorithms explore the feasible solution 
domain. The optimization path naturally depends to a great extent on the choice of the 
algorithm parameters, and in particular on the way the search domain is adapted 
through the optimization process in order to improve the convergence speed. A more 
general approach would involve using all the point coordinates as variables, which 
would permit a wider exploration of the feasible shapes. The optimal solutions 
obtained from the tests, however, show a very irregular grid subdivision because the 
faces frequently become trapezoidal. The problem is underdeterminate and the 
algorithms lead to final solutions that are often quite different from each other. The 
‘randomness’ of the optimal solution could be of some interest, from the aesthetic point 
of view, but this is only an effect of underdeterminacy. 
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Figure 37: Benchmark 1 – Plane 
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Figure 38: Benchmark 2 – Hypar 
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Figure 39: Benchmark 3 – Barrel vault with fixed end arches 
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Figure 40: Benchmark 4 – Barrel vault with fixed straight sides 
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Figure 41: Planarity optimization of the Tergesteo gallery 
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In order to increase the constraint conditions, a different approach is possible. Starting 
from a grid of points lying on a smooth and continuous surface, the position of the 
points on the surface can be assumed as design variables. The points are therefore free 
to move, or to slide, on the original surface without leaving it. Hence, the original 
overall shape is completely preserved and only the face shape changes. Again in this 
case, the final solutions look irregular, even though the underlying surface does not 
change. 

6.6. Final remarks 

The face planarity requirement of quadrilateral grid shells has been here 
approached as an optimization problem and the behaviour and efficiency of two 
different algorithms have been compared. Starting from the analysis of a group of 
benchmark shapes, it is clear that three theoretical cases, no solutions, one solution, 
many solutions, are all of interest and that algorithms should be able to deal with 
them. Furthermore, being the shape of the target, or fitness, function generally 
unknown, prediction on the algorithms efficiency and stability can be only made 
empirically. In the cases studied the Relaxation Method is very fast and stable, if 
compared with the evolutionary population-based Genetic Algorithm. While a higher 
convergence speed was expected for the Relaxation, the stable convergence to the 
same solutions for both the algorithms can indicate that the target function, in both 
vector and scalar form, is regular and without significant local minima, at least in the 
examined cases. With reference to the hypar benchmark, the configuration composed 
by two inclined triangles deserves a specific comment; while its overall fitness is worse 
than the one of other shapes, the concentration of the planarity error in a small 
number of panels, that can be divided in triangles leaving perfectly planar all the 
others, is an interesting alternative, from the engineering point of view to the diffusion 
of small errors on all the faces. In this case, the optimization problem cannot be merely 
expressed in term of nodal errors, but requires a global fitness function able to reach 
good values for such configurations. 

In free-form optimization problems, algorithms can be even considered as 
generators of unexpected optimal or sub-optimal shapes. This feature allows designers 
to use them in a creative way, as form-finding tools, involving other aspects of the 
design process, besides the solution of the planarity problem, as aesthetics or formal 
innovation. The birth and growth of good sub-optimal solutions during the iterative 
procedure and the possibility to interact at the design time with the procedure itself 
give the designers, both architects and engineers, the chance to develop innovative 
projects maintaining the control on the performance. 
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Chapter 7 

Architecture as a technological practice 

Design practice is based on the use of many different technological tools, as 
well as on the technology-rich architect education, starting from the use of geometric 
rules in drawing. Even the simple act of sketching, that is usually considered as the 
most natural and free action for a designer, is based on the use of some, even if basic, 
technologies. In fact, a handmade sketch should be intended as the metonym of a 
sketch made by means of a pencil and a paper, also probably realized by the designer 
with the aid of many acquired geometric rules. However, these common design 
activities are generally recognized as natural because they involve consolidated 
technologies, developed and used since centuries. Moreover, designer’s education was 
specifically focused on developing familiarity with these technologies in order to take 
advantage of their full potential during the design activity. Therefore, it is possible to 
state that a continuous use of the same design tools (technologies) for generations 
gradually reduces designer’s consciousness with respect to their technological nature 
and, according to Ong1, that contemporary designers have reached a high degree of 
‘interiorization’ of conventional design technologies. This means that they are no more 
sensible to both positive and negative transformations of their mental structures due 
to the design use of these technologies. 

This phenomenon is becoming clearer in the last years because the rapid 
development of technology is continuously modifying the used design tools, making 
their reciprocal differences more and more evident and therefore their influences on 
human thought. However, reflections on the effects of the technological evolution on 
the human way of thinking have been made starting from the birth of one of the first 
revolutionary technology, i.e. writing as the most direct competitor to orality in the 
transmission of culture. For instance, important criticisms about the influence of 
literacy on the whole human culture were written by Plato inside the “Phaedrus” (274-
7). In this work, writing was described as a passive and unnatural aspect, that is able to 
deteriorate both human memory and mind. However, curiously Plato presented his 
objections in a written form, in other words, by means of the highest available 
technology of that period2. In the field of architecture, an example of criticism about 
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the influence of technology on the design practice can be found in a short essay written 
in 1925 by Hugo Häring3. In this text, he considers geometry as an important design 
technology and discusses both potential and limits of its use for the conceptual 
definition of the architectural form. 

Architectural design could be therefore considered as a practice characterized 
by an intense, and sometimes unconscious, use of technologies that inevitably 
interacts, modifies and sometimes even defines the designer’s mental structure. It 
should be underlined that the influence of technologies on the human thought cannot 
be completely removed through the development of a higher designer’s consciousness 
because technology implicitly acts as an expansion of human natural skills4. 

7.1. Technology and thought 

In this conceptual frame, the way technology induces designers in conceiving 
their architectures should be therefore considered as a central aspect5, becoming in this 
research the subject of experimentation itself. However, before starting a discussion 
about the influences on thought of recent computer technologies, it could be helpful to 
analyze how much more conventional – or better ‘interiorized’ -technologies 
unconsciously act on our mental structures, therefore modifying our way of thinking. 

7.1.1. Writing as a technology 

According to Walter Ong, writing can be surely considered as one of the first 
important and revolutionary technologies. It is related to word and language and its 
use is at present quite widespread, having reached the stage where its effects are no 
more perceived by our mind and therefore it is generally considered as something 
natural. However, literacy is totally artificial and, in order to really understand its 
influence on human mental structures, it must be compared with its closest past, in 
other words with orality. These concepts have been elaborated by Ong in 1982 inside 
his “Orality and Literacy”6, a book concerning a detailed analysis of potential and 
limits of literacy, developed by means of a continuous comparison between different 
mental behaviours of oral and writing cultures. In this text, he describes the 
fundamental characteristics of literacy, such as the reduction of the sound of a spoken 
word in space and its separation from the immediate, due to the permanency of 
writing. Moreover, he states that writing does not require the use of formulaic 
sentences as happened in oral cultures to easily remember and hand down knowledge. 
Therefore, human mind loses its role of knowledge storing becoming more and more 
free to conceive abstract and original concepts. The production of written texts finally 
generates a set of solitary activities, in contrast to the trend of grouping people, typical 
of oral cultures. All these characteristics of literacy present both advantages and 
disadvantages. On the one hand, they allow human mind potential increase and 
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development of culture; on the other hand, they have limited and constrained other 
natural processes typical of the spoken word that have been lost in few generations. 

This concept could be generalized stating that for each new technology a 
correspondent constriction of the user’s creative freedom exists, that is only apparently 
negative. In fact, this kind of limitation allows a better definition and control inside a 
specific action field, in which the human mind can produce creative and original 
results. Outstanding examples of this phenomenon can be found everywhere, for 
example looking back to the world of music of the 16th century when the old baroque 
compositions were gradually substituted with new scores, specifically written for new 
keyboard-based musical instruments such as the harpsichord. From the baroque 
musician point of view, this kind of instruments probably appeared as an extreme 
constraint with respect to the infinite possible sounds that a human voice or older 
instruments such as violins could generate. Moreover, the production of sound in 
keyboard instruments, realized by means of a set of fixed mechanisms, also created the 
problem of finding an appropriate tuning system of the musical scale, i.e. a correct 
regulation of the intervals between tones that could allow the invention of original but 
playable compositions. For all these reasons, initially the introduction of new 
keyboard-based instruments was probably seen as a brute and inevitably 
denaturalization of traditional music. However, just after few decades the first 
perplexities on the use of these technologies were completely forgotten. At the 
beginning of the 18th century, Bach specifically developed a personal tuning of the 
musical scale, better known as ‘temperament’, also writing “The well-tempered 
clavier” books (1722-1744) in order to demonstrate its practical effectiveness. In 
summary, this means that from the intrinsic limits of a recently introduced technology 
the foundations of the following more brilliant musical season, that was what we now 
know as classical music, were laid7. 

7.1.2. Geometry as a kind of technology 

Geometry can be considered as another important and consolidated technology 
which knowledge and use is mainly related to the presence of a writing culture. 
Different tests on oral cultures have been made in order to really understand how this 
technology could influence and modify the human mental structures. This kind of 
experiments are generally based on the use on simple drawings and they always report 
very interesting results. For instance, one of them is based on a drawing representing 
three identical circles, as shown in Figure 42, of which the first does not present any 
coloured filling (white filled), the second is grey filled and the last is dark gray filled. 
During the Thirties, this drawing was shown on a set of illiterate candidates from 
Ubzekistan who were invited to describe what they saw in what we ‘naturally’ 
consider three identical circles. The results underlined that people from oral cultures 
focused their responses on real and concrete objects, being not able to abstract 
geometries and shapes from drawings. In fact, the white circle was generally 
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associated to a bracelet or a ring, the grey circle to the moon and the dark grey one 
with a coin8. However, this kind of perception is more an advantage than a 
disadvantage for oral cultures that are generally composed of farm workers and 
hunters, and not on the contrary of engineers and mathematicians. 

 

Figure 42: The ‘three circles’ psychological test 

Many modern puzzles are also developed taking advantage of the skill of abstracting 
concepts from drawings of literate people, who in these cases are in fact constrained by 
their knowledge of geometry. One of them is shown in Figure 43 and consists in 
finding a path that allows to pass through a set of nine dots, arranged on a 3x3 square 
grid, without touching each dot more than once. Obviously, the difficulty of this puzzle 
is due to the unconscious instinct of literate people to search for suitable paths only 
inside the imaginary square perimeter defined by the grid of dots9. 

 

Figure 43: The nine-dot problem10 

Although the use of geometric rules and written words are considered as conventional 
and consolidated human skills, it is possible to conclude that they have radically 
modified and therefore redefined our mental structure, also allowing us to reach 
important cultural advances from different points of views. 

7.1.3. Computer technologies 

In addition to more dated technologies, in the last century computer machines 
have been developed in order to support many different onerous human tasks and 
activities. Also in this case, their influence on human thought is surely worth to be 
studied but the widespread use of computers in many different application fields makes 
it quite impossible to deal with this topic simply in general terms. For this reason, here 
the attention has been only focused on the use of computer technologies that has been 
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previously presented and discussed in this thesis, i.e. on the self-development of new 
architectural design tools with the aid of simple programming environments. 

This kind of activity is generally identified as ‘scripting’ and consists in the 
specific use of programming for the development of small codes, called ‘scripts’, that 
only work under the presence of more sophisticated supporting commercial software. 
The creation of these scripts was born in the Sixties with the aim of automating long 
and repetitive operations that needed in that period to be manually launched one by 
one from the command line. However, now the development of scripts is no more 
merely seen as a method of automating scheduled procedures; it has become a way of 
extending and customizing the standard possibilities offered by commercial software 
in order to better fit different specific user requirements. At present, all the most 
common CAD applications such as AutoCAD™, 3D Studio MAX™ and Maya™ 
implement simple programming environments that allow designers the self-
development of script codes; for this reason, the phenomenon of ‘software 
customization’ has also been growing in the last years into the field of architectural 
design. Moreover, the recent releases of Rhinoceros™, that is a powerful NURBS-
based three dimensional modeller (see Paragraph 2.3.1) implementing a simple VB-
based scripting environment called Rhinoscript™, is enormously enlarging the use of 
scripting in architecture, making it almost more associable to a temporary trend than 
to a real design necessity. 

It should be underlined that scripting should be not confused with other tools 
of ‘software customization’ that have been recently introduced to involve people with 
no programming education for this attractive and creative world. For example, 
Grasshopper™, early released in 2008 as a plug-in for Rhinoceros™ under the name of 
Explicit History™, belongs to this group. As shown in Figure 44, it acts as a 
‘graphical algorithm editor’11 but it cannot be simply considered as the ‘visual’ and 
user-friendly version of Rhinoscript™ for different reasons. First of all, because its 
characteristics invite users to use it mainly as a tool for generating and handling 
parametric objects inside Rhinoceros™ rather than for the development of customized 
commands and operations. Secondly, because with the aid of a flow-chart graphic 
interface a set of a priori prepared basic codes can be easily assembled without using 
any programming language; in other words, it is possible to develop a complete 
algorithm directly working with graphic components representing pieces of various 
functioning codes. 

This philosophy of using and composing prefabricated codes for an easier 
generation of new programs finds a famous precedent in the research of Grace Murray 
Hopper, who was an American computer scientist now universally recognized as a 
pioneer of computer programming12. Together with her research group, she worked to 
develop a kind of ‘automatic programming’, based on a set of elementary codes that 
acted as interchangeable blocks, with the aim of generating many complex and 
complete programs in a rapid and simple way. However, this approach to 
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programming was immediately proved as a rigid and not suitable system to deal with 
real programmers’ problems. The main reason of this failure was related to the 
premature standardization of ‘automatic programming’ that was planned on a wrong 
level of abstraction13. In fact, this procedure is somewhat similar to the old Latin 
phrasebooks used in poetry until the Ninetieth century to support beginner students 
during their first tentative compositions. These was the so-called ‘Gradus ad 
Parnassum’, consisting in a set of standard verses taken from classic poetry, of which 
the meter (rhythmic structure) was appositely marked. Poems generated by means of 
‘Gradus’, as well as codes created with the aid of ‘automatic programming’ and 
nowadays scripts developed by means of Grasshopper™, are therefore new 
compositions from their structure point of view, but always made of single pieces 
already existing and originally created by other people14. 
 

 

Figure 44: Example of script developed by means of the 
Grasshopper™ ‘flow-chart’ graphic interface and screenshot of the final result15 
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7.1.4. Human-machine interface and user consciousness 

From a theoretical point of view, both scripting programming environments 
such as Rhinoscript™ and graphical algorithm editors such as Grasshopper™ could be 
indifferently used for similar purposes in general terms. However, in practice the 
correct use of these tools is largely influenced by their level of abstraction and 
standardization that differently stimulates users in the development of a sufficient 
degree of consciousness on how they work and therefore can be helpful for a designer. 
In fact, the user-friendly graphic interface of Grasshopper™ attracts beginner users 
with no programming knowledge in freely exploring and testing the software 
capabilities, also probably ‘playing’ with them with no real purposes. On the contrary, 
the conventional command-line interface of a scripting environment immediately 
requires to a potential user the development of a basic knowledge about its reference 
programming language, as well as the definition of a kind of objective that justifies and 
guides its use. On the one hand, the philosophy of creating programming 
environments that are prematurely standardized can be considered as a limitation for 
advanced users as well as a dangerous way of approaching programming languages for 
beginners; on the other hand, the extreme opposite is surely as much 
counterproductive. In fact, leaving users free to see and manage all the internal 
mechanisms of a computer continuously diverts their attention from their real 
problems as they need to focus on solving the machine problems. The success of 
programming languages such as FORTRAN is certainly due to the choice of a 
correctly balanced level of abstraction, and, for this reason it has been diffusely used 
since its birth in 1957, sometimes in substitution to more powerful and recently 
developed languages16. 

It should be underlined that in the field of architectural design the human-
machine interface question is a major point for the evaluation of how computer 
technologies affect our way of thinking during the design stages. In a recent short 
essay, Umberto Eco tried to explain the effectiveness of a human-machine interface on 
the basis of the principle ‘form follows function’. According to Eco17, a tool, that is 
always manual, directly suggests to the user how it should be used. On the contrary, in 
order to be managed, a machine should be always provided with a kind of human-
machine interface. Apart from interfaces of the first mechanical machines that were 
developed starting from an analogical representation of the real machine functions, the 
introduction of electronic machines - and therefore of digital interfaces - has 
irremediably dissolved the strong relationship between form and function, typical of 
manual tools. From this point of view, the act of designing by means of machines 
should not be considered as an intuitive practice anymore because it requires for the 
user to develop a kind of confidence with a stranger and foreign interface. 

In my opinion, this problem cannot be solved in such a simple way18. First of 
all, the presence of an interface is not only merely related to machines; on the contrary, 
any kind of tool is provided with a human-tool interface19. Suffice it to say that a 
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hammer is in practice composed by a steel head – the real tool - and a handle – as 
human-tool interface. Secondly, the intuitive and natural use of a tool – or of a machine 
- does not depend on its interface form, but it is probably more related to its degree of 
‘physicality’, intending with this term its capacity of creating a link with the human 
body in order to be naturally controlled by the mind, sometimes also in an unconscious 
way. For instance, the highest degree of physicality has been reached with the 
invention of pencil, or of pen; by means of these tools, any thinking activity can be 
naturally reproduced as a sketch through an interface that perfectly fit the human hand 
structure, making therefore this practice as much intuitive as possible. 

With reference to computers, at present the degree of physicality of their 
interfaces is very far to become comparable with that of a simple technology as the 
pencil/pen. This is surely not only related to a lack of technological evolution – in fact, 
many different user-friendly computer interfaces have been studied and tested since 
the Fifties - and it could be probably mainly caused by market reasons; for instance, 
the most sophisticated computer interfaces are related to the world of videogames - see 
for instance the recent console Nintendo Wii™ - and not to the business one. 
Moreover, other very advanced interfaces, such as the ‘touch screen’, can be found in 
the field of mobile phones, again mainly for market reasons. 

However, computers are in practice universal machines and give to the user an 
interesting possibility of self-developing new interfaces by means of programming 
environments. This decreases the common user passive role, turning computer 
machines in important resources of problem formulation and constructors of problem 
resolution strategies. This phenomenon is changing the architectural design practice, 
starting from the conceptual work of a single architect until the overall reorganization 
of the design process and the structure of architectural offices20. 

7.2. Do technologies define practices? 

According to the previous Section, it is possible to state that even the simplest 
technologies play a fundamental role in the modification, or even in the definition, of 
human mental structures. In addition, with reference to the field of architectural 
design it is possible to appreciate how much the recent developed computer 
technologies are influencing the design process at all. As a consequence, this makes it 
necessary to deal with an important more general question that is related to how much 
technologies define practices. For instance, how much cinema depends on the use of a 
video camera? Or, in a similar way, how much photography depends on the use of a 
camera? Moreover, the only difference between a photographer and a painter is in the 
presence of a camera, in other words in the use of different tools? 

According to Derrida21, this kind of question is in brief without answer. On the 
one hand, he does not consider the specificity of a film simply related to the 
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technological medium used for its invention and practical production; on the other 
hand, he realizes that the role of a video camera is not a secondary aspect of cinema 
that could be peacefully ignored. This response is obviously aimed at eluding the 
problem but, at the same time, it is also intrinsically clear about Derrida’s position – 
cinema is for a large part derived from the use of a video camera, but its references for 
the invention of films should also be found in many other aspects of human culture. On 
the contrary, the position of Walter Benjamin about this topic is much more defined. 
In his ‘A Short History of Photography’22, he clearly describes this practice as 
completely derived and defined by the use of a camera. In this essay, the attention is 
therefore focused on the creative potential of the camera as artist’s tool, making the 
approach of this work very similar for some aspects to the books by Walter Ong 
concerning the ‘interiorization’ of technologies. An analogous position on how 
technologies (that is in many cases synonymous of media) define practices can be found 
in the texts by Marshall McLuhan that explicitly summarize this concept with the 
phrase: “The medium is the message”23. In his ‘Understanding media’, McLuhan also 
attempts to propose a way to become immune to “the ordinary ‘closure’ of the senses”, 
caused by the use of media (technologies), that simply consists in the alternate and 
mixed use of ‘related’ media. 

This approach should be considered as a valid suggestion also inside the field of 
architectural design. In fact, this practice has been always supported by a large set of 
technologies (prosthesis, tools and recently machines) and therefore it is not 
intrinsically defined and characterized, such as photography and cinema, by the use of 
a single tool in particular. 

7.2.1. Perspectives for new technologies in architectural design 

The technology-thought relationship has so far been discussed over a range 
that goes from analysis of use of the written word as a means of transmitting culture, 
which is by now consolidated, to considering, for example, the radical changes that 
have been caused in the field of music by the introduction of new instruments, such as 
harpsichord and piano. However, it is important to conclude this Chapter by focusing 
on architecture, and in particular by highlighting some consequences of the 
introduction of computer technologies into design practice. 

As already mentioned at the beginning of this thesis, the recent growth of the 
so-called ‘free-form’ and ‘Non-Standard’ architectures should be attributed above all to 
the recent evolution of powerful three-dimensional modellers, which allow particularly 
complex geometries to be easily generated, and therefore also represented and 
modified. This leads to the deduction of a close relationship between technological 
evolution and architectural production, in the sense of the search for a new formal 
expression driven explicitly by the existence of a new technology. Looking at the 
history of architecture, this seems to be a fact that has already occurred; mention can 
surely be made of the period in which, in the eighteenth century, the use of a new 
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material – steel – began to spread, with the consequent study and development of a 
new series of construction techniques. In the field of architecture, this innovation made 
the construction of experimental buildings without any tectonic foundations possible, 
such as, for example, the spherical pavilions, clear references to the earth’s globe and 
above all to Utopian projects of the previous century. Another reference can be found 
in the years after the second World War, when the ‘definitive’ tuning of reinforced 
concrete as a construction material led to the birth of an entire season of worldwide 
architecture and engineering, directed towards the research and experimentation of 
the ‘plastic’ potential of this new technology24. 

In this thesis, however, it has also been affirmed that the reasons for the ‘free-
form’ and ‘Non-standard’ architectures cannot simply be investigated by analysing the 
relationship between technology and architectural production. Another series of 
examples could be mentioned to demonstrate that this connection is in fact a topic of 
secondary importance, cases in which the search for a new form of expression does not 
show any evident correspondence with the evolution of materials and construction 
techniques. In ‘Art Nouveau’ architecture, the search for sinuosity and organicity was 
realised through ‘softening’ operations of the horizontal and vertical lines of buildings, 
but without new materials or building techniques being introduced. As far as this is 
concerned, perhaps reference to the Russian futurists is more appropriate; in their 
Utopian projects, they obsessively searched for a detachment from the earth, in other 
words, the definition of a possible new architecture somewhere between the earth and 
the sky, without this being the fruit of a recent technological innovation, ready to be 
‘put in shape’ by architects. In these latter examples, the reasons for the shape should 
not therefore be connected to the experimentation of new materials, construction 
techniques or technology; instead, it was more the cultural background of the period 
that sustained the creation of ideas and development25. 

This subdivision between formal research motivated by technology and new 
architectural expressivity caused by background cultural forces surely risks to 
trivialize the real situation, but in this thesis any further investigation into this aspect 
would be useless. These simple considerations make it possible to state that in no 
historical case can a new formal research be explained on the basis of one single, clear 
and well defined cause. On the contrary, from time to time, the presence of a main, let’s 
say ‘more evident’ reason for the search of a new formal expressivity can be noted, 
whether this depends on technological evolution, the cultural period or even on other 
reasons. 

Looking again at computer technologies, it is not easy to identify, between the 
technological influence, the influence of our society and the clients of architecture, 
what the main reasons are for the ‘free-form’ and ‘Non-standard’ production. At 
present, these technologies are still generally considered ‘new’ by designers and as 
such have become the subject of architectural experimentation. On the one hand, it is 
normal to note a certain ostentation of their potential, not just in experimental study 
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cases, but also in current design practice - a continuous search for something new, or 
rather, of a ‘new’ form and of the innovative process followed to think it up or build it. 
On the other hand, there is this removing the attention of architects from their real 
role, which is mainly social, directed towards the construction of rational, functional 
buildings that satisfy the real needs of people in an efficacious manner. Surely, we are 
witnessing a transitory stage of architecture, in rapid and continuous evolution. 
Therefore, from the strictly technological point of view, the aforementioned problems 
should naturally tend to disappear as the recent computer tools are gradually 
‘interiorized’ by designers, obviously on condition that the technological evolution 
does not occur at a higher velocity than the interiorization. It is however also true that 
the myth of ‘novitas’ arose from and is continuously supported by contemporary 
clients. The two sides of the coin feed each other making it necessary to wait for the 
future evolutions of this counter-party of the design in order to be able to outline the 
general layout of this architectural season more clearly. 

It was surely not an objective of this doctoral thesis, in which experiments were 
instead made with new computer technologies, simply attempting to discover their 
possible ‘rational’ use in architectural design, to untangle this complex context. Here, 
the ‘free-form’ and ‘Non-Standard’ trends have not been set aside in principle, on the 
contrary, it has dived into this fire, directed towards geometric complexity, to find 
possible evolutions or alternatives directly from the inside. The product of this work is 
in part instrumental and practical, but the most important result is above all that of 
proposing a possible approach to ‘this’ architecture, whilst waiting for a series of other 
researches on the topic which would in a short time allow it to mature and continue to 
evolve. 
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Appendix A 

Rhinoscript™ code of  the structural GA 

Option Explicit 
 
‘General parameters 
Dim dimPopolazione, dimIndividuo, dimGene, dimCromosoma, dimElite 
Dim numMutazioni, numGenitori, numCicli, numAlgoritmi 
Dim c, i, j, k, m, n, s, t, u, v 
 
dimPopolazione =  13 
dimIndividuo   = 100 
dimGene        =   8 
numMutazioni   = 160 
dimElite       =   1 
numCicli       =  70 
numAlgoritmi   =   1 
dimCromosoma   =   dimIndividuo * dimGene 
 
'Design variables 
ReDim popolazione(dimPopolazione-1, dimIndividuo-1)  
ReDim fitness(dimPopolazione-1)  
ReDim pv1(dimPopolazione-1) 
ReDim pv2(dimPopolazione-1) 
[OMISS] 
ReDim pv100(dimPopolazione-1) 
ReDim surface(dimPopolazione-1) 
ReDim coord(1) 
Dim   outPercorso, contaAnalisi 
Dim   fileLog, fLog, fileLogPercorso 
Dim   fFit, fileFitPercorso, fFitOrd 
Dim   fileFitOrdPercorso, fXls, fileXlsPercorso 
Dim   fXlsOrd, fileXlsOrdPercorso 
ReDim surface (dimPopolazione-1) 
Dim   elemsNumU, elemsNumV 
Dim   nodesNumU, nodesNumV 
 
‘Mesh elements 
elemsNumU = 50 
elemsNumV = 50 
nodesNumU = elemsNumU + 1 
nodesNumV = elemsNumV + 1 
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ReDim Nodes(nodesNumU * nodesNumV - 1) 
ReDim spostamentoMax (dimPopolazione-1) 
 
'Domain definition 
Dim z1,z2, [OMISS], z100, ampiezzaZ 
Dim z1min, z1max, z2min, z2max, [OMISS], z100min, z100max 
ampiezzaZ = 3 
z1min = 0 - ampiezzaZ 
z1max = 0 + ampiezzaZ 
z2min = 0 - ampiezzaZ 
z2max = 0 + ampiezzaZ 
[OMISS] 
z100min= 0 - ampiezzaZ 
z100max= 0 + ampiezzaZ 
 
'Crossover points 
Dim gA, gB, fA, fB, puntoCrossover 
Dim min, max 
min = 1 
max = dimCromosoma - 1 
 
'Geometrical layers 
Rhino.AddLayer "Surfaces",    RGB(0,     0,   0), 0 'Nero 
Rhino.AddLayer "Mesh",        RGB(0,     0, 255), 0 'Blu 
Rhino.AddLayer "PointsCloud", RGB(255, 255,   0), 0 'Giallo 
 
'GA WITH BINARY CODING 
Sub AlgoritmoGenetico() 
  Randomize 
  For c = 1 To numAlgoritmi 
    'Random initial population 
    For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
      For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
        popolazione(i,j) = Fix(Rnd(1)*255) 
      Next 
    Next   
   
    'Main loop 
    fileLogPercorso    = "c:\AG\Registro_AG"      & c & ".txt" 
    fileFitPercorso    = "c:\AG\Fitness_AG"       & c & ".txt" 
    fileFitOrdPercorso = "c:\AG\FitnessOrd_AG"    & c & ".txt" 
    fileXlsPercorso    = "c:\AG\FitnessXLS_AG"    & c & ".txt" 
    fileXlsOrdPercorso = "c:\AG\FitnessXLSOrd_AG" & c & ".txt" 
    Set fileLog = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
    Set fLog    = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileLogPercorso, True) 
    Set fFit    = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileFitPercorso, True) 
    Set fFitOrd = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileFitOrdPercorso, True) 
    Set fXls    = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileXlsPercorso, True) 
    Set fXlsOrd = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileXlsOrdPercorso, True) 
     
    fLog.Writeline    "---------------------------------------------" 
    fLog.Writeline    "REGISTRO DELL'ALGORITMO GENETICO Rhino-Ansys " 
    fLog.Writeline    "---------------------------------------------" 
    fXls.Writeline    "Generazione" & vbTab & "Individuo Relativo" & 
                      vbTab & "Individuo Assoluto" & vbTab & "Fitness" 
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    fXlsOrd.Writeline "Generazione" & vbTab & "Individuo Relativo" & 
                      vbTab & "Individuo Assoluto" & vbTab & "Fitness" 
     
    For u = 1 To numCicli 
       
      Rhino.StatusBarMessage "ALGORITMO GENETICO " & c & " di " &  
                             numAlgoritmi & ", Generazione " & u & " di " 
                             & numCicli 
       
      Rhino.Print            "" 
      Rhino.Print            "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      Rhino.Print            "" 
      fLog.Writeline         "" 
      fLog.Writeline         "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      fLog.Writeline         "" 
      fFit.Writeline         "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      fFit.Writeline         "" 
      fFitOrd.Writeline      "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      fFitOrd.Writeline      "" 
       
      For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
        Call GeneraSuperfici(i,i*100,(u*100)+((c-1)*(50*dimPopolazione))) 
      Next 
       
      Call GeneraInputAnsys 
      Call AnalisiAnsys 
      Call AssegnaFitness 
      Call StampaPopolazioneNonOrdinata 
      Call OrdinaPopolazione 
      Call StampaPopolazioneOrdinata 
      Call Codifica_Da_Decimale_A_Binario 
      Call StampaCodifica 
      Call CreaNuovaGenerazione 
      Call GeneraMutazioni 
      Call CopiaFigliSuPadri 
      Call Decodifica_Da_Binario_A_Decimale 
      Call AzzeraZetaVincoli 
      Call StampaPopolazioneOrdinataCromosomi 
 
      Rhino.Print       "" 
      Rhino.Print       "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Fine della generazione " & u 
      Rhino.Print       "" 
      fLog.Writeline    "" 
      fLog.Writeline    "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Fine della generazione " & u 
      fLog.Writeline    "" 
    Next 
   
    fLog.close 
    fFit.close 
    fFitOrd.close 
    fXls.close 
    fXlsOrd.close 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Call AlgoritmoGenetico 
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'Generate surfaces 
Sub GeneraSuperfici(i, shiftX, shiftY) 
  Dim arrSurface(99), arrCount(1) 
  arrCount(0) = 10 
  arrCount(1) = 10 
  Z1  = z1min  + popolazione(i,0) *(z1max-z1min)/256 
  z2  = z2min  + popolazione(i,1) *(z2max-z2min)/256 
[OMISS] 
  z100 = z100min + popolazione(i,99)*(z100max-z100min)/256 
 
  'Crematorium Geometry (fixed z for pillars 
12,13,14,17,19,22,39,47,53,64,69,77,82,86,89) 
  pv1 (i)  = Array( 07.069 + ShiftX, 54.871 + ShiftY, z1) 
  pv2 (i)  = Array( 13.307 + ShiftX, 64.630 + ShiftY, z2) 
  [OMISS] 
  pv100 (i) = Array( 76.772 + ShiftX, 09.517 + ShiftY, z100) 
 
  'Rhino.addPoint pv1(i) 
  arrSurface(0)  = pv1(i) 
  arrSurface(1)  = pv2(i) 
  [OMISS] 
  arrSurface(99) = pv100(i) 
   
  'Draw control points 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer("PointsCloud") 
  Rhino.AddPointCloud arrSurface  
  'Draw surface from control points 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer("Surfaces") 
  surface(i) = Rhino.AddSrfPtGrid (arrCount, arrSurface) 
End Sub 
  
'Generate mesh and input FEM files 
Sub GeneraInputAnsys() 
   
  Dim domU, domV, stepSizeU, stepSizeV 
 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer("Mesh") 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    'Get the domain of the surface 
    domU = Rhino.SurfaceDomain(surface(i), 0) 
    domV = Rhino.SurfaceDomain(surface(i), 1) 
    'If Not IsArray(domU) Or Not IsArray(domV) Then Exit Sub 
    stepSizeU = (domU(1) - domU(0)) / elemsNumU 
    stepSizeV = (domV(1) - domV(0)) / elemsNumV 
     
    For j = 0 To elemsNumV  
      'Set the y coordinate 
      coord(1) = domV(0) + stepSizeV * j 
      For k = 0 To elemsNumU 
        ‘Set the x coordinate 
        coord(0) = domU(0) + stepSizeU * k  
        'Generates the z coordinate and stores the points in the A array 
        nodes(nodesNumU*j+k) = Rhino.EvaluateSurface(surface(i), coord) 
      Next 
    Next 
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    ReDim topology(elemsNumU * elemsNumV - 1) 
 
    For j=0 To elemsNumV-1 
      For k=0 To elemsNumU-1 
      topology(elemsNumU*j+k) = Array((elemsNumU+1)*(j+0)+(k+0), 
                                (elemsNumU+1)*(j+0)+(k+1), 
                                (elemsNumU+1)*(j+1)+(k+1), 
                                (elemsNumU+1)*(j+1)+(k+0)) 
      Next 
    Next 
 
    Rhino.AddMesh nodes, topology 
 
    'Create FEM input file 
    Dim fsObject, fp, node 
 
    outPercorso = "c:\AG\INPUTanalisi" & c & "_" & u & "_" & i & ".txt" 
    Set fsObject = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
    Set fp = fsObject.CreateTextFile(outPercorso, True)   
     
    fp.Writeline "/PREP7" 
    fp.Writeline "!*...ANALISI STATICA" 
    fp.Writeline "ANTYPE,STATIC" 
    fp.Writeline "ET,1,SHELL63,,1" 
    fp.Writeline "R,1,0.3 !*   Shell thickness" 
    fp.Writeline "MP,EX,1,3E+7" 'unitï¿½ di misura in metri e kn 
    fp.Writeline "MP,NUXY,1,0.15" 
    fp.Writeline "!* ..." 
    fp.Writeline "TYPE,1" 
    fp.Writeline "MAT,1" 
    fp.Writeline "REAL,1" 
 
    'Generate net nodes 
    fp.Writeline "!*" 
    fp.Writeline "!* ... NODI" 
 
    For j = 0 To nodesNumV - 1  
      For k = 0 To nodesNumU - 1 
        node = nodes(nodesNumU*j+k) 
        fp.Writeline "N," & nodesNumU*j+k+1 & "," & node(0) & "," & 
                     node(1) & "," & node(2) 
     Next 
    Next 
 
    'Generate shell elements 
    fp.Writeline "!*" 
    fp.Writeline "!* ...ELEMENTI SHELL" 
 
    For j=0 To elemsNumV-1 
      For k=1 To elemsNumU 
 
      nodes(nodesNumU*j+k) = Array((nodesNumU)*(j+0)+(k+0), 
                             (nodesNumU)*(j+0)+(k+1), 
                             (nodesNumU)*(j+1)+(k+1), 
                             (nodesNumU)*(j+1)+(k+0)) 
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      fp.Writeline "E," & nodes(nodesNumU*j+k)(0) & "," & 
                   nodes(nodesNumU*j+k)(1) & "," 
                   & nodes(nodesNumU*j+k)(2) & "," & 
                   nodes(nodesNumU*j+k)(3) 
      Next 
    Next 
 
    fp.Writeline "!* ..." 
    fp.Writeline "FINISH" 
    fp.Writeline "/SOLU" 
    fp.Writeline "!* ...VINCOLI" 
 
    'Constraints (15,18,23,34,37,42,48,54,62,69,75,77,78,83,89) 
    'NODO 15 - MESH 1125,1074,1075,1126 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1125) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1125) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1125) & ",UZ" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1074) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1074) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1074) & ",UZ" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1075) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1075) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1075) & ",UZ"    
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1126) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1126) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(1126) & ",UZ" 
 
    [OMISS] 
 
    'NODO 89 - MESH 2496,2445,2446,2497 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2496) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2496) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2496) & ",UZ" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2445) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2445) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2445) & ",UZ"   
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2446) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2446) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2446) & ",UZ"    
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2497) & ",UX" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2497) & ",UY" 
    fp.Writeline "D," & CStr(2497) & ",UZ"     
      
 
    fp.Writeline "!* ...FORZE" 
    'Nodal forces 
    'For k=0 To (nodesNumU * nodesNumV -1) 
    '  fp.Writeline "F, " & (k+1) & ", FZ, 1" 
    'Next  
 
    'Gravity load ACEL and dead load MPDATA, DENS 
    fp.Writeline "MPTEMP,,,,,,,,"   
    fp.Writeline "MPTEMP,1,0  " 
    fp.Writeline "MPDATA,DENS,1,,25" 
    fp.Writeline "ACEL,0,0,-1,"   
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    fp.Writeline "SOLVE"  
    fp.Writeline "!* ...POSTPROCESSORE" 
    fp.Writeline "/POST1" 
    fp.Writeline "PRNSOL, U, Z" ‘Vertical displacements 
    fp.Writeline "FINISH" 
    fp.close 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'FEM analysis 
Sub AnalisiAnsys() 
   
  Dim applicPercorso, applicazione 
  Dim fileExe, fileInput, fileOutput 
  fileExe = "C:\Programs\Ansys Inc\v100\ANSYS\bin\intel\ansys100.exe" 
  Rhino.print    "Percorsi di lancio dell'analisi con ANSYS" 
  Rhino.print    "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Percorsi di lancio dell'analisi con ANSYS" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    fileInput = "c:\AG\INPUTanalisi" & c & "_" & u & "_" & i & ".txt" 
    fileOutput = "c:\AG\OUTPUTanalisi" & i & ".txt" 
    applicPercorso = fileExe & " -b -i " & fileInput & " -o " & 
                     fileOutput 
    Rhino.print applicPercorso 
    fLog.Writeline applicPercorso 
    Set applicazione = CreateObject("WScript.Shell") 
    applicazione.exec(applicPercorso) 
    Call LeggiSpostamentoMax 
  Next 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
End Sub 
 
'Read max displacement 
Sub LeggiSpostamentoMax() 
  Dim datiOut, out, rigaDati, risultDati, fileOutput, contatore 
   
  Rhino.Print    "Verify max displacement (Stringa = Float)" 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Verify max displacement (Stringa = Float)" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  'For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    fileOutput = "c:\AG\OUTPUTanalisi" & i & ".txt" 
    out = False 
    contatore = 1 
    Set datiOut = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
     
    Do Until out = True 
      out = datiOut.FileExists(outPercorso) 
      Rhino.sleep 1000 
      Rhino.Prompt "Al ciclo " & contatore & " il file non esiste" 
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      contatore = contatore + 1  
    Loop 
    Rhino.Print "Ora il file esiste"  
    Rhino.sleep 2000 
     
    Do Until risultDati <> 0 
      Set out = datiOut.OpenTextFile(fileOutput, 1)     
      While Not Out.AtEndOfStream 
        rigaDati = Out.readLine 
        If Left(RigaDati, 12)      = " *** ERROR *" Then  
          'out.SkipLine '1 
          'rigaDati = out.readLine 
          risultDati = 100   
        Else If Left(RigaDati, 12) = " MAXIMUM ABS" Then  
          out.SkipLine '1 
          rigaDati = out.readLine 
          risultDati = Mid(rigaDati, 9, 12)  
        End If  
        End If 
        spostamentoMax(i) = risultDati 
      Wend 
      Rhino.sleep 1000 
      Rhino.Prompt "Al ciclo " & contatore & " no val max" 
      contatore = contatore + 1  
    Loop  
     
    'If risultDati = 100 Then 
    '  Rhino.Print "Errore: " & rigaDati 
    'End If 
     
    Rhino.Print    "Spostamento:   " & spostamentoMax(i) 
    fLog.Writeline "Spostamento:   " & spostamentoMax(i) 
    Rhino.Print "Ora lo spostamento è leggibile" 
    Rhino.Prompt "" 
  Out.Close  
  'Next 
   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
 
  'Delete output file 
  'Out = DatiOut.DeleteFile(outPercorso, True) 
End Sub 
 
'Fitness 
Sub AssegnaFitness() 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    If spostamentoMax(i) <> 0 Then 
      fitness(i) = 1 / spostamentoMax(i)  
    Else 
    End If 
  Next 
End Sub 
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'Sort population 
Sub OrdinaPopolazione 
  Dim temp 
  ReDim temp1(dimIndividuo-1) 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-2 
    For j = 0 To dimPopolazione-2-i 
      If fitness(j)>fitness(j+1) Then 
        'Sort fitness values 
        temp = fitness(j) 
        fitness(j) = fitness(j+1)  
        fitness(j+1) = temp  
         
        'Sort individuals 
        For t = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
          temp1(t) = popolazione(j,t) 
        Next 
        For t = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
          popolazione(j,t) = popolazione(j+1,t) 
        Next 
        For t = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
          popolazione(j+1,t) = temp1(t) 
        Next 
      Else  
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Decimal to binary 
Sub Codifica_Da_Decimale_A_Binario 
  Dim intero 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1    
      intero = popolazione(i,j) 
      For s = dimGene-1 To 0 Step -1 
        If (intero/2) = Fix (intero/2) Then 
          intero = intero/2 
          cromosoma(i, s + j*dimGene) = 0 
        Else 
          intero = Fix (intero/2) 
          cromosoma(i, s + j*dimGene) = 1 
        End If  
      Next  
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Print coded individuals 
Sub StampaCodifica() 
   
  Dim codificaStr 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della pop ord cod in bin alla gen " & u 
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  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "LEGGI DA SX: CROMOSOMA p1, p2, p3, pn,..." 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "LEGGI DA SX: CROMOSOMA p1, p2, p3, pn,..." 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    codificaStr = "" 
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
      For s = 0 To dimGene-1 
        codificaStr = codificaStr & cromosoma(i, s + j*dimGene) 
      Next 
      codificaStr = codificaStr & " " 
    Next 
    Rhino.print    codificaStr 
    fLog.Writeline codificaStr 
  Next 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
End Sub 
 
'Crete new generation 
Sub CreaNuovaGenerazione() 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "Crea la nuova generazione (" & u+1 & ") di individui"  
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Crea la nuova generazione (" & u+1 & ") di individui" 
 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "LEGGI DA SX: Punto di taglio(Crossover), Numero 
genitore, Cromosoma Genitore 1, Cromosoma Genitore 2, Cromosoma figlio 1, 
Cromosoma figlio 2" 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "LEGGI DA SX: Punto di taglio(Crossover), Numero 
genitore, Cromosoma Genitore 1, Cromosoma Genitore 2, Cromosoma figlio 1, 
Cromosoma figlio 2" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
 
  Dim primoGenitore, puntoCrossover1, puntoCrossover2 
 
  primoGenitore = (dimPopolazione - dimElite) / 2 
 
  For i = primoGenitore To dimPopolazione - dimElite -1 Step 2 
    puntoCrossover1 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (max-1)) 
    puntoCrossover2 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (max-1)) 
 
    Call Crossover(i, i + 1, (i - primoGenitore) * 2 + 0, (i - 
primoGenitore) * 2 + 1, puntoCrossover1) 
    Call Crossover(i, i + 1, (i - primoGenitore) * 2 + 2, (i - 
primoGenitore) * 2 + 3, puntoCrossover2) 
  Next 
End Sub 
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'Crossover operator 
Sub Crossover(gA, gB, fA, fB, puntoCrossover) 
  Dim stringaGA, stringaGB, stringaFA, stringaFB, strCromosomi 
  For s = 0 To dimIndividuo * dimGene -1 
    If s < puntoCrossover Then 
      cromosomaF(fA, s) = cromosoma(gA, s) 
      cromosomaF(fB, s) = cromosoma(gB, s) 
    Else 
      cromosomaF(fA, s) = cromosoma(gB, s) 
      cromosomaF(fB, s) = cromosoma(gA, s) 
    End If 
     
    stringaGA = "" 
    stringaGB = "" 
    stringaFA = "" 
    stringaFB = "" 
     
    'Print chromosomes 
    For v = 0 To s 
      stringaGA  = stringaGA  & cromosoma (gA, v) 
      stringaGB  = stringaGB  & cromosoma (gB, v) 
      stringaFA  = stringaFA  & cromosomaF(fA, v) 
      stringaFB  = stringaFB  & cromosomaF(fB, v) 
    Next 
  Next 
   
  strCromosomi = puntoCrossover & vbTab & gA & vbTab & stringaGA & vbTab 
                 & gB & vbTab & stringaGB & vbTab & vbTab & fA & vbTab & 
                 stringaFA & vbTab & fB & vbTab & stringaFB 
  Rhino.Print    strCromosomi 
  fLog.Writeline strCromosomi 
End Sub 
 
'Copy Fchromosomes on Pchromosomes 
Sub CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione - dimElite - 1 
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo * dimGene - 1  
      cromosoma(i, j) = cromosomaF(i, j)    
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
‘Genetic mutations 
Sub GeneraMutazioni 
  For k = 0 To numMutazioni - 1  
    i = Fix(Rnd(1)*dimPopolazione) 
    j = Fix(Rnd(1)*dimCromosoma) 
    If cromosomaF(i,j) = 1 Then 
      cromosomaF(i,j) = 0 
    Else 
      cromosomaF(i,j) = 1 
    End If 
  Next 
   
End Sub 
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‘From binary to decimal 
Sub Decodifica_Da_Binario_A_Decimale 
 For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
  For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
      popolazione(i,j) = 0 
      For s = j*dimGene To j*dimGene + 7 
        popolazione(i,j) = popolazione(i,j) + (2^(s-j*dimGene) * 
                           cromosoma(i, j*dimGene + 7 - (s-j*dimGene))) 
      Next  
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub AzzeraZetaVincoli() 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    popolazione(i,12) =  1 
    popolazione(i,13) =  0.5 * 256/(ampiezzaZ*2) 
    [OMISS] 
    popolazione(i,89) =  0 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Print chromosomes, population and fitness values 
Sub StampaPopolazioneNonOrdinata() 
  Dim stampaStr 
   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "Stampa della pop da ord alla generazione " & u   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "p1, p2, p3, pn,...; COORD z1, z2, z3, zn,...; FITNESS" 
  Rhino.Print    ""  
  
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della pop da ord alla generazione " & u 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "p1, p2, p3, pn,...; COORD z1, z2, z3, zn,...; FITNESS" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  fFit.Writeline "Fitness degli individui della generazione " & u 
  fFit.Writeline "" 
  
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    stampaStr  = "" 
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1    
      stampaStr = stampaStr & vbTab & popolazione(i,j) 
    Next 
    Rhino.Print    stampaStr & vbTab & fitness(i) 
    fLog.Writeline stampaStr & vbTab & fitness(i) 
    fFit.Writeline "Generazione " & u & vbTab & "Individuo(numero 
relativo) " & i+1 & vbTab & "Individuo(numero assoluto) " & 
((dimPopolazione) * (u - 1)) + i+1 & vbTab & "Fitness " & vbTab & 
fitness(i) 
    fXls.Writeline u & vbTab & i+1 & vbTab & ((dimPopolazione) * (u - 1)) 
+ i+1 & vbTab & fitness(i) 
  Next 
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  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fFit.Writeline "" 
End Sub 
 
'Print chromosomes, population and fitness values 
Sub StampaPopolazioneOrdinata() 
  Dim stampaStr 
 
  Rhino.Print       "" 
  Rhino.Print       "Stampa della pop ord per fitness alla gen " & u 
  Rhino.Print       "" 
  Rhino.Print       "p1, p2, p3, pn,...; COORD z1, z2, z3, zn,...; FIT" 
  Rhino.Print       "" 
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
  fLog.Writeline    "Stampa della pop ord per fitness alla gen " & u 
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
  fLog.Writeline    "p1, p2, p3, pn,...; COORD z1, z2, z3, zn,...; FIT" 
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
 
  fFitOrd.Writeline "Fitness ord degli individui della gen " & u 
  fFitOrd.Writeline "" 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    stampaStr = "" 
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1    
      stampaStr = stampaStr & vbTab & popolazione(i,j) 
    Next 
 
    Rhino.Print    stampaStr & vbTab & fitness(i) 
    fLog.Writeline stampaStr & vbTab & fitness(i) 
    fFitOrd.Writeline "Generazione " & u & vbTab & "Individuo(numero 
relativo) " & i+1 & vbTab & "Individuo(numero assoluto) " & 
((dimPopolazione) * (u - 1)) + i+1 & vbTab & "Fitness " & vbTab & 
fitness(i) 
    fXlsOrd.Writeline u & vbTab & i+1 & vbTab & ((dimPopolazione) * (u - 
1)) + i+1 & vbTab & fitness(i) 
  Next 
 
  Rhino.Print       "" 
  Rhino.Print       "----------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
  fLog.Writeline    "----------------------------------------------" 
  fFitOrd.Writeline "" 
 
End Sub 
 
‘Print sorted population 
Sub StampaPopolazioneOrdinataCromosomi() 
  Dim stampaStr 
   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "Stampa della pop ord alla gen " & u 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "CROMOSOMA p1, p2, p3, pn,...; COORD z1, z2, z3, zn" 
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  Rhino.Print    "” 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della pop ord alla gen " & u 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "CROMOSOMA p1, p2, p3, pn,...; COORD z1, z2, z3, zn" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    stampaStr = ""  
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1 
      For s = 0 To dimGene-1 
        stampaStr = stampaStr & cromosoma(i, s + j*dimGene)    
      Next 
      stampaStr = stampaStr & "  " 
    Next 
    
    For j = 0 To dimIndividuo-1    
      stampaStr = stampaStr & vbTab & popolazione(i,j) 
    Next 
     
    Rhino.Print    stampaStr 
    fLog.Writeline stampaStr 
  Next   
   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "---------------------------------------------------" 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
End Sub 
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Appendix B 

Rhinoscript™ code of  the acoustic GA 

Option Explicit 
 
'input geometry matrix 
Dim   matriceA, matrice 
Dim   path:       path  = "c:\AG\" 
Dim   path1:      path1 = "c:\AG\punti.txt" 
'Call input geometry 
matriceA = LoadMatrice(path1) 
 
‘General parameters 
Dim dimPopolazione: dimPopolazione =  13 
Dim ampiezzaDom:    ampiezzaDom    =   4 
Dim numCicli:       numCicli       = 300 
Dim numAlgoritmi:   numAlgoritmi   =   1 
Dim percCrossover:  percCrossover  = 100 
Dim percMutazioni:  percMutazioni  =   5 
Dim dimElite:       dimElite       =   1 
Dim maxFitness:     maxFitness     =   0 
 
Dim dimIndividuo 
dimIndividuo = ((UBound(matriceA,1)+1)*(UBound(matriceA,2)+1)) 
Dim numCrossover 
numCrossover = percCrossover/100*(dimPopolazione-dimElite)/2 
Dim numMutazioni 
numMutazioni = Fix(dimPopolazione*dimIndividuo*percMutazioni/100) 
 
'General variables 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Surfaces",   RGB(255,   0,   0), 0 'Rosso 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Roofs",      RGB( 30, 100,   0), 0 'Verde 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Points",     RGB(255, 255,   0), 0 'Giallo 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Points2",    RGB(255, 127,   0), 0 'Arancio 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Rays",       RGB(  0,   0, 255), 0 'Blu 
 
Dim a, c, cr, i, j, k, m, n, r, s, t, u, v, var, w, z, counter, 
counterRiflessioni 
 
Dim   fileLog 
Dim   fLog, fRuota, fXlsOrd, fXlsOrdBest 
Dim   fileLogPath, fileRuotaPath, fileXlsOrdPath, fileXlsOrdBestPath 
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ReDim popolazione (dimPopolazione-1, UBound(matriceA,1), 
UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim popolazioneF(dimPopolazione-1, UBound(matriceA,1), 
UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim pv          (dimPopolazione-1, UBound(matriceA,1), 
UBound(matriceA,2)) 
Dim   shiftX, shiftY, tempPunto  
Dim   arrGeometrie 'Oggetti da eliminare per ogni generazione 
 
ReDim Surf(UBound(matriceA,1)-1, UBound(matriceA,2)-1)  
 
'Domain vairables 
ReDim domMin(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim domMax(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
 
For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
  For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
    domMin(m,n) = 0 - ampiezzaDom 
    domMax(m,n) = 0 + ampiezzaDom 
  Next 
Next 
 
'Fitness function variables 
ReDim Fitness          (dimPopolazione-1, 4) 
'0 rawFitness, 1 staFitness, 2 adjFitness, 3 norFitness, 4 individuoPrec 
ReDim valorePerformance(dimPopolazione-1) 
ReDim expValue         (dimPopolazione-1) 
Dim   sumAdjFitness, sumNorFitness, sumExpValue, chooseExpValue 
 
Dim   FitnessMedia 
ReDim sigma2(dimIndividuo-1) 
 
'Crossover variables 
Dim gA, gB, fA, fB 
Dim puntoCrossoverA, puntoCrossoverB, puntoCrossoverC, puntoCrossoverD 
Dim min:    min    = 1 
Dim maxRow: maxRow = UBound(matriceA,1) 
Dim maxCol: maxCol = UBound(matriceA,2) 
 
'Definition of no and angles of acoustic rays 
Dim ampiezzaOrizzontale, ampiezzaVerticaleSu, ampiezzaVerticaleGiu 
Dim gradiPerRaggio, numRaggiOrizzontali, numRaggiVerticali, numRaggi 
ampiezzaOrizzontale   =  40 
ampiezzaVerticaleSu   = 120 
ampiezzaVerticaleGiu  = -12 
gradiPerRaggio        =   4 
numRaggiOrizzontali   = ampiezzaOrizzontale *2 / gradiPerRaggio + 1 
numRaggiVerticali     = (ampiezzaVerticaleSu + AmpiezzaVerticaleGiu) / 
gradiPerRaggio + 1 
numRaggi              = numRaggiOrizzontali *  numRaggiVerticali 
 
'Definizione delle pareti e il punto sorgente 
ReDim X(1) 
ReDim Y(1) 
ReDim Z(1) 
Dim ps, po, po1 
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Dim screen, parete11,parete12, parete21, parete22   
 
Dim strObject, arrPoint, arrParam, arrNormal 
ReDim arrPlane(2) 
ReDim arrSurfaces(0) 
arrSurfaces(0) = screen 
ReDim arrparete1(1) 
arrparete1(0) = parete11 
arrparete1(1) = parete12 
ReDim arrparete2(1) 
arrparete2(0) = parete21 
arrparete2(1) = parete22 
 
'Energy of sound rays 
Dim   assorbimentoPareti:   assorbimentoPareti   = 0.2 
Dim   assorbimentoSoffitto: assorbimentoSoffitto = 0.15 
Dim   varRiflessioni 
ReDim inter(dimPopolazione-1, numRaggi, 2) 
ReDim valore(numRaggi) 
ReDim intensita(numRaggi) 
 
'Intersection points 
Dim   numPuntiX: numPuntiX = UBound(matriceA,1)+1  
Dim   numPuntiY: numPuntiY = UBound(matriceA,2)+1 
Dim   ampiezzaX, ampiezzaY, temp,  temp1, intero, PuntoCrs, stringa  
 
'Sections of the seating area 
Dim gridSettori 
Dim numSettoriX, numSettoriY  
numSettoriX    =  5 '10 
numSettoriY    = 10 '20 
ReDim valoreSettore(numSettoriX-1, numSettoriY-1) 
ReDim punto(numPuntiX-1, numPuntiX-1,2) 
   
'ACOUSTIC GA 
Sub  MainAlgoritmoGenetico() 
  Randomize 
   
  For c = 1 To numAlgoritmi 
    'Crea i file di registro 
    fileLogPath        = path & "AG_TXT_LogFile_N"           & c & ".txt" 
    fileRuotaPath      = path & "AG_XLS_RouletteWheelSel_N"  & c & ".txt" 
    fileXlsOrdPath     = path & "AG_XLS_SortedFitness_N"     & c & ".txt" 
    fileXlsOrdBestPath = path & "AG_XLS_SortedBestFitness_N" & c & ".txt" 
    Set fileLog     = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
    Set fLog        = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileLogPath, True) 
    Set fRuota      = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileRuotaPath, True) 
    Set fXlsOrd     = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileXlsOrdPath, True) 
    Set fXlsOrdBest = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileXlsOrdBestPath, True) 
     
    fLog.Writeline    "-------------------------------------------" 
    fLog.Writeline    "-  FILE REGISTRO DELL'ALGORITMO GENETICO  -" 
    fLog.Writeline    "-------------------------------------------" 
     
    fXlsOrd.Writeline     "Generazione" & vbTab & "Individuo Relativo" & 
vbTab & "Individuo Assoluto" & vbTab & "Individuo Generazione precedente" 
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& vbTab & "Fitness grezza" & vbTab & "Fitness standardizzata" & vbTab & 
"Fitness aggiustata" & vbTab & "Fitness normalizzata" & vbTab & "Fit 
Media" '***  & vbTab & "Sigma20" & vbTab & "Sigma21" & vbTab & "Sigma22" 
& vbTab & "Sigma23" 
    fXlsOrdBest.Writeline "Generazione" & vbTab & "Individuo Assoluto" & 
vbTab & "Individuo Generazione precedente" & vbTab & "Fitness grezza" & 
vbTab & "Fitness standardizzata" & vbTab & "Fitness aggiustata" & vbTab & 
"Fitness normalizzata" & vbTab & "Fit Media" '***  & vbTab & "Sigma20" & 
vbTab & "Sigma21" & vbTab & "Sigma22" & vbTab & "Sigma23" 
     
    'Assegna una popolazione iniziale casuale 
    For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
      For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
        For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
          tempPunto    = matriceA(m,n) 
          tempPunto(0) = tempPunto(0) '+ domMin(m,n) + 
                         Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n)) 'SENZA deltaX 
          tempPunto(1) = tempPunto(1) '+ domMin(m,n) + 
                         Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n)) 'SENZA deltaY 
          tempPunto(2) = tempPunto(2) + domMin(m,n) + 
                         Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n)) 
          popolazione(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), 
                               tempPunto(2)) 
        Next 
      Next 
    Next 
 
'Load a previous population 
'    Dim matriceOld, pathOld, fileOld 
'    Set matriceOld = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
'     
'    For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1   
'      pathOld = "c:\AG\geometriaVecchia" & i & ".txt" 
'      Set fileOld = matriceOld.OpenTextFile(pathOld, 1) 
'      For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
'        For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
'          tempPunto = fileOld.readLine 
'          matrice(m,n) = Str2Pt(tempPunto) 
'          tempPunto = matrice(m,n) 
'          popolazione(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), 
                                tempPunto(2)) 
''        Next 
''      Next 
''    Next 
 
'Iterative process 
    For u = 1 To numCicli 
      Rhino.StatusBarMessage "AG " & c & " di " & numAlgoritmi & ", 
                             Generazione " & u & " di " & numCicli 
      Rhino.Print            "" 
      Rhino.Print            "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      Rhino.Print            "" 
      fLog.Writeline         "" 
      fLog.Writeline         "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      fLog.Writeline         ""      
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      For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
        shiftX = i*30 
        shiftY = u*60 + (c-1)*50*dimPopolazione 
        X(0) = Array(0.0 + shiftX, 0.0 + shiftY, 0.0) 
        X(1) = Array(1.0 + shiftX, 0.0 + shiftY, 0.0) 
        Y(0) = Array(0.0 + shiftX, 0.0 + shiftY, 0.0) 
        Y(1) = Array(0.0 + shiftX, 1.0 + shiftY, 0.0) 
        Z(0) = Array(0.0 + shiftX, 0.0 + shiftY, 0.0) 
        Z(1) = Array(0.0 + shiftX, 0.0 + shiftY, 1.0) 
        ps  = Array(  0.0 + shiftX,  0.0 + shiftY,  2.6) 
        po  = Array(  0.0 + shiftX, 50.0 + shiftY,  2.6) 
        po1 = Array(  0.0 + shiftX, 50.0 + shiftY,  2.6) 
 
        ‘Walls and source 
        Call  DisegnaBase(i, shiftX, shiftY, X, Y, Z, ps, po, po1) 
        ‘Roof surfaces 
        Call  DisegnaSuperfici(i, shiftX, shiftY, X, Y, Z, ps, po, po1) 
        Call  Riflessioni(X, Y, Z, ps, po, po1) 
        gridSettori = SuddivideSuperficie(screen,numSettoriX,numSettoriY) 
        valorePerformance(i) = Performance(i) 
        If i=0 Then 
          Call SalvaPunti() 
          Call SalvaValoriSettori() 
        End If 
      Next 
 
      'Roof fitness 
      Call AssegnaFitness(valorePerformance) 
      FitnessMedia = Medio(Fitness) 
 
      'Sort 
      Call StampaPopolazioneNonOrdinata() 
      Call OrdinaPopolazioneFitnessNormalizzata() 
      Call StampaPopolazioneOrdinata() 
      'Selection 
      Call RuotaDellaFortuna() 
      Call CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
      'Crossover 
      Call CreaNuovaGenerazione() 
      'Mutations 
      Call GeneraMutazioni() 
      Call CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
 
      Rhino.Print       "" 
      Rhino.Print       "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Fine della gen " & u 
      fLog.Writeline    "" 
      fLog.Writeline    "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Fine della gen " & u 
 
      'Elimina tutte le geometrie generate per ogni generazione 
      arrGeometrie = Rhino.AllObjects 
      If IsArray(arrGeometrie) Then 
        If u < numcicli Then 
          Rhino.DeleteObjects arrGeometrie 
        End If 
      End If 
    Next 
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    fLog.close 
    fRuota.close 
    fXlsOrd.close 
    fXlsOrdBest.close 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Call MainAlgoritmoGenetico() 
 
Function LoadMatrice(path1) 
  Dim datiInp, inpEsiste, input, rigaDati, punto 
  Dim numRighe, numColonne 
 
  Set datiInp   = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
  inpEsiste     = datiInp.FileExists(path1) 
  If inpEsiste = True Then 
    Set input = datiInp.OpenTextFile(path1, 1) 
    numRighe   = input.readLine 
    numColonne = input.readLine 
    ReDim matrice(numRighe-1, numColonne-1) 
 
    For i = 0 To numRighe-1 
      For j = 0 To numColonne-1 
        If input.AtEndOfStream Then 
          Rhino.Print "Error" 
          Exit Function 
        Else 
          rigaDati   = input.readLine 
          matrice(i,j) = Str2Pt(rigaDati) 
        End If 
      Next 
    Next 
  Else 
    Rhino.Print "Error" 
  End If 
 
  'Draw points 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer("AG Points") 
  Rhino.Print "" 
  For i = 0 To numRighe-1 
    For j = 0 To numColonne-1 
      punto = matrice(i,j) 
      'Rhino.print punto(0) & vbTab & punto(1) & vbTab & punto(2) 
      Rhino.addPoint matrice(i,j) 
    Next 
  Next 
   
  'Print matrix values 
  For i = 0 To numRighe-1 
      For j = 0 To numColonne-1 
        Rhino.Print Pt2str(matrice(i,j)) 
      Next 
  Next 
 
  LoadMatrice = matrice 
End Function 
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'Seating area geometry 
Sub DisegnaBase(i, shiftX, shiftY, X, Y, Z, ps, po, po1) 
 
  Dim pA, pB, pC, p1, p2, p3, a1, a2, a3, a4 
  Dim l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6, l7, l8, l9, l10, l11, l12 
  Dim e1, e2, e3, e4 
   
  pA  = Array( -3.0 + shiftX,  0.0 + shiftY, 10.0) 
  pB  = Array(  0.0 + shiftX,  0.0 + shiftY, 12.0) 
  pC  = Array(  3.0 + shiftX,  0.0 + shiftY, 10.0) 
  p1  = Array( -3.0 + shiftX, 30.0 + shiftY, 16.0) 
  p2  = Array(  0.0 + shiftX, 30.0 + shiftY, 18.0) 
  p3  = Array(  3.0 + shiftX, 30.0 + shiftY, 15.0) 
    
  'Screen 
  a1  = Array( -8.2 + shiftX,  7.7 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  a2  = Array(  8.2 + shiftX,  7.7 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  a3  = Array( -8.2 + shiftX, 39.1 + shiftY,  4.0) 
  a4  = Array(  8.2 + shiftX, 39.1 + shiftY,  4.0) 
     
  'Walls 
  l1  = Array(- 9.5 + shiftX,  3.5 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  l2  = Array(- 9.5 + shiftX,  3.5 + shiftY, 12.0) 
  l3  = Array(-10.3 + shiftX, 23.7 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  l4  = Array(-10.3 + shiftX, 23.7 + shiftY, 12.0)   
  l5  = Array( -9.5 + shiftX, 42.8 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  l6  = Array( -9.5 + shiftX, 42.8 + shiftY, 12.0) 
  l7  = Array(  9.5 + shiftX,  3.5 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  l8  = Array(  9.5 + shiftX,  3.5 + shiftY, 12.0) 
  l9  = Array( 10.3 + shiftX, 23.7 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  l10 = Array( 10.3 + shiftX, 23.7 + shiftY, 12.0) 
  l11 = Array(  9.5 + shiftX, 42.8 + shiftY,  0.0) 
  l12 = Array(  9.5 + shiftX, 42.8 + shiftY, 12.0) 
   
  'No-error surfaces 
  e1  = Array(- 0.0 + shiftX,  0.0 + shiftY, 50.0) 
  e2  = Array(- 0.0 + shiftX,  0.0 + shiftY, 51.0) 
  e3  = Array(- 0.0 + shiftX,  1.0 + shiftY, 50.0) 
  e4  = Array(- 0.0 + shiftX,  1.0 + shiftY, 51.0) 
   
  ReDim Errore(3) 
  Errore(0) = e1  
  Errore(1) = e2  
  Errore(2) = e3  
  Errore(3) = e4  
  ReDim Scrn(3) 
  Scrn(0) = a1 
  Scrn(1) = a2 
  Scrn(2) = a4 
  Scrn(3) = a3 
  ReDim laterale11(3) 
  laterale11(0) = l1 
  laterale11(1) = l2 
  laterale11(2) = l4 
  laterale11(3) = l3  
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  ReDim laterale12(3) 
  laterale12(0) = l3 
  laterale12(1) = l5 
  laterale12(2) = l6 
  laterale12(3) = l4 
 
  ReDim laterale21(3) 
  laterale21(0) = l7 
  laterale21(1) = l8 
  laterale21(2) = l10 
  laterale21(3) = l9  
 
  ReDim laterale22(3) 
  laterale22(0) = l9 
  laterale22(1) = l10 
  laterale22(2) = l12 
  laterale22(3) = l11 
 
  Rhino.Addpoint ps 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer "AG Surfaces" 
  screen = Rhino.AddSrfPt (Scrn) 
  parete11 = Rhino.AddSrfPt (laterale11) 
  parete12 = Rhino.AddSrfPt (laterale12) 
  parete21 = Rhino.AddSrfPt (laterale21) 
  parete22 = Rhino.AddSrfPt (laterale22) 
End Sub 
 
'Surface geometry 
Sub DisegnaSuperfici(i, shiftX, shiftY, X, Y, Z, ps, po, po1) 
  'Rhino.Print    "COORDINATE MATRICE DELL'INDIVIDUO " & i+1 
  'fLog.writeline "COORDINATE MATRICE DELL'INDIVIDUO " & i+1 
   
  Dim punt3D 
  'Create matrix coordinates 
  Dim pathGeometry 
  pathGeometry = "c:\AG\GeometriaVecchia" & i & ".txt" 
  Dim pathScreenshotGeometry 
  pathScreenshotGeometry = "c:\AG\AG_BKP_BestGeometryGen" & u & ".txt" 
   
  Dim fGeometry, sGeometry 
  If i=0 Then 
    Set sGeometry = fileLog.CreateTextFile(pathScreenShotGeometry, True) 
    Set fGeometry = fileLog.CreateTextFile(pathGeometry, True) 
  Else 
    Set fGeometry = fileLog.CreateTextFile(pathGeometry, True) 
  End If 
 
  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
      punt3D = popolazione(i,m,n)  
      'Salva su file le coordinate della copertura senza shift 
      pv(i,m,n) = Array(punt3D(0), punt3D(1), punt3D(2)) 
      If i=0 Then 
        sGeometry.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
        fGeometry.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
        'fLog.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
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      Else 
        fGeometry.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
        'fLog.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
      End If 
 
      'Stampa  le coordinate della copertura con lo shift! 
      pv(i,m,n) = Array(punt3D(0)+ShiftX, punt3D(1)+ShiftY, punt3D(2)) 
      'Rhino.Print Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
      'fLog.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  If i=0 Then 
    sGeometry.close 
    fGeometry.close 
  Else 
    fGeometry.close   
  End If 
 
  Dim incidenza(3) 
 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer "AG Roofs" 
  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1)-1 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2)-1 
      incidenza(0) = pv(i, m  , n  )   
      incidenza(1) = pv(i, m+1, n  )   
      incidenza(2) = pv(i, m+1, n+1)   
      incidenza(3) = pv(i, m  , n+1)   
      Surf(m,n) = Rhino.AddSrfPt(incidenza) 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Reflections 
Sub Riflessioni(X, Y, Z, ps, po, po1) 
   
  Dim raggio, raggioFinale 
  Dim angoloX, angoloZ 
  'Dim varRiflessioni 
  arrSurfaces(0) = screen 
   
  'Dim tempPuntoAmpiezza 
   
  'temp variables to control found intersections 
  Dim indSupNO_X: indSupNO_X = -1 
  Dim indSupNO_Y: indSupNO_Y = -1 
   
  ReDim SuperficiRiflettenti(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)-1) 
   
  'Copy surf matrix on superficiRiflettenti 
  For m=0 To UBound(matriceA,1)-1 
    For n=0 To UBound(matriceA,2)-1 
      superficiRiflettenti(m,n) = Surf(m,n) 
    Next 
  Next 
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  superficiRiflettenti(UBound(matriceA,1), 0) = screen 
  superficiRiflettenti(UBound(matriceA,1), 1) = parete11 
  superficiRiflettenti(UBound(matriceA,1), 2) = parete12 
  superficiRiflettenti(UBound(matriceA,1), 3) = parete21 
  superficiRiflettenti(UBound(matriceA,1), 4) = parete22 
   
  'For m=0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
  '  For n=0 To UBound(matriceA,2)-1 
  '    Rhino.Print m & vbTab & n & vbTab & SuperficiRiflettenti(m,n) 
  '  Next 
  'Next 
   
  'Ray generation 
  For n = 0 To numRaggiVerticali - 1 
    For m = 0 To numRaggiOrizzontali - 1 
      'Draw a first ray 
      Rhino.Currentlayer("AG Rays") 
      raggio = Addline(ps, po) 
      'Calculate rotation angles 
      angoloX = m * gradiPerRaggio - ampiezzaOrizzontale  
      angoloZ = n * gradiPerRaggio - ampiezzaVerticaleGiu 
      'Rotate ray 
      Rhino.RotateObject raggio, ps, angoloX, Z, vbFalse 
      Rhino.RotateObject raggio, ps, angoloZ, X, vbFalse 
      'Ray emission angle 
      'tempPuntoAmpiezza = Rhino.CurveEndPoint(raggio) 
      'If IsArray(tempPuntoAmpiezza) Then 
      '  Rhino.CurrentLayer "Default" 
      '  Rhino.AddPoint tempPuntoAmpiezza 
      'End If 
 
      'Recursive reflections 
      counterRiflessioni = 1 
      raggioFinale = RiflessioniRicorsive(raggio, superficiRiflettenti, 
                     -1, -1) 
    Next 
  Next 
     
  arrPlane(0) = X(0) 
  arrPlane(1) = X(1) 
  arrPlane(2) = Y(1) 
  Rhino.ViewCPlane, arrPlane 
End Sub 
 
Function RiflessioniRicorsive(raggio, superficiRiflettenti, indSupNO_X, 
                              indSupNO_Y) 
 
  Dim numSupRiflettentiX 
  numSupRiflettentiX = UBound(superficiRiflettenti,1) 
  Dim numSupRiflettentiY 
  numSupRiflettentiY = UBound(superficiRiflettenti,2) 
  Dim intersezione, raggioRiflesso 
  Dim raggioStartPt, puntoUV, normale, normaleTemp  
  Dim indSupColpitaX, indSupColpitaY 
  Dim AA, BB, flagStop 
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  raggioStartPt = Rhino.CurveStartPoint (raggio) 
  flagStop = 0 
   
  For AA = 0 To numSupRiflettentiX 
    For BB = 0 To numSupRiflettentiY  
      intersezione = Rhino.CurveSurfaceIntersection(raggio, 
                     superficiRiflettenti(AA,BB))  
      If IsArray(intersezione) And (AA <> indSupNO_X Or BB <> indSupNO_Y) 
      Then 
        indSupColpitaX = AA 
        indSupColpitaY = BB 
        If AA = 3 And BB = 0 Then 
          Rhino.Currentlayer("AG Points2") 
          Rhino.Addpoint intersezione(0,3) 
          flagStop = 2 
          Exit For 
        Else 
          Rhino.Currentlayer("AG Points") 
          Rhino.Addpoint intersezione(0,3) 
          flagStop = 1 
          Exit For 
        End If    
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
    If flagStop = 1 Or flagStop = 2 Then 
      Exit For 
    End If 
  Next 
 
  counterRiflessioni = counterRiflessioni+1 
 
  If flagStop = 2 Then 
    varRiflessioni = intersezione(0,3)  
    inter(i, m+n*numRaggiOrizzontali,0)   = varRiflessioni(0) 
    inter(i, m+n*numRaggiOrizzontali,1)   = varRiflessioni(1) 
    inter(i, m+n*numRaggiOrizzontali,2)   = varRiflessioni(2) 
    intensita(m+n*numRaggiOrizzontali) = 1 '-assorbimentoSoffitto 
    'RiflessioniRicorsive = intersezione 
    Rhino.DeleteObject raggio 
    Exit Function 
  'Se il raggio ha colpito una superficie che non è lo screen 
  ElseIf flagStop = 1 And counterRiflessioni < 4 Then 
    Rhino.Currentlayer("AG Rays") 
    puntoUV = 
Rhino.SurfaceClosestPoint(superficiRiflettenti(indSupColpitaX, 
indSupColpitaY), intersezione(0,3)) 
    normale = Rhino.SurfaceNormal(superficiRiflettenti(indSupColpitaX, 
indSupColpitaY), puntoUV) 
    normaleTemp = Rhino.AddLine( normale(0), normale(1)) 
    arrPlane(0) = raggioStartPt 
    arrPlane(1) = normale(0) 
    arrPlane(2) = normale(1)      
    Rhino.ViewCPlane, arrPlane 
    raggioRiflesso = Rhino.MirrorObject (raggio, normale(0), normale(1), 
                     True)  
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    Rhino.DeleteObject normaleTemp 
    Rhino.ExtendCurveLength raggioRiflesso, 0, 0, 50 
    Rhino.DeleteObject raggio 
    indSupNO_X = indSupColpitaX 
    indSupNO_Y = indSupColpitaY 
    Call RiflessioniRicorsive(raggioRiflesso, superficiRiflettenti, 
                              indSupNO_X, indSupNO_Y) 
  Else 
    intensita(m+n*numRaggiOrizzontali) = 0 
    'RiflessioniRicorsive = Null 
    Rhino.DeleteObject raggio 
    Exit Function 
  End If 
End Function 
 
'Divide the seating area 
Function SuddivideSuperficie(surface, numSettoriX, numSettoriY) 
  Dim domU, domV, stepU, stepV 
  Dim par(1) 
  ReDim grid(numSettoriX, numSettoriY) 
 
  domU = Rhino.SurfaceDomain(screen, 0) 
  domV = Rhino.SurfaceDomain(screen, 1) 
  stepU = (domU(1) - domU(0)) / numSettoriX 
  stepV = (domV(1) - domV(0)) / numSettoriY 
   
  'Generate a grid 
  For m=0 To numSettoriX 
    par(0) = domU(0)+stepU*m 
    For n=0 To numSettoriY 
      par(1) = domV(0)+stepV*n 
      grid(m,n) = Rhino.EvaluateSurface(screen, par) 
      'Rhino.Currentlayer("AG Rays") 
      'Rhino.Addpoint grid(m,n) 
    Next 
  Next 
   
  SuddivideSuperficie = grid 
End Function 
 
Function Performance(i) 
  Dim errore, p1, p2, p3 
  Dim sommaIntensita  
  Dim valoreSettoreAtteso 
 
  For m = 0 To numSettoriX - 1 
    For n = 0 To numSettoriY - 1 
      valoreSettore(m,n) = 0 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  For m = 0 To numSettoriX - 1 
    For n = 0 To numSettoriY - 1 
      p1 = gridSettori(  m, n  ) 
      p2 = gridSettori(m+1, n  ) 
      p3 = gridSettori(m+1, n+1) 
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      For k = 0 To numRaggi - 1 
        If inter(i,k,0) > p1(0) And inter(i,k,0) < p2(0) And inter(i,k,1) 
           > p1(1) And inter(i,k,1) < p3(1) Then   
          valoreSettore(m,n) = valoreSettore(m,n) + intensita(k) 
        End If 
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  'Calculate the sound energy on the seating area 
  sommaIntensita = 0 
  For m = 0 To numSettoriX - 1 
    For n = 0 To numSettoriY – 1 
 
      'Stampa i valori d'intensità per ogni settore 
      'Rhino.Print    "Individuo " & i & vbTab & "Settore " & m & vbTab & 
                       n & vbTab & "Valore " & vbTab & valoreSettore(m,n) 
      fLog.Writeline "Individuo " & i & vbTab & "Settore " & m & vbTab & 
                      n & vbTab & "Valore " & vbTab & valoreSettore(m,n) 
      sommaIntensita = sommaIntensita + valoreSettore(m,n) 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  If sommaIntensita = 0 Then 
    Rhino.print "L'intensità totale è 0, c'è un errore!" 
    errore = -1 
    Exit Function 
  End If 
 
  For m = 0 To numSettoriX - 1 
    For n = 0 To numSettoriY - 1 
      valoreSettore(m,n) = valoreSettore(m,n)/sommaIntensita 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  valoreSettoreAtteso = 1 / (numSettoriX * numSettoriY) 
  errore = 0 
  For m = 0 To numSettoriX - 1 
    For n = 0 To numSettoriY - 1 
      errore = errore + (valoreSettore(m,n) - valoreSettoreAtteso)^2 
    Next 
  Next 
   
  errore = Sqr(errore) 
   
  Rhino.Print     "Individuo: " & i+1 & vbTab & "Errore uniformità: " & 
                   errore 
  fLog.Writeline "Individuo: " & i+1 & vbTab & "Errore uniformità: " & 
                  errore 
 
  Performance = errore 
End Function 
 
Sub AssegnaFitness(valorePerformance) 
 
  sumAdjFitness = 0 
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  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1   
    Fitness(i, 0) = valorePerformance(i) 
    Fitness(i, 1) = Fitness(i, 0) 
    Fitness(i, 2) = 1 / (1 + Fitness(i, 1)) 
    sumAdjFitness = sumAdjFitness + Fitness(i, 2) 
  Next 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    Fitness(i, 3) = Fitness(i, 2) / sumAdjFitness 
    'Rhino.Print "Fitness norm " & vbTab & i & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Selection 
Sub RuotaDellaFortuna() 
  Dim rand 
  sumNorFitness = 1  
   
  'Calculate expected values 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    expValue(i) = Fitness(i, 3)  
  Next  
   
  'Sum of expected values 
  sumExpValue = 0 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    sumExpValue = sumExpValue + ExpValue(i) 
    'Rhino.Print ExpValue(i) 
  Next 
   
  'Select individuals for crossover reproduction 
  For i=0+dimElite To dimPopolazione-1 
    rand = Rnd(1)*sumExpValue 
    chooseExpValue = expValue(0) 
    counter = 0 
    Do While chooseExpValue < rand 
      counter = counter+1 
      chooseExpValue = chooseExpValue + expValue(counter) 
    Loop 
     
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        popolazioneF(i,m,n) = popolazione(counter,m,n)  
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub CreaNuovaGenerazione() 
 
  Dim genitore1, genitore2 
  Dim ptCross1, ptCross2, ptCross3, ptCross4 
  
  For cr=0 To numCrossover-1 
    genitore1 = 0 + Fix(Rnd(1)*(dimPopolazione-1)) 
    genitore2 = 0 + Fix(Rnd(1)*(dimPopolazione-1)) 
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    ptCross1 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxRow-1)) 
    ptCross2 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxCol-1)) 
    ptCross3 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxRow-1)) 
    ptCross4 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxCol-1)) 
 
    Call Crossover(genitore1, genitore2, dimElite+(cr*2), 
                   dimElite+(cr*2)+1, ptCross1, ptCross2, ptCross3, 
                   ptCross4) 
 
End Sub 
 
'Two-dimensional crossover operator 
Sub Crossover(gA, gB, fA, fB, puntoCrossoverA, puntoCrossoverB, 
              puntoCrossoverC, puntoCrossoverD) 
 
  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
      If m < puntoCrossoverA Then 
        If m < puntoCrossoverC Then    
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then  
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)     
            End If   
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)  
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If    
          End If 
        Else 
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then  
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)   
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If   
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            End If    
          End If 
        End If 
      Else 
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        If m < puntoCrossoverC Then   
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then  
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)  
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If   
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)  
            End If    
          End If 
        Else 
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then  
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)     
            End If   
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n)'SCAMBIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)  
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n)'LASCIA 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If    
          End If 
        End If 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  'Print gA e gB 
  Dim stringagA: stringagA = "" 
  Dim stringagB: stringagB = "" 
  'Rhino.Print "Genitori gA: " & gA & " e gB: " & gB 
  'Rhino.Print "PuntoCrossoverA: " & puntoCrossoverA & " e 
puntoCrossoverB: " & puntoCrossoverB 
  'Rhino.Print "PuntoCrossoverC: " & puntoCrossoverC & " e 
puntoCrossoverD: " & puntoCrossoverD 
  'Rhino.Print ""  
  fLog.Writeline "Genitori gA: " & gA & " e gB: " & gB 
  fLog.Writeline "PuntoCrossoverA: " & puntoCrossoverA & " e 
puntoCrossoverB: " & puntoCrossoverB 
  fLog.Writeline "PuntoCrossoverC: " & puntoCrossoverC & " e 
puntoCrossoverD: " & puntoCrossoverD 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
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  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
    stringagA = "" 
    stringagB = "" 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
      stringagA = stringagA & vbTab & Pt2Str(popolazione(gA,m,n)) 
      stringagB = stringagB & vbTab & Pt2Str(popolazione(gB,m,n)) 
    Next 
    'Rhino.Print stringagA & vbTab & stringagB 
    fLog.Writeline stringagA & vbTab & stringagB 
  Next 
  'Rhino.Print "" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
 
  'Print fA e fB 
  Dim stringafA: stringafA = "" 
  Dim stringafB: stringafB = "" 
  'Rhino.Print "Figli fA: " & fA & " e fB: " & fB 
  'Rhino.Print "PuntoCrossoverA: " & puntoCrossoverA & " e 
                puntoCrossoverB: " & puntoCrossoverB 
  'Rhino.Print "PuntoCrossoverC: " & puntoCrossoverC & " e 
                puntoCrossoverD: " & puntoCrossoverD 
  'Rhino.Print "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Figli fA: " & fA & " e fB: " & fB 
  fLog.Writeline "PuntoCrossoverA: " & puntoCrossoverA & " e 
                  puntoCrossoverB: " & puntoCrossoverB 
  fLog.Writeline "PuntoCrossoverC: " & puntoCrossoverC & " e 
                  puntoCrossoverD: " & puntoCrossoverD 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
 
  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
    stringafA = "" 
    stringafB = "" 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
      stringafA = stringafA & vbTab & Pt2Str(popolazioneF(fA,m,n)) 
      stringafB = stringafB & vbTab & Pt2Str(popolazioneF(fB,m,n)) 
    Next 
    fLog.Writeline stringafA & vbTab & stringafB 
  Next 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
End Sub 
 
'Mutations 
Sub GeneraMutazioni() 
  fLog.Writeline "Mutazioni: Scelta dell'individuo, della riga e della 
colonna della matrice" 
  fLog.Writeline "Coordinate prima e dopo la mutazione" 
   
  For k = 0 To numMutazioni-1 
    i = Fix(Rnd(1)*(dimPopolazione-1)) 
    m = Fix(Rnd(1)*UBound(matriceA,1)) 
    n = Fix(Rnd(1)*UBound(matriceA,2)) 
 
    Rhino.Print    "i " & i & vbTab & "m " & m & vbTab & "n " & n 
    fLog.Writeline "i " & i & vbTab & "m " & m & vbTab & "n " & n 
    'Rhino.Print    "Prima della mutazione " & 
Pt2Str(popolazioneF(i,m,n)) 
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    tempPunto    = matriceA(m,n) 
    tempPunto(0) = tempPunto(0) '+ domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-
domMin(m,n)) 'Senza deltaX 
    tempPunto(1) = tempPunto(1) '+ domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-
domMin(m,n)) 'Senza deltaY 
    tempPunto(2) = tempPunto(2) + domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-
domMin(m,n)) 
    popolazioneF(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), tempPunto(2)) 
     
    Rhino.Print    "Dopo la mutazione " & Pt2Str(popolazioneF(i,m,n)) 
    fLog.Writeline "Dopo la mutazione " & Pt2Str(popolazioneF(i,m,n)) 
  Next 
   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
End Sub 
 
Sub CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
  'Escludi la copia dell'elite 
  For i = dimElite To dimPopolazione-1 
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        popolazione(i,m,n) = popolazioneF(i,m,n) 
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub OrdinaPopolazioneFitnessNormalizzata 
  Dim temp(4) 
  ReDim temp1(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
   
  For i=0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    Fitness(i, 4) = i+1 
  Next 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-2 
    For j = 0 To dimPopolazione-2-i 
      If Fitness(j, 3)<Fitness(j+1, 3) Then 
        temp(4) = Fitness(j, 4)  
        temp(3) = Fitness(j, 3) 
        temp(2) = Fitness(j, 2) 
        temp(1) = Fitness(j, 1) 
        temp(0) = Fitness(j, 0) 
        Fitness(j, 4) = Fitness(j+1, 4) 
        Fitness(j, 3) = Fitness(j+1, 3) 
        Fitness(j, 2) = Fitness(j+1, 2) 
        Fitness(j, 1) = Fitness(j+1, 1) 
        Fitness(j, 0) = Fitness(j+1, 0)  
        Fitness(j+1, 4) = temp(4) 
        Fitness(j+1, 3) = temp(3) 
        Fitness(j+1, 2) = temp(2) 
        Fitness(j+1, 1) = temp(1) 
        Fitness(j+1, 0) = temp(0) 
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        For s = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For t = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
            temp1(s,t) = popolazione(j,s,t) 
          Next 
        Next 
         
        For s = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For t = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2)  
            popolazione(j,s,t) = popolazione(j+1,s,t) 
          Next 
        Next 
         
        For s = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For t = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2)            
            popolazione(j+1,s,t) = temp1(s,t) 
          Next 
        Next                              
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub StampaPopolazioneNonOrdinata() 
  Dim stampaStr 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della popolazione da ordinare alla gen " & u 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    Rhino.Print    i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
    fLog.Writeline i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
  Next 
 
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
End Sub 
 
Sub StampaPopolazioneOrdinata() 
  Dim stampaStr 
   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "Stampa della popolazione ordinata alla gen " & u   
  Rhino.Print    "" 
  Rhino.Print    "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA" 
  Rhino.Print    ""  
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della popolazione ordinata alla gen " & u 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
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  For i=0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    Rhino.Print    i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
    fLog.Writeline i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
    fXlsOrd.Writeline u & vbTab & i+1 & vbTab & ((dimPopolazione)* 
                      (u-1))+i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i,4) & vbTab & 
                      Fitness(i,0) & vbTab & Fitness(i,1) & vbTab & 
                      Fitness(i,2) & vbTab & Fitness(i,3) & vbTab & 
                      FitnessMedia 
  Next 
 
  Rhino.Print    ""   
  Rhino.Print    "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA DEL MIGLIOR INDIVIDUO" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA DEL MIGLIOR INDIVIDUO" 
 
  For i = 0 To 0 
    Rhino.Print    i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
    fLog.Writeline i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
    fXlsOrdBest.Writeline u & vbTab & ((dimPopolazione)*(u-1))+i+1 & 
                          vbTab & Fitness(i,4) & vbTab & Fitness(i,0) & 
                          vbTab & Fitness(i,1) & vbTab & Fitness(i,2) & 
                          vbTab & Fitness(i,3) & vbTab & FitnessMedia 
  Next 
   
  Rhino.Print       "" 
  Rhino.Print       "----------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
  fLog.Writeline    "----------------------------------------------" 
End Sub 
 
Sub SalvaPunti() 
  Dim filePuntiPath, fPunti, interString 
  filePuntiPath = path & "AG_BKP_PuntiGenerazione_N" & u & ".txt" 
  Set fPunti = fileLog.CreateTextFile(filePuntiPath, True) 
     
  For k = 0 To numRaggi-1 
    interString = CStr(inter(i,k,0)) 
    If interString <> "" Then 
      fPunti.Writeline inter(i,k,0) & ", " & inter(i,k,1) & ", " & 
                       inter(i,k,2) 
    End If 
  Next 
  fPunti.close 
End Sub 
 
Sub SalvaValoriSettori() 
  Dim fileValSettoriPath, fValSettori, GridString 
  Dim fileGridSettoriPath, fGridSettori 
  fileValSettoriPath  = path & "AG_BKP_ValSettoriGen_N" & u & ".txt" 
  fileGridSettoriPath = path & "AG_BKP_GridSettoriGen_N" & u & ".txt" 
 
  Set fValSettori  = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileValSettoriPath, True) 
  Set fGridSettori = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileGridSettoriPath, True) 
 
  fGridSettori.Writeline numSettoriX 
  fGridSettori.Writeline numSettoriY 
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  For m=0 To numSettoriX 
    For n=0 To numSettoriY 
      GridString = Rhino.Pt2Str(gridSettori(m,n)) 
      fGridSettori.Writeline GridString 
    Next 
  Next 
   
  For m=0 To numSettoriX-1 
    For n=0 To numSettoriY-1 
      fValSettori.Writeline Sqr(((valoreSettore(m,n) 
                            (1/(numSettoriX*numSettoriY)))^2)) 
      'fValSettori.Writeline m & vbTab & n & vbTab & 
                             Sqr(((valoreSettore(m,n) 
                             (1/(numSettoriX*numSettoriY)))^2)) 
    Next 
  Next 
  fValSettori.close 
  fGridSettori.close 
End Sub 
 
Function Medio(Fitness) 
  Dim medioTemp 
  medioTemp = 0 
   
  'Calculate the mean fitness from raw fitness values 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1    
    medioTemp = medioTemp + Fitness(i, 0) 
  Next 
  Medio = medioTemp / dimPopolazione 
End Function 
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Appendix C 

Rhinoscript™ GA for PQ meshes design 

Option Explicit 
 
Dim   matriceA, matrice 
Dim   path:       path  = "c:\AG\" 
Dim   path1:      path1 = "c:\AG\punti.txt" 
 
matriceA = LoadMatrice(path1) 
 
'General parameters 
 
Dim dimPopolazione: dimPopolazione =    45 
Dim ampiezzaDom:    ampiezzaDom    =     1.66 
Dim domDecay:       domDecay       =     0.97 
Dim genDecay:       genDecay       =    50 
Dim numCicli:       numCicli       = 10000 
Dim numAlgoritmi:   numAlgoritmi   =     1 
Dim riprendiPop:    riprendiPop    = False 
   
Dim percCrossover 
percCrossover  =   100 
Dim percMutazioni 
percMutazioni  =     5 
Dim dimCross:   dimCross   = 20 
Dim dimElite:   dimElite   =  5 
Dim maxFitness: maxFitness =  0 
 
Dim dimIndividuo 
dimIndividuo = (UBound(matriceA,1)+1)*(UBound(matriceA,2)+1) 
Dim numMutazioni 
numMutazioni = Fix((dimPopolazione-dimElite-dimCross)*dimIndividuo 
               *percMutazioni/100) 
 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Surfaces",   RGB(255,   0,   0), 0 'Rosso 
Rhino.AddLayer "AG Points",     RGB(255, 255,   0), 0 'Giallo 
 
Dim c, cr, i, j, k, m, n, s, t, u, v, var, z, counter 
Dim   fileLog 
Dim   fLog, fRuota, fXlsOrd, fXlsOrdBest 
Dim   fileLogPath, fileRuotaPath, fileXlsOrdPath, fileXlsOrdBestPath 
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Dim   file_Screenshot: file_ScreenShot = "Screenshot" 
Dim   indice_Screenshot 
Dim   screenShotCounter: screenShotCounter =  0 
Dim   screenShotRange:   screenShotRange   =  10 
 
'Geometry variables 
ReDim popolazione (dimPopolazione-1, UBound(matriceA,1), 
      UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim popolazioneF(dimPopolazione-1, UBound(matriceA,1), 
      UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim pv(dimPopolazione-1, UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim surface (dimPopolazione-1) 
Dim   shiftX, shiftY, tempPunto 
Dim   arrGeometrie 
Dim   surfArea, surfAreaTemp 
  
'Domain variables 
ReDim domMin(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
ReDim domMax(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
Dim   counterDom 
 
For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
  For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
    domMin(m,n) = 0 - ampiezzaDom 
    domMax(m,n) = 0 + ampiezzaDom 
  Next 
Next 
 
'Fixed boundaries 
For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
  For n = 0 To 0 
    domMin(m,n) = 0 
    domMax(m,n) = 0 
  Next 
Next 
 
For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
  For n = UBound(matriceA,2) To UBound(matriceA,2) 
    domMin(m,n) = 0 
    domMax(m,n) = 0 
  Next 
Next 
 
For m = 0 To 0 
  For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
    domMin(m,n) = 0 
    domMax(m,n) = 0 
  Next 
Next 
 
For m = UBound(matriceA,1) To UBound(matriceA,1) 
  For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
    domMin(m,n) = 0 
    domMax(m,n) = 0 
  Next 
Next 
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'Fitness function variables 
ReDim Fitness(dimPopolazione-1, 4) 
ReDim valorePerformance(dimPopolazione-1) 
ReDim expValue         (dimPopolazione-1) 
Dim   sumAdjFitness, sumNorFitness, sumExpValue, chooseExpValue 
Dim   maxVal 
 
Dim   FitnessMedia 
ReDim sigma2(dimIndividuo-1) 
 
'Crossover variables 
Dim gA, gB, fA, fB 
Dim puntoCrossoverA, puntoCrossoverB, puntoCrossoverC, puntoCrossoverD 
Dim min:    min    = 1 
Dim maxRow: maxRow = UBound(matriceA,1) 
Dim maxCol: maxCol = UBound(matriceA,2) 
 
'GA 
Sub  MainAlgoritmoGenetico() 
  Randomize 
 
  'File units 
  Rhino.UnitSystem 2, False 
  Rhino.UnitAbsoluteTolerance 0.00001 
  Rhino.UnitDistanceDisplayPrecision 7 
 
  For c = 1 To numAlgoritmi 
    'Crea i file di registro 
    fileLogPath        = path & "AG_TXT_LogFile_N"           & c & ".txt" 
    fileRuotaPath      = path & "AG_XLS_RouletteWheelSel_N"  & c & ".txt" 
    fileXlsOrdPath     = path & "AG_XLS_SortedFitness_N"     & c & ".txt" 
    fileXlsOrdBestPath = path & "AG_XLS_SortedBestFitness_N" & c & ".txt" 
    Set fileLog     = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
    Set fLog        = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileLogPath, True) 
    Set fXlsOrdBest = fileLog.CreateTextFile(fileXlsOrdBestPath, True) 
    fLog.Writeline    "-------------------------------------------" 
    fLog.Writeline    "-  FILE REGISTRO DELL'ALGORITMO GENETICO  -" 
    fLog.Writeline    "-------------------------------------------" 
 
    If riprendiPop = False Then 
      For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
        For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
            tempPunto    = matriceA(m,n) 
            tempPunto(0) = tempPunto(0) '+ domMin(m,n) + 
                           Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n)) 'X 
            tempPunto(1) = tempPunto(1) '+ domMin(m,n) + 
                           Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n)) 'Y 
            tempPunto(2) = tempPunto(2) + domMin(m,n) + 
                           Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n))  'Z 
            popolazione(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), 
                                 tempPunto(2)) 
          Next 
        Next 
      Next 
    Else 
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      Dim matriceOld, pathOld, fileOld 
      Set matriceOld = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
       
      For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1   
        pathOld = "c:\AG\geometriaVecchia" & i & ".txt" 
        Set fileOld = matriceOld.OpenTextFile(pathOld, 1) 
        For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
           tempPunto = fileOld.readLine 
           matrice(m,n) = Str2Pt(tempPunto) 
            tempPunto = matrice(m,n) 
            popolazione(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), 
                                 tempPunto(2)) 
          Next 
        Next 
      Next 
    End If 
 
    counterDom = 1 
 
    For u = 1 To numCicli 
       
      'Domain decay 
      If u = counterDom*genDecay Then     
        matriceA = LoadNewMatrice("c:\AG\geometriavecchia0.txt", 11, 11)  
        For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
            domMin(m,n) = domMin(m,n)*domDecay 
            domMax(m,n) = domMax(m,n)*domDecay 
            'Rhino.Print u & vbTab & domMax(m,n)-domMin(m,n) 
          Next 
        Next 
        counterDom = counterDom + 1 
      Else 
      End If 
 
      fLog.Writeline         "" 
      fLog.Writeline         "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Generazione " & u 
      fLog.Writeline         ""      
 
      'Geometry 
      For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
        shiftX = 0 'i*20 
        shiftY = 0 'u*20 + (c-1)*50*dimPopolazione 
        Call GeneraSuperfici(i, shiftX, shiftY) 
        valorePerformance(i) = Performance(i) 
      Next 
 
      'Fitness 
      Call AssegnaFitness(valorePerformance) 
      FitnessMedia = Medio(Fitness) 
 
      'Sort 
      Call StampaPopolazioneNonOrdinata() 
      Call OrdinaPopolazioneFitnessNormalizzata() 
      Call StampaPopolazioneOrdinata() 
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      'Selection 
      Call RuotaDellaFortuna() 
      Call CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
 
      'Crossover 
      Call CreaNuovaGenerazione() 
 
      'Mutations 
      Call GeneraMutazioni() 
      Call CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
 
      Rhino.Print       "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Fine della generazione " & u 
      fLog.Writeline    "ALGORITMO GENETICO, Fine della generazione " & u 
 
      'Delete geometries 
      Rhino.EnableRedraw False 
      arrGeometrie = Rhino.AllObjects 
      If IsArray(arrGeometrie) Then 
        If u < numcicli Then 
          Rhino.DeleteObjects arrGeometrie 
        End If 
      End If 
 
      'Clean memory 
      Rhino.Command "ClearUndo", False 
    Next 
    fLog.close 
    fXlsOrdBest.close 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Call MainAlgoritmoGenetico() 
 
Function LoadMatrice(path1) 
  Dim datiInp, inpEsiste, input, rigaDati, punto 
  Dim numRighe, numColonne 
 
  Set datiInp   = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
  inpEsiste     = datiInp.FileExists(path1) 
  If inpEsiste = True Then 
    Set input = datiInp.OpenTextFile(path1, 1) 
    numRighe   = input.readLine 
    numColonne = input.readLine 
    ReDim matrice(numRighe-1, numColonne-1) 
 
    For i = 0 To numRighe-1 
      For j = 0 To numColonne-1 
        If input.AtEndOfStream Then 
          Rhino.Print "Errore!!! Raggiunta la fine del file di input" 
          Exit Function 
        Else 
          rigaDati   = input.readLine 
          matrice(i,j) = Str2Pt(rigaDati) 
        End If 
      Next 
    Next 
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  Else 
    Rhino.Print "Error" 
  End If 
 
  'Draw points 
  Rhino.EnableRedraw False 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer("AG Points") 
  Rhino.Print "" 
  For i = 0 To numRighe-1 
    For j = 0 To numColonne-1 
      punto = matrice(i,j) 
      'Rhino.print punto(0) & vbTab & punto(1) & vbTab & punto(2) 
      Rhino.addPoint matrice(i,j) 
    Next 
  Next 
  Rhino.EnableRedraw True 
  LoadMatrice = matrice 
End Function 
 
Function LoadNewMatrice(geometryPath, row, col) 
  Dim datiInp, inpEsiste, input, rigaDati, punto 
  Set datiInp   = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
  inpEsiste     = datiInp.FileExists(geometryPath) 
 
  If inpEsiste = True Then 
    Set input = datiInp.OpenTextFile(geometryPath, 1) 
    ReDim matrice(row-1, col-1) 
 
    For i = 0 To row-1 
      For j = 0 To col-1 
        If input.AtEndOfStream Then 
          Rhino.Print "Error" 
          Exit Function 
        Else 
          rigaDati   = input.readLine 
          matrice(i,j) = Str2Pt(rigaDati) 
        End If 
      Next 
    Next 
  Else 
    Rhino.Print "Error" 
  End If 
 
  LoadNewMatrice = matrice 
End Function 
 
'Generate geometries 
Sub GeneraSuperfici(i, shiftX, shiftY) 
  Dim punt3D, p1, p2, p3, p4, incidenza, surface 
  Dim row: row = UBound(matriceA,1)+1 
  Dim col: col = UBound(matriceA,2)+1 
 
  'Create backup geometry files 
  Dim pathGeometry: pathGeometry = "c:\AG\GeometriaVecchia" & i & ".txt" 
  Dim pathScreenshotGeometry 
  pathScreenshotGeometry = "c:\AG\Screenshot\ScreenShot" & 0+u & ".txt" 
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  Dim fGeometry, sGeometry 
  'Save files for screenshot 
  If i=0 And screenShotCounter*screenShotRange = u Or i=0 And u=1 Then 
    Set sGeometry = fileLog.CreateTextFile(pathScreenShotGeometry, True) 
    Set fGeometry = fileLog.CreateTextFile(pathGeometry, True)   
 
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        punt3D = popolazione(i,m,n) 
        'Print coordinates 
        pv(i,m,n) = Array(punt3D(0), punt3D(1), punt3D(2)) 
        sGeometry.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
        fGeometry.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
        pv(i,m,n) = Array(punt3D(0)+ShiftX, punt3D(1)+ShiftY, punt3D(2)) 
      Next 
    Next 
    sGeometry.close 
    fGeometry.close 
    screenShotCounter = screenShotCounter + 1 
  Else 
    Set fGeometry = fileLog.CreateTextFile(pathGeometry, True) 
 
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        punt3D = popolazione(i,m,n) 
        'Print coordinates 
        pv(i,m,n) = Array(punt3D(0), punt3D(1), punt3D(2)) 
        fGeometry.writeline Pt2Str(pv(i,m,n)) 
        pv(i,m,n) = Array(punt3D(0)+ShiftX, punt3D(1)+ShiftY, punt3D(2)) 
      Next 
    Next 
    fGeometry.close 
  End If 
   
  'Draw surfaces 
  If i=0 Then 
  Rhino.EnableRedraw False 
  Rhino.CurrentLayer("AG Surfaces") 
  surfArea = 0 
  surfAreaTemp = 0 
 
  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1)-1 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2)-1 
      p1 = pv(i, m,   n  ) 
      p2 = pv(i, m,   n+1) 
      p3 = pv(i, m+1, n+1) 
      p4 = pv(i, m+1, n  ) 
      incidenza = Array(p1, p2, p3, p4) 
      surface = Rhino.AddSrfPt (incidenza) 
      surfAreaTemp = Rhino.SurfaceArea(surface) 
      surfArea = surfArea + surfAreaTemp(0) 
    Next 
  Next 
  Rhino.EnableRedraw True 
  End If 
End Sub 
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Function Performance(i) 
 
  Dim arPt1, arPt2, arPt3, arPt4  
  Dim arSrf, tsSr1, tsSr2, uvVic, ptVic  
  Dim p1, p2, p3, p4, a, b, c, D, Da, Db, Dc, dist, num, den 
 
  Dim numNodiX: numNodiX = UBound(matriceA,1)+1 
  Dim numNodiY: numNodiY = UBound(matriceA,2)+1 
  ReDim stacco(numNodiX-1, numNodiY-1) 
 
  'Calculate a, b and c with the Cramer’s rule 
  'ax1 + by1 + cz1 + 1 = 0 
  'ax2 + by2 + cz2 + 1 = 0 
  'ax3 + by3 + cz3 + 1 = 0 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      p1 = pv(i, m,   n  ) 
      p2 = pv(i, m,   n+1) 
      p3 = pv(i, m+1, n+1) 
      p4 = pv(i, m+1, n  ) 
 
      D  = p1(0)*(p2(1)*p3(2)-p3(1)*p2(2)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)*p3(2) 
           p3(0)*p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p2(0)*p3(1)-p2(1)*p3(0)) 
 
      Da = (p2(1)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(1))-p1(1)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p3(1) 
            p2(1)) 
      Db = p1(0)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) - (p2(0)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(0)) + 
           p1(2)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) 
      Dc = p1(0)*(p2(1)-p3(1)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) + (p2(0)*p3(1) 
           p2(1)*p3(0)) 
 
      a = -Da/D 
      b = -Db/D 
      c = -Dc/D 
 
      'Distance point-plane 
      num = a*p4(0) + b*p4(1) + c*p4(2) + 1 
      den = (a*a + b*b + c*c)^0.5 
      dist = num/den 
      stacco(m,n) = dist 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  Dim lungh 
  Dim cfPla: cfPla = 0 
  Dim maxValTemp: maxValTemp = 0 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      If Not(stacco(m,n) = "NULL")Then 
        lungh = stacco(m,n) 
 
        If Abs(lungh) > maxValTemp Then 
          maxValTemp = Abs(lungh) 
        End If 
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        'Vector norm 
        'cfPla = cfPla + Abs(lungh)  'Manhattan 
        cfPla = cfPla + lungh*lungh 'Euclidean 
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
  
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      p1 = pv(i, m,   n+1) 
      p2 = pv(i, m+1, n+1) 
      p3 = pv(i, m+1, n  ) 
      p4 = pv(i, m  , n  ) 
 
      D =  p1(0)*(p2(1)*p3(2)-p3(1)*p2(2)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)*p3(2) 
           p3(0)*p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p2(0)*p3(1)-p2(1)*p3(0)) 
      Da = (p2(1)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(1))-p1(1)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p3(1) 
           p2(1)) 
      Db = p1(0)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) - (p2(0)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(0)) + 
           p1(2)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) 
      Dc = p1(0)*(p2(1)-p3(1)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) + (p2(0)*p3(1) 
           p2(1)*p3(0)) 
 
      a = -Da/D 
      b = -Db/D 
      c = -Dc/D 
       
      'Distance point-plane 
      num = a*p4(0) + b*p4(1) + c*p4(2) + 1 
      den = (a*a + b*b + c*c)^0.5 
      dist = num/den 
      stacco(m,n) = dist 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
   For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      If Not(stacco(m,n) = "NULL")Then 
       lungh = stacco(m,n) 
        If Abs(lungh) > maxValTemp Then 
          maxValTemp = Abs(lungh) 
        End If 
        'cfPla = cfPla + Abs(lungh)  'Manhattan 
        cfPla = cfPla + lungh*lungh 'Euclidean 
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      p1 = pv(i, m+1, n+1) 
      p2 = pv(i, m+1, n  ) 
      p3 = pv(i, m  , n  ) 
      p4 = pv(i, m  , n+1) 
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      D =  p1(0)*(p2(1)*p3(2)-p3(1)*p2(2)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)*p3(2) 
           p3(0)*p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p2(0)*p3(1)-p2(1)*p3(0)) 
      Da = (p2(1)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(1))-p1(1)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p3(1) 
           p2(1)) 
      Db = p1(0)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) - (p2(0)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(0)) + 
           p1(2)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) 
      Dc = p1(0)*(p2(1)-p3(1)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) + (p2(0)*p3(1) 
           p2(1)*p3(0)) 
 
      a = -Da/D 
      b = -Db/D 
      c = -Dc/D 
 
      'Distance point-plane 
      num = a*p4(0) + b*p4(1) + c*p4(2) + 1 
      den = (a*a + b*b + c*c)^0.5 
      dist = num/den 
      stacco(m,n) = dist 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      If Not(stacco(m,n) = "NULL")Then 
        lungh = stacco(m,n) 
        If Abs(lungh) > maxValTemp Then 
          maxValTemp = Abs(lungh) 
        End If 
 
        'cfPla = cfPla + Abs(lungh)  ‘Manhattan 
        cfPla = cfPla + lungh*lungh ‘Euclidean 
 
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      p1 = pv(i, m+1, n  ) 
      p2 = pv(i, m  , n  ) 
      p3 = pv(i, m  , n+1) 
      p4 = pv(i, m+1, n+1) 
 
      D =  p1(0)*(p2(1)*p3(2)-p3(1)*p2(2)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)*p3(2) 
           p3(0)*p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p2(0)*p3(1)-p2(1)*p3(0)) 
      Da = (p2(1)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(1))-p1(1)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) + p1(2)*(p3(1) 
           p2(1)) 
      Db = p1(0)*(p3(2)-p2(2)) - (p2(0)*p3(2)-p2(2)*p3(0)) + 
           p1(2)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) 
      Dc = p1(0)*(p2(1)-p3(1)) - p1(1)*(p2(0)-p3(0)) + (p2(0)*p3(1) 
           p2(1)*p3(0)) 
 
      a = -Da/D 
      b = -Db/D 
      c = -Dc/D 
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      'Distance point-plane 
      num = a*p4(0) + b*p4(1) + c*p4(2) + 1 
      den = (a*a + b*b + c*c)^0.5 
      dist = num/den 
      stacco(m,n) = dist 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  For m = 0 To numNodiX - 2  
    For n = 0 To numNodiY - 2 
      If Not(stacco(m,n) = "NULL")Then 
        lungh = stacco(m,n) 
        If Abs(lungh) > maxValTemp Then 
          maxValTemp = Abs(lungh) 
        End If 
 
        'cfPla = cfPla + Abs(lungh)  'Manhattan 
        cfPla = cfPla + lungh*lungh 'Euclidean 
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
 
  If i=0 Then 
    maxVal = maxValTemp 
  End If 
 
  cfPla = Sqr(cfPla) 'Euclidean 
  Performance = cfPla 'maxVal  
End Function 
 
Sub AssegnaFitness(valorePerformance) 
  sumAdjFitness = 0 
 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1   
    Fitness(i, 0) = valorePerformance(i) 
    Fitness(i, 1) = Fitness(i, 0) 
    Fitness(i, 2) = 1 / (1 + Fitness(i, 1)) 
    sumAdjFitness = sumAdjFitness + Fitness(i, 2) 
  Next 
 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    Fitness(i, 3) = Fitness(i, 2) / sumAdjFitness 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Selection 
Sub RuotaDellaFortuna() 
 
  Dim rand 
  sumNorFitness = 1  
 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    expValue(i) = Fitness(i, 3)  
  Next 
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  sumExpValue = 0 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    sumExpValue = sumExpValue + ExpValue(i) 
    'Rhino.Print ExpValue(i) 
  Next 
 
  'Select individuals 
  For i=0+dimElite To dimPopolazione-1 
    rand = Rnd(1)*sumExpValue 
    chooseExpValue = expValue(0) 
    counter = 0 
    Do While chooseExpValue < rand 
      counter = counter+1 
      chooseExpValue = chooseExpValue + expValue(counter) 
      'Rhino.Print rand & vbTab & chooseExpValue 
    Loop 
 
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        popolazioneF(i,m,n) = popolazione(counter,m,n) 
      Next 
    Next 
 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub CreaNuovaGenerazione() 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Crea la nuova generazione (" & u+1 & ") di individui" 
 
  Dim genitore1, genitore2 
  Dim ptCross1, ptCross2, ptCross3, ptCross4 
 
  For i=0+dimElite To dimElite+dimCross-1 Step 2 
    genitore1 = 0 + Fix(Rnd(1)*(dimPopolazione-1)) 
    genitore2 = 0 + Fix(Rnd(1)*(dimPopolazione-1)) 
    ptCross1 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxRow-1)) 
    ptCross2 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxCol-1)) 
    ptCross3 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxRow-1)) 
    ptCross4 = min + Fix(Rnd(1) * (maxCol-1)) 
 
    'Reproduction 
    Call Crossover(genitore1,genitore2,dimElite+(cr*2),dimElite+(cr*2)+1, 
                   ptCross1, ptCross2, ptCross3, ptCross4) 
  Next 
 
  For i = dimElite+dimCross To dimPopolazione-1 
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        popolazioneF(i, m, n) = popolazione(0, m, n) 
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
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‘Two-dimensional crossover 
Sub Crossover(gA, gB, fA, fB, puntoCrossoverA, puntoCrossoverB, 
              puntoCrossoverC, puntoCrossoverD) 
 
  For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
    For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
      If m < puntoCrossoverA Then 
        If m < puntoCrossoverC Then 
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            End If 
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If 
          End If 
        Else 
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If 
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            End If 
          End If 
        End If 
      Else 
        If m < puntoCrossoverC Then 
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If 
          Else 
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            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            End If 
          End If 
        Else 
          If n < puntoCrossoverB Then 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            End If 
          Else 
            If n < puntoCrossoverD Then 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
            Else 
              popolazioneF(fA, m, n) = popolazione(gA, m, n) 
              popolazioneF(fB, m, n) = popolazione(gB, m, n) 
            End If 
          End If 
        End If 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
'Mutations 
Sub GeneraMutazioni() 
 
  For k = 0 To numMutazioni-1 
 
    i = 0+dimElite + Fix(Rnd(1)*(dimCross-1)) 
    m = Fix(Rnd(1)*UBound(matriceA,1)) 
    n = Fix(Rnd(1)*UBound(matriceA,2)) 
 
    tempPunto    = matriceA(m,n) 
 
    tempPunto(0) = tempPunto(0) '+ domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n) 
                   domMin(m,n)) 'Senza deltaX 
    tempPunto(1) = tempPunto(1) '+ domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n) 
                   domMin(m,n)) 'Senza deltaY 
    tempPunto(2) = tempPunto(2) + domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n) 
                   domMin(m,n)) 
    popolazioneF(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), tempPunto(2)) 
  Next 
 
  For k=dimElite+dimCross To dimPopolazione-1 
    i = k 
    m = Fix(Rnd(1)*UBound(matriceA,1)) 
    n = Fix(Rnd(1)*UBound(matriceA,2)) 
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    tempPunto    = matriceA(m,n) 
    tempPunto(0) = tempPunto(0) '+ domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n) 
                   domMin(m,n)) 'Senza deltaX 
    tempPunto(1) = tempPunto(1) '+ domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n) 
                   domMin(m,n)) 'Senza deltaY 
    tempPunto(2) = tempPunto(2) + domMin(m,n) + Rnd(1)*(domMax(m,n) 
                   domMin(m,n)) 
    popolazioneF(i,m,n) = Array(tempPunto(0), tempPunto(1), tempPunto(2)) 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub CopiaFigliSuPadri() 
  'Escludi la copia dell'elite 
  For i = dimElite To dimPopolazione-1 
    For m = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
      For n = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
        popolazione(i,m,n) = popolazioneF(i,m,n) 
      Next 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub OrdinaPopolazioneFitnessNormalizzata 
 
  Dim temp(4) 
  ReDim temp1(UBound(matriceA,1), UBound(matriceA,2)) 
   
  For i=0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    Fitness(i, 4) = i+1 
  Next 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-2 
    For j = 0 To dimPopolazione-2-i 
      'Per ordinare in ordine crescente bisogna sostituire "<" con ">" 
      If Fitness(j, 3)<Fitness(j+1, 3) Then 
        temp(4) = Fitness(j, 4)  
        temp(3) = Fitness(j, 3) 
        temp(2) = Fitness(j, 2) 
        temp(1) = Fitness(j, 1) 
        temp(0) = Fitness(j, 0) 
        Fitness(j, 4) = Fitness(j+1, 4) 
        Fitness(j, 3) = Fitness(j+1, 3) 
        Fitness(j, 2) = Fitness(j+1, 2) 
        Fitness(j, 1) = Fitness(j+1, 1) 
        Fitness(j, 0) = Fitness(j+1, 0)  
        Fitness(j+1, 4) = temp(4) 
        Fitness(j+1, 3) = temp(3) 
        Fitness(j+1, 2) = temp(2) 
        Fitness(j+1, 1) = temp(1) 
        Fitness(j+1, 0) = temp(0) 
 
        For s = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For t = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
            temp1(s,t) = popolazione(j,s,t) 
          Next 
        Next 
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        For s = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For t = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2)  
            popolazione(j,s,t) = popolazione(j+1,s,t) 
          Next 
        Next 
 
        For s = 0 To UBound(matriceA,1) 
          For t = 0 To UBound(matriceA,2) 
            popolazione(j+1,s,t) = temp1(s,t) 
          Next 
        Next 
      Else 
      End If 
    Next 
  Next 
End Sub 
 
Sub StampaPopolazioneNonOrdinata() 
  Dim stampaStr 
   
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della popolazione da ordinare alla gen " & u 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    'Rhino.Print    i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
    fLog.Writeline i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
  Next 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "---------------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
End Sub 
 
Sub StampaPopolazioneOrdinata() 
  Dim stampaStr 
   
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "Stampa della popolazione ordinata alla gen " & u 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
   
  For i=0 To dimPopolazione-1 
    fLog.Writeline i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
  Next 
 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
  fLog.Writeline "FITNESS NORMALIZZATA DEL MIGLIOR INDIVIDUO" 
  fLog.Writeline "" 
 
  For i = 0 To 0 
    fLog.Writeline i+1 & vbTab & Fitness(i, 3) 
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    fXlsOrdBest.Writeline u & vbTab & ((dimPopolazione)*(u-1))+i+1 & 
                          vbTab & Fitness(i,4) & vbTab & Fitness(i,0) & 
                          vbTab & FitnessMedia & vbTab & surfArea & vbTab 
                          & maxVal 
  Next 
   
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
  fLog.Writeline    "----------------------------------------------" 
  fLog.Writeline    "" 
End Sub 
 
Function Medio(Fitness) 
  Dim medioTemp 
  medioTemp = 0 
   
  'Calculate the mean fitness from raw fitness values 
  For i = 0 To dimPopolazione-1    
    medioTemp = medioTemp + Fitness(i, 0) 
  Next 
  Medio = medioTemp / dimPopolazione 
End Function 
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